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Oat~ 7/6/2012 District Court • Elmore User: HEATHER 
Time: 09:20AM ROAReport 
Page 1 of 7 Case: CV-2009.0000315 Current Judge: Lynn G Norton 
Terri M Sanders vs. Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Home School Dist 
Terri M Sanders vs. Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Home School Dist 
Date Code User Judge 
3/912009 NCOC DANETTE New Case Filed - Other Claims Michael E. Wetherell 
3/10/2009 APER DANETTE Plaintiff: Sanders, Terri M Appearance Marty Michael E. Wetherell 
Durand 
APER DANETTE Plaintiff: Sanders, Terri M Appearance John E Michael E. Wetherell 
Rumel 
APER DANETTE Plaintiff: Sanders, Terri M Appearance James M Michael E. Wetherell 
Piotroski 
DANETTE Filing= A- Clvit Complaint tor more than $1,000.00 Michael E. Wetherell 
Paid by: Durand, Marty (attorney for Sanders, 
Terri M) Receipt number: 0207063 Dated: 
3/1012009 Amount $88.00 (Check) For: 
Sanders, Terri M (plaintiff) 
DOS I DAWN Summons: Document Service Issued: on Michael E. Wetherell 
3/10/2009 to Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain 
Home School Dist; Assigned to . Service Fee of 
$0.00. 
412012009 NOAP KATHLEEN Notice Of Appearance Michael E. Wetherell 
412212009 APER KATHLEEN Defendant Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Michael E. Wetherell 
Home School Dist Appearance Brian K Julian 
KATHLEEN Filing: 17 - All Other Cases Paid by: Julian, Brian Michael E. Wetherell 
K (attorney for Board Of Trustees Of The 
Mountain Home School Dlst) Receipt number: 
0208805 Dated: 412212009 Amount $58.00 
(Check) For: Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain 
Home School Dist (defendant) 
511112009 ANSW KATHLEEN Answer and Demand for Jury Trial Michael E. Wetherell 
DOSS HEATHER Summons: Document Returned Served on Lynn G Norton 
5/1112009 to Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain 
Home School Dist; Assigned to . Service Fee of 
$0.00. 
5114/2009 NOTS KATHLEEN Notice Of Service Michael E. Wetherell 
7/1412009 NOTS KATHLEEN Notice Of Service Michael E. Wetherell 
712812009 NOTS KATHLEEN Notice Of Service Michael E. Wetherell 
~1912009 NOTS KATHLEEN Notice Of Service Michael E. Wetherell 
11/1712009 NOTS HEATHER Notice Of Service - Supplemental Answers and Michael E. Wetherell 
Response to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories, 
Request for Production of Documents and 
Request for Admissions 
3126/2010 NOTC HEATHER Notice of Intent to Dismiss and Order of Dismissal Michael E. Wetherell 
1n12o1o NOTC HEATHER Notice of Good Cause and Request for Michael E. Wetherell 
Scheduling Conference 
112212010 CHJG HEATHER Change Assigned Judge Richard Greenwood 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference Richard Greenwood 
08/1112010 11:00AM) 
~129/2010 NOTC HEATHER Notice of Taking Deposition (Terri M. Sanders) Richard Greenwood 
Date: 7/6/2012 District Court - Elmore County User: HEATHER 
Time: 09:20 AM ROAReport 
Page 2 of7 Case: CV-2009-0000315 Current Judge: Lynn G Norton 
Terri M Sanders vs. Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Home School Dist 
Terri M Sanders vs. Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Home School Dist 
Date Code User Judge 
51312010 HEATHER Civil Case Order for Scheduling Conference and Richard Greenwood 
Order Re: Motion Practice 
511312010 NOTS HEATHER Notice Of Service Richard Greenwood 
511712010 STIP HEATHER Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning Richard Greenwood 
HRVC HEATHER Hearing result for Scheduling Conference held on Richard Greenwood 
06/1112010 11:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
6/1012010 ORDR HEATHER Order Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial Richard Greenwood 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Richard Greenwood 
05/0612011 09:00 AM) 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 05/1612011 01:30 Richard Greenwood 
PM) 5-day (Mon, Wed, Thurs. Friday, Mon) 
6/1412010 NOTS HEATHER Notice Of Service Richard Greenwood 
6/1612010 MOTN HEATHER Motion to Disqualify Richard Greenwood 
MEMO HEATHER Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Richard Greenwood 
Judgment 
MISC HEATHER Statement of Facts Richard Greenwood 
MOSJ HEATHER Motion For Summary Judgment Richard Greenwood 
NOTH HEATHER Notice Of Hearing Richard Greenwood 
AFFD HEATHER Affidavit of Stephen Adams in Support of Motion Richard Greenwood 
for Summary Judgment 
6/17/2010 HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Richard Greenwood 
Judgment 07123/2010 11:00 AM) 
7/212010 HRST HEATHER Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Richard Greenwood 
held on 0712312010 11:00 AM: Hearing Re-set 
7/612010 AMEN HEATHER Amended Notice of Hearing Richard Greenwood 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Richard Greenwood 
Judgment 09/10/2010 11:00AM) 
7/712010 ORDR HEATHER Order for Disquafificatiort Richard Greenwood 
B/1312010 MOTN HEATHER Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment Richard Greenwood 
BREF HEATHER Plaintiff's Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Richard Greenwood 
Judgment 
AFFD HEATHER Affidavit of Marty Durand in Support of Plaintiffs' Richard Greenwood 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
NOTH HEATHER Notice Of Hearing Richard Greenwood 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Richard Greenwood 
Judgment 09110/2010 11 :00 AM) *Plaintiff's 
Motion for Summary Judgment* 
S/16/2010 AFFD HEATHER Supplement to Affidavit of Marty Durand in Richard Greenwood 
Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
S/2712010 RSPN HEATHER Defendants' Response Plaintiffs Motion for Richard Greenwood 
Summary Judgment 
Date: 7/6/2012 
Time: 09:20AM 
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Terri M Sanders vs. Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Home School Dist 
Terri M Sanders vs. Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Home School Dist 
Date Code User Judge 
8127/2010 RSPN HEATHER Plaintiff's Response to Defendants Motion for Richard Greenwood 
Summary Judgment 
9/3/2010 REPL HEATHER Reply in Support of Defendants' Motion for Richard Greenwood 
Summary Judgment 
9/7/2010 REPL HEATHER Plaintiff's Reply to Defendants' Response to Richard Greenwood 
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment 
9110/2010 DCHH HEATHER Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Richard Greenwood 
held on 0911012010 11:00 AM: District Court 
Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:. L. Anderson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 59 
DCHH HEATHER Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Richard Greenwood 
held on 09/1012010 11 :00 AM: District Court 
Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: F. Morris 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: *Plaintiff's Motion for Summary 
Judgment* 59 
11/29/2010 MEMO HEATHER Memorandum Decision and Order Richard Greenwood 
112412011 MISC HEATHER Joint Status Report Richard Greenwood 
211612011 NOTS HEATHER Notice Of Service Richard Greenwood 
211812011 STIP HEATHER Stipulation to Extend Deadlines to Disclose Richard Greenwood 
Expert Witnesses 
212412011 NOTS HEATHER Notice Of Service Richard Greenwood 
31112011 ORDR HEATHER Order Extending Deadlines to Disclose Expert Richard Greenwood 
Witnesses 
NOTS HEATHER Notice Of Service Richard Greenwood 
3124/2011 MISC HEATHER Defendants' Expert Witness Disclosure Richard Greenwood 
4115/2011 MOTN HEATHER Motion in Limine Richard Greenwood 
MEMO HEATHER Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine Richard Greenwood 
NOTH HEATHER Notice Of Hearing Richard Greenwood 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/0612011 09:00 Richard Greenwood 
AM) Motion in Limine 
5/512011 OBJC HEATHER Objection to Plaintiffs Proposed Jury Instructions Richard Greenwood 
5/612011 HRVC HEATHER Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 05/1612011 Richard Greenwood 
01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 5-day (Mon, Wed, 
Thurs. Friday, Mon) 
DCHH HEATHER Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Richard Greenwood 
05/0612011 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hek 
Court Reporter: F. Morris 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 4 
Date: 7/6/2012 
Time: 09:20AM 
Page 4 of7 
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ROAReport 
Case: CV-2009-0000315 Current Judge: Lynn G Norton 
Terri M Sanders vs. Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Home School Dist 
Terri M Sanders vs. Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Home School Dist 
Date Code User Judge 
516/2011 DCHH HEATHER Hearing result for Motion held on 05/06/2011 Richard Greenwood 
09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: F. Morris 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 4 Motion in Limine 
519/2011 MISC HEATHER Defendants Pre-Trial Brief Richard Greenwood 
MISC HEATHER Defendants Trial Exhibit List Richard Greenwood 
WI TN HEATHER Defendants Trial Witness List Richard Greenwood 
MISC HEATHER Defendants Requested Jury Instruction's and Richard Greenwood 
Special Verdict Form 
5111/2011 HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Status 05/20/2011 11 :00 Richard Greenwood 
AM) *Counsel via telephone• 
NOTH HEATHER Notice Of Hearing Richard Greenwood 
5/20/2011 DCHH HEATHER Hearing result for Status scheduled on Richard Greenwood 
05120/201111:00 AM: District Court Hearing Helc 
Court Reporter: F. Morris 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 15 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 01/18/2012 09:00 Richard Greenwood 
AM) *3 days• 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Richard Greenwood 
01/0612012 11:00 AM) 
6/8/2011 SUBC HEATHER Substitution Of Counsel Richard Greenwood 
APER HEATHER Plaintiff: Sanders, Terri M Appearance Paul J Richard Greenwood 
Stark 
7/10/2011 ORDR HEATHER Order Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial Richard Greenwood 
9/21/2011 STRP HEATHER Joint Status Report Richard Greenwood 
11/3/2011 CHJG HEATHER Change Assigned Judge Lynn G Norton 
ASSN, HEATHER Assignment Notice Lynn G Norton 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Lynn G Norton 
12/0512011 02:00PM) *Settlement Conference* 
NOTH HEATHER Notice Of Hearing Lynn G Norton 
11/14/2011 AMEN HEATHER Amended Notice of Hearing Lynn G Norton 
11/16/2011 MOTN HEATHER Motion to Strike Plaintiff's Proposed Exhibits and Lynn G Norton 
Jury Instructions 
MEMO HEATHER Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Lynn G Norton 
Plaintiff's Proposed Exhibits and Jury Instructions 
NOTH HEATHER Notice Of Hearing Lynn G Norton 
11/17/2011 HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/05/2011 02:00 Lynn G Norton 
PM) *Motion to Strike Plaintiff's Proposed 
Exhibits and Jury Instructions* 
121512011 CONT HEATHER Continued (Jury Trial 01/17/2012 09:00AM) *3 Lynn G Norton 
days* 
Date: 7/6/2012 
Time: 09:20AM 
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Case: CV-2009-0000315 Current Judge: Lynn G Norton 
Terri M Sanders vs. Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Home School Dist 
Terri M Sanders vs. Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Home School Dist 
Date Code User Judge 
12/5/2011 DCHH HEATHER Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Lynn G Norton 
on 12/05/2011 02:00PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: P. Tardiff 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 25*Settlement Conference* 
DCHH HEATHER Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Lynn G Norton 
12/05/2011 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Helc 
Court Reporter: 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 25*Motion to Strike Plaintiff's 
Proposed Exhibits and Jury Instructions* 
12/9/2011 AMEN HEATHER Amended Notice of Hearing Lynn G Norton 
12/14/2011 NOTH HEATHER Notice Of Hearing Lynn G Norton 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Motion in Limine Lynn G Norton 
01/06/2012 11:00 AM) *Defendants Motion in 
Limine,; Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Proposed 
Exhibits and Jury Instructions* 
PLJI DAWN Plaintiffs Proposed Jury Instructions Lynn G Norton 
WI TN HEATHER Plaintiff's Witness List and Exhibit List Lynn G Norton 
12/15/2011 NOTS HEATHER Notice Of Service Lynn G Norton 
AFFD HEATHER Affidavit of Stephen Adams in Support of Motion Lynn G Norton 
to Strike Filed November 16, 2011 
12128/2011 MOTN HEATHER Plaintiffs Response to Defendants Motion to Lynn G Norton 
Strike 
1/3/2012 REPL HEATHER Reply in Support of Defendants Motion to Strike Lynn G Norton 
115/2012 BREF HEATHER Defendants Supplemental Pre-Trial Brief Lynn G Norton 
JUID HEATHER Supplemental Defendants• Requested Jury Lynn G Norton 
Instructions and Special Verdict Form 
116/2012 DCHH HEATHER Hearing result for Motion in Limine scheduled on Lynn G Norton 
01/06/2012 11:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hek 
Court Reporter: P. Tardiff 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 50 *Defendants Motion in Limine,; 
Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Proposed Exhibits and 
Jury Instructions* 
DCHH HEATHER Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Lynn G Norton 
on 01/06/2012 11:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: P. Tardiff 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 51 
1/9/2012 EX HI HEATHER Supplemental Defendants' Trial Exhibit List Lynn G Norton 
1111/2012 JUIP HEATHER Plaintiff's Supplemental Proposed Jury Lynn G Norton 
Instructions 
'/13/2012 JUID HEATHER Second Supplemental Defendants Requested Lynn G Norton 
Jury Instructions and Speci;:1l Verdict Form 
Date: 7/6/2012 District Court - Elmore County User: HEATHER 
Time: 09:20 AM ROAReport 
Page 6 of 7 Case: CV-2009-0000315 Current Judge: Lynn G Norton 
Terri M Sanders vs. Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Home School Dist 
Terri M Sanders vs. Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Home School Dist 
Date Code User Judge 
1119/2012 JUIN HEATHER Jury Instructions Filed Lynn G Norton 
VERD HEATHER Special Verdict Form Lynn G Norton 
DCHH HEATHER Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Lynn G Norton 
01/1712012 09:00AM: District Court Hearing Hek 
Court Reporter: 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 
21312012 MOTN HEATHER Motion for Attorney's Fees and Memorandum of Lynn G Norton 
Costs 
MEMO HEATHER Memorandum in Support of Motion for Attorney's Lynn G Norton 
Fees and Memorandum of Costs 
AFFD HEATHER Affidavit of Stephen Adams in Support of motion Lynn G Norton 
for Attorney's Fees and Memorandum of Costs 
2121/2012 MOTN HEATHER Plaintiffs Motion to Disallow Defendanrs Lynn G Norton 
Memorandum of Costs 
2127/2012 MISC DONNA Plaintiffs Memorandum Support Of Motion To 
Disallow Defendants's Bill Of Costs 
Lynn G Norton 
31812012 REPL HEATHER Reply in Support of Motion for Attroney's Fees Lynn G Norton 
and Memorandum of Costs and Response to 
Plainitffs Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs. 
312712012 JDMT HEATHER Judgment Lynn G Norton 
CD IS HEATHER Civil Disposition Entered entered for: Board Of Lynn G Norton 
Trustees Of The Mountain Home School Dist, 
Defendant; Sanders, Terri M, Plaintiff. Filing date: 
312712012 
STAT HEATHER STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk Lynn G Norton 
action 
STAT HEATHER STATUS CHANGED: closed Lynn G Norton 
J/27/2012 NTOA HEATHER Notice Of Appeal Lynn G Norton 
APSC HEATHER Appealed To The Supreme Court Lynn G Norton 
APDC HEATHER Appeal Filed In District Court Lynn G Norton 
NTOA HEATHER Notice Of Appeal Lynn G Norton 
APSC HEATHER Appealed To The Supreme Court Lynn G Norton 
APDC HEATHER Appeal Filed In District Court Lynn G Norton 
STAT HEATHER STATUS CHANGED: Reopened Lynn G Norton 
HEATHER Filing: L4 -Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Lynn G Norton 
Supreme Court Paid by: Julian, Brian K. 
(attorney for Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain 
Home School Dist) Receipt number: 0004652 
Dated: 412712012 Amount $101.00 (Check) For: 
Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Home 
School Dist (defendant) 
)/15/2012 NOTC HEATHER Notice of Cross Appeal Lynn G Norton 
i/31/2012 BNDC HEATHER Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 5944 Dated Lynn G Norton 
513112012 for 206.00) 
Date: 7/6/2012 
Time: 09:20AM 
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·""''IW••• District Court - Elmore cnt11ntv, 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-2009-0000315 Current Judge: Lynn G Norton 
Terri M Sanders vs. Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Home School Dist 
User: HEATHER 
Terri M Sanders vs. Board Of Trustees Of The Mountain Home School Dist 
Date Code User 
5/3112012 BNDC HEATHER 
HEATHER 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 5945 Dated 
5/31/2012 for 68.00) 
Judge 
Lynn G Norton 
Filing: L4 - Appeal. Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Lynn G Norton 
Supreme Court Paid by: Piotroskl, James M 
(attomey for Sanders, Terri M) Receipt number: 
0005946 Dated: 5/31/2012 Amount $101.00 
(Check) For: Sanders. Terri M (plaintiff) 
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John E. Rwnel, ISB # 4735 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
620 North Sixth Street 
P.O. Box 2638 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 333-8560 
Facsimile: (208) 344-1606 
James M. Piotrowski, ISB # 5911 
Marty Durand, ISB # 5111 
HERZFELD & PIOTROWSKI, LLP 
713 W. Franklin 
P .0. Box 2864 
Boise;ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 331-9200 
Facsimile: (208) 331-9201 
' Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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CL~COURT 
DE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
TERRI M. SANDERS, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE MOUNTAIN ) 
HOME SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 193, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
CASE No.CV ~ZOdt-Q\6 
COMPLAINT FOR BREACH OF 
CONTRACT 
Plaintiff Terri M. Sanders, by and through her attorneys of record, John E. Rwnel, Esq., 
James M. Piotrowski, Esq., and Marty Durand, Esq., for her Complaint states and avers as follows: 
I. NATURE OF THE ACTION 
1. Plaintiff Terri M. Sanders brings suit for violation of the Open Meetings Act and 
breach of a contract of employment. 
COMPLAINT- 1 . 
MICHABL WJr.l'H IIBBLt 004 
,, .... ,. ... 
D. PARTIES, JURISDICI'ION AND VENUE 
2. Terri M. Sanders is an individual residing in Elmore County, Idaho. Sanders is 
employed as a certificated teacher by the Defendant Mountain Home School District No. 193. 
3. Defendant Board of Trustees is the governing body of the Mountain Home School 
District No. 193. Mountain Home School District No. 193 is a school district organized pursuant to 
the laws of the State of Idaho. 
4. This Court has jurisdiction of tho parties andthesubjectmatter. Venue is appropriate 
in this District as the events complained of oc:curred within the Fourth Judicial District and some or 
all of the School District Defendants reside within the Fourth Judicial District. 
Ill. FACTS AND BACKGROUND 
S. Terri Sanders is a 23 year employee of Mountain Home School District No. 193 
where she is a teacher. Sanders taught special education for thirteen years and general education for 
ten years. During Sanders' employment, she received generally positive teaching evaluations. 
6. Sanders holds a valid Idaho Standard Teaching Certificate, as well as a Standard 
Exceptional Child, Generalist K/12 certificate, and a Consulting Teacher endorsement. 
7. The School District has entered into a series of annual Master Contracts with the 
Mountain Home Education Association for the purpose of establishing some of the terms and 
conditions of employment of the District's certificated teachers, including Sanders. Sanders entered 
into an individual teaching contract with the School District, which in tum incorporated all relevant 
law and the terms of the Master Contract. 
8. The Master Contract specifies that seniority in the district and qualifications are 
criteria of equal value to be considered for transfer and/or reassignment of certificated employees, 
COMPLAINT- 2 
" ·005 
.. 
such as Sanders. 
9. The Master Contract also contains a provision by which the School District agreed 
that no employee would "be deprived of any professional advantage without just cause." 
10. The Master Contract fUrther provides that applicants for transfer and/or reassignment 
shall be interviewed in order of seniority, with the most senior applicant going first. 
11. Idaho Code § 33-1201 requires individuals perfonning professional duties in Idaho's 
public schools to have a certificate qualifYing them to perform their job duties. 
I 2. State Board of Education Rules require the District to employ certified teachers· in 
special education positions with the "highest entry level standard" unless there is a shortage of 
qualified candidates. 
13. In May, 2008, a Consulting Teacher vacancy arose in the District Central Office . The 
position description developed by the District listed the following relevant qualifications: 
A) Valid Idaho Standard Teaching Certificate and Exceptional Child Certificate; 
and; 
B) Master's degree or higher from an accredited college or university with 
teaching experience in both special education and general education. 
14. Sanders possessed all of the required teaching certifications and endorsements, 23 
years seniority and experience teaching both special and general education. 
1 S. Applicant John Lay possessed only one teaching certification, designated "Standard 
Exceptional Child, Generalist K/12." This is a standard special education or exceptional child 
certification. Applicant Lay did not possess a Standard Teaching Certificate at the time of his 
application or transfer. Applicant Lay also did not possess the Consulting Teacher endorsement 
COMPLAINT-3 
While Applicant Lay had 13 years seniority in the District, he had no experience teaching general 
education. Applicant Lay thus failed to meet the minimum qualifications of the District's own 
position description. 
16. Sanders was the most senior applicant, but was not interviewed first. 
17. Following interviews of four applicants for the position, the School District 
incorrectly rated Lay's qualifications as higher than those of Sanders even though Lay did not meet 
the minimum qualifications in that he did not possess a Standard Teaching Certificate, and had no 
prior experience in teaching general education. 
18. Sanders was both more senior than Lay, and more highly qualified than Lay. 
Nonetheless, Defendant School District transferred Lay to the position of Consulting Teacher rather 
than Sanders. 
19. Pursuant to the Master Contract, Sanders submitted a grievance over the violations of 
her contract The grievance was processed through the various steps in the grievance procedure and 
ultimately was referred to a professional arbitrator for a non-binding ruling. 
20. The parties jointly selected Howell Lankford, an arbitrator appearing on the Federal 
Mediation and Conciliation Service's list of arbitrators, to hear the dispute. Arbitrator Lankford took 
evidence and issued a non-binding "Findings, Discussion and Award" on December 4, 2008. In that 
Award, Arbitrator Lankford concluded that the School District had breached the tenns of the Master 
Contract, should make Sanders whole for lost pay and benefits, and place her in the position of 
Consulting Teacher. 
21. On or about December 18, 2008, the Board of Trustees sent a letter to Sanders 
informing her that they had determined to sustain the placement of Lay in the Consulting Teacher 
COMPLAINT-4 
r-. 007 
• 
position, effectively denying the grievance. To the best of Sanders' information and belief, the 
Board of Trustees met only once between December 4 and December 18, 2008. That meeting 
occurred on December 14. 2008. In the course of the public portions of that meeting, the Board of 
Trustees did not ·considea:, discuss, or vote upon any decision to sustain or deny Sanders grievance, or 
to accept or reject Arbitrator Lankford's decision. 
IV. CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 
Flat CJahp for Belie( 
Violation of Open Meetings Act, I. C. §67-2342 
22. Sanders incorporates paragraphs 1 through 21 as if fully stated herein. 
23. By the foregoing conduct, the Defendant Board of Trustees has violated the 
requirement ofi.C. §67-2342 that all meetings be open to the public, as well as its prohibition on 
making decisions by secret ballot 
24. Pursuant to I. C. §67-2347( 4), Sanders is entitled to a judgment requiring the Board of 
Trustees to comply with the provisions ofldaho's Open Meetings Act. 
Second Claim for Relief 
Breach of Contract- Violation of Open Meetings Act 
2S. Sanders incorporates paragraphs 1 through 24 as if fully stated herein. 
26. Provisions of Idaho law are incorporated expressly and/or as a matter of law by 
implication in Sanders' contract with the District. 
27. As set out in the First Claim for Relief, Defendants violated the Open Meetings Act's 
requirement that all decisions be made in public meetings and not by secret ballot. By violating the 
terms of the Open Meetings Act, Defendants breached their contract with Sanders. 
COMPLAINT· S 
28. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing Sanders has suffered damages in the 
forms of lost wages and benefits as well as deprivation of professional advantage, increased 
leadership opportunity and professional recognition as a highly skilled educator associated with the 
position, all in amounts to be proved at trial. 
Dird Claim for ReDel 
Breach of Contract- Violation ofi.C. §33-1201 
29. Sanders incorporates paragraphs 1 through 28 as if fully stated herein. 
30. Provisions of Idaho law are incorporated expressly and/or as a matter of law by 
implication in Sanders' contract with the District. 
31. By the foregoing conduct the School District Defendants violated Idaho Code § 33-
1201 's provision that all persons employed to serve in any school be required to have a certificate 
appropriate for the service being rendered. By violating the terms ofi.C. §33-1201, Defendants 
breached their contract with Sanders. · 
32. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing Sanders has suffered damages in the 
forms of lost wages and benefits as well as deprivation of professional advantage, increased 
leadership opportunity and professional recognition as a highly skilled educator associated with the 
position, all in amounts to be proved at trial. 
Fourth Claim for ReUef 
Breach of Contract- Violation of IDAP A 8.02.03.190.02(t) 
33. Sanders incorporates paragraphs 1 through 32 as if fully stated herein. 
34. Provisions of Idaho law are incorporated expressly and/or as a matter of law by 
implication in Sanders' contract 
COMPLAINT- 6 
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35. By the foregoing conduct the School District Defendants have violated Idaho State 
Board of Education Rules which require that school districts employ individuals in special education 
positions meeting the highest entry-level certification standard for the position being tilled. By 
violating IDAPA 8.02.03.190.02(t), Defendants breached their contract with Sanders. 
36. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing Sanders has suffered damages in the 
forms of lost wages and benefits as well as deprivation of professional advantage, increased 
leadership opportunity and professional recognition as a highly skilled educator associated with the 
position, all in amounts to be proved at trial. 
Fifth Claim for ReUef 
Breach of Contract- Violation of Master Contract §2. 7 
37. Sanders incorporates paragraphs 1 through 36 as if fully stated herein. 
38. The Master Contract between the Defendant School Board and the Mountain Home 
Education Association is incorpo~ as a matter of law in Sanders' contract. 
39. By the foregoing conduct the School District Defendants denied Sanders professional 
advantages without just cause, in violation of Section 2. 7 of the Master Agreement. By violating the 
terms of the Master Agreement Defendants breached their contract with Sanders. 
40. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing Sanders has suffered damages in the 
forms of lost wages and benefits as well as deprivation of professional advantage, increased 
leadership opportunity and professional recognition as a highly skilled educator associated with the 
position, all in amounts to be proved at trial. 
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Sixth Clahp for Relief 
Breach of Contract- Violation of Master Contract §2.11 
41. Sanders incorporates paragraphs 1 through 40 as if fully stated herein. 
42. The Master Contract between the Defendant School Board and the Mountain Home 
Education Association is incorporated as a matter of law in Sanders' contract. 
43. By the foregoing conduct the School District Defendants denied Sanders the benefit 
of the Master Agreement's Section 2.11, governing transfer of employees and requiring that seniority 
be given equal weight to qualiflcations in transfer decisions, thereby violating the Master Agreement 
By violating the terms of the Master Agreement Defendants breached their contract with Sanders. 
44. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing Sanders has suffered damages in the 
fonns of lost wages and benefits as well as deprivation of professional advantage, increased 
leadership opportunity and professional recognition as a highly skilled educator associated with the 
position, all in amounts to be proved at trial. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Sanders prays for entry of judgment as follows: 
a. For instatement to the position of Consulting Teacher with full credit for all 
rights, benefits and privileges to which she would have been entitled had she 
been selected for the position, or, in lieu thereof, for damages; 
b. For compensatory damages, including for lost income and benefits, to the 
fullest extent allowable under law; 
c. For an award of reasonable costs and attorney's fees; and 
COMPLAINT· 8 
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d. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
DATED this {Q Tho day of March, 2009. 
HERZFELD & PIOTROWSKI, LLP 
Attorneys for Plaintiff' 
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Brian K. Julian -ISB No. 2360 
Amy G. White- ISB No. 5019 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7 428 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7 428 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
E-Mail: blulian@ajhlaw.com 
awhite@ajhlaw.com 
Attorneys for DEFENDANTS . 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
TERRIM.SANDERS 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE 
MOUNTAIN HOME SCHOOL DISTRICT 
N0.193 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2009-315 
ANSWER AND DEMAND FOR 
JURY TRIAL 
COME NOW the above-entitled Defendants, by and through their attorneys of 
record, and answer Plaintiffs Complaint as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
The Complaint fails to state a claim against Defendants upon which relief can be 
granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
I. 
Defendants deny each and every allegation of Plaintiffs Complaint not herein 
specifically admitted. 
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II. 
Defendants admit the allegations of Plaintiffs Complaint as follows: 
With regard to the allegations in paragraphs 2, 6, 16, and 19, these allegations 
are admitted. 
With regard to the allegations in paragraph 4, Defendants admit that jurisdiction 
is appropriate in the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, In and for the County 
of Elmore. However, Defendants deny that these allegations Insofar as they suggest 
that the minimum amount of damages necessary for jurisdiction before the district court 
has been established. 
With regard to the allegations in paragraph 5, Defendants only admit that Plaintiff 
was an employee of Mountain Home School District and that as part of her employment, 
Plaintiff received teaching evaluations. 
With regard to the allegations in paragraph 7, Defendants only admit that there is 
a Master Contract, and that the terms of Plaintiff's employment were affected by the 
Master Contract. Defendants also admit that Plaintiff had an individual teaching 
contract. 
With regard to the allegations in paragraph 8, Defendants only admit that the 
Master Contract contains clauses regarding the criteria for evaluating the transfer and/or, 
reassignment of certificated employees. 
With regard to the allegations in paragraph 9, Defendants only admit that the 
Master Contract contains language regarding termination or deprivation of professional 
advantageous without just cause, but deny this allegation insofar as Plaintiff contends it 
is applicable to this lawsuit. 
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With regard to the allegations in paragraph 10, Defendants only admit that the 
Master Contract contains provisions indicating the order of interviews for applicants of 
transfer and/or reassignment. 
With regard to the allegations in paragraph 11, Defendants admit that /.C. § 33-
1201 exists, but are without knowledge whether or not such code section is applicable 
to this lawsuit, and therefore deny that it is applicable. 
With regard to the allegations in paragraph 13, Defendants only admit that in or 
about May 2008, a vacancy arose for a consulting teacher position with the Mountain 
Home School District. 
With regard to the allegations in paragraph 14, Defendants admit that Plaintiff 
possessed endorsements, certifications and experience which qualified her for the 
vacant position, but specifically deny that she was the best qualified candidate for the 
position. 
With regard to the allegations in paragraph 15, Defendants admit that John Lay 
possessed the teacher certification stated. Defendants also admit that this certification 
is a standard special education or exceptional child certification. Lay's qualifications 
met the State Department of Education requirements for reimbursement as a consultive 
teacher. Defendants specifically deny that Mr. Lay failed· to· meet the minimum 
qualifications for the district's description of the position. 
With regard to the allegations in paragraph 20, Defendants only admit that 
Howell Lankford acted as an arbitrator in this matter, and issued his non-binding 
"Findings, Discussion and Award" on or about December 4, 2008. 
With regard to the allegations in paragraph 21, Defendants admit that on or about 
December 18, 2008, the Board of Trustees sent a letter to Plaintiff informing her that the 
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decision and determination of the arbitrator was non-binding and that the Mountain 
Home School District was declining to accept the arbitrator's findings. Defendants 
specifically deny that this decision constituted a denial of Plaintiff's grievance, and deny 
the remaining allegations insofar as they allege that a final action or decision regarding 
Plaintiff's grievance or any employment decision regarding Plaintiff was made in 
executive session. 
Ill. 
With regard to the allegations in paragraphs 1 and 12, Defendants are without 
knowledge to admit or deny these allegations, and therefore, they are denied. 
IV. 
With regard to the allegations in paragraphs 17, 18, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 
32, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43 and 44, these are denied. 
v. 
Wtth regard to paragraphs 22, 25, 29, 33, 37, and 41, these paragraphs contain 
statements realleging and incorporating the previous allegations, and therefore these 
paragraphs are admitted or denied in accordance with the above statements. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
Defendants' alleged conduct was authorized by t.C. §67-2345; 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is not entitled to damages for breach of contract as there was just and 
reasonable cause to determine that Plaintiff was not the most qualified applicant for the 
position. 
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FIFTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff has failed to exhaust all of Plaintiff's administrative remedies before 
bringing this action in the district court. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
The Defendants were justified in denying the transfer and/or reassignment of 
Plaintiff to the consulting teacher position where Plaintiff performed extraordinarily 
poorly in the interview for the position, and thus was not the most qualified applicant. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff lacks standing to bring this action because there is no breach of contract 
for alleged violations of I. C.§ 33-1201 where Defendant had no contractual obligation to 
hire Plaintiff to the consulting teacher position. 
EIGHTH DEFENSE 
This issue is not justifiable as it involves the determination of a political question 
not appropriate for judicial consideration. 
NINTH DEFENSE 
Defendants were privileged to determine who to hire for the consulting teacher 
position, because though there is or may be terms under the Master Contract outlining 
considerations that should be given for seniority, there is no requirement that the most 
senior person be hired, or that the school district disregard the outcome of the interview 
process. 
TENTH DEFENSE 
The Defendants . have complied with each and every term of any contracts 
entered into with Plaintiff, and/or Plaintiff is in breach of conditions and requirements 
under said contracts, thereby absolving Defendants of any liability. 
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ELEVENTH DEFENSE 
The Plaintiffs action should be barred as a matter of public policy because 
school districts and other public entities should be able to make discretionary decisions 
regarding hiring, firing, transfer and/or reassignment of certificated and non-certificated 
personnel. 
TWELFTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is not. a real party in interest, contrary to Rule 17 of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure, with reference to Plaintiffs third claim for relief for breach of contract for 
violation of I.C. § 33-1201. 
THIRTEENTH DEFENSE 
That more than thirty days have passed since the alleged board meeting at which 
the alleged decision was made not to adopt the arbitrator's findings, and therefore, 
Plaintiffs action is barred by the statute of limitations pursuant to I. C. §67-2347(4). 
FOURTEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff has failed to establish a prima facie case supporting her claims as 
required by law. 
FIFTEENTH DEFENSE 
The damages prayed for in the Complaint and the causes of action against the 
Defendants arise out of, and stem from activities that are immune from liability and, 
therefore, Plaintiffs causes of action and the damages alleged are barred. 
SIXTEENTH DEFENSE 
Any and all claims for attorney's fees are controlled by the definition set 
forth in I.C. § 12-117. 
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SEVENTEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is barred from recovery under the doctrines of estoppel, quasi-estoppel, 
waiver, laches, and unclean hands. 
EIGHTEENTH DEFENSE 
Defendants reserve the right to assert any additional affirmative defenses and 
matters in avoidance that may be disclosed in the course of additional investigation and 
discovery. 
WHEREFORE, DEFENDANTS PRAY that Plaintiff take nothing by her 
Complaint, that the Complaint be dismissed and that these answering Defendants be 
awarded costs of suit and attorney's fees, and such other and further relief as the Court 
deems just. 
JURY DEMAND 
DEFENDANTS DEMAND TRIAL BY JURY AS TO ALL ISSUES. 
DATED this...!._ day of May, 2009. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
w- ~ f.v By~~~~~~~~---------
Brian K. Julian, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for DEFENDANTS 
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CERTIFICATE Of MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this __1_ day of May, 2009, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing ANSWER AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL by delivering 
the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the method indicated below, 
addressed as follows: 
James Piotrowski 
HERZFELD & PIOTROWSKI 
P.O. Box 2864 
Boise, !D 83701 
Telephone: (208) 331-9200 
Facsimile: (208) 331-9201 
John Rumel 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOC. 
P.O. Box 2638 
Boise, !D 83701 
Telephone: (208) 333-8560 
Facsimile: (208) 344-1606 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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[ ] Facsimile 
Brian K. Julian 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
TERRI M. SANDERS, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE 
MOUNTAIN HOME SCHOOL 
DISTRICT NO. 193, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV -2009-31 S 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER 
This matter is before the Court on cross motions for summary judgment on liability on all 
theories raised in plaintiff's complaint. Where the parties have filed cross-motions for summary 
judgment relying on the same facts, issues and theories, the parties effectively stipulate that there 
is no genuine issue of material fact that would preclude the district court from entering summary 
judgment Intermountain Forest Management, Inc. v. Louisiana Pacific Corp., 136 Idaho 233, 
31 P.3d 921 (2001 ). However, the mere fact that both parties move for summary judgment does 
not in and of itself establish that there is no genuine issue of material fact. 14. This Court must 
review each motion on its merits, construing the record most favorably to the non-moving party. 
Where a jury has been requested, the Court must draw any inferences in favor of the non-moving 
party in determining whether summary judgment is appropriate. If reasonable people could reach 
different conclusions or inferences from the evidence, the motion must be denied. Yan v. 
PortneufMedical Center, 147 Idaho SS2, SS6, 212 P.3d 982,986 (2009). 
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1 I. BACKGROYNDAND FACTS 
2 
There does not appear to be a substantial disagreement regarding the underlying facts. 
3 
4 
There is, however, considerable disagreement over the significance of the facts. 
5 The Plaintiff, Ms. Sanders, has been a teacher with the Mountain Home School District 
6 No. 193 ("School District'') for roughly 2.5 years. On May, 2008 the School district announced 
7 an opening for a Consulting Teacher position. The job listing included, among other things, as 
a required qualifications having a valid Idaho Standard Teaching Certificate and Exceptional Child 
9 
Certificate, a master's degree (or State approved fifth year program) from an accredited college 
10 
or university with experience in both general and special education, and three years teaching 
ll 
12 
experience with at least two years in a special education classroom. The announcement also 
13 provided for "[ s ]uch alternatives to the above qualifications as the Board may find appropriate 
l4 and acceptable." 
15 The announcement of the job opening also stated it was subject to Section 2.11 of the 
16 Master Contract between the School District and the teachers. The Master Contract requires, 
17 
among other things, that criteria for filling job vacancies by transfer or reassignment from within 
18 
the District include seniority within the district and qualifications, which are to be given equal 
19 
weight. 
20 
21 In filling the Consulting Teacher position, the District scored the four candidates based on 
22 seniority and the results of a panel interview. Ms. Sanders was awarded the maximum points for 
23 seniority. After the interviewing process Ms. Sanders was given fewer "qualification" points 
24 than Mr. Lay. Plaintiff was scored as coming in second place. Mr. Lay received the highest 
25 
score over all and was awarded the position. The Superintendent of Schools, Mr. McMurtrey, 
. 
26 
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apparently filled the position through a recommendation to the Board of Trustees. There is no 
indication in the record that the Board formally acted on the appointment, but it appears 
undisputed that Mr. Lay filled the position. 
Neither the Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent, nor the interview committee 
investigated the candidates' minimum qualifications for the position as stated in the job 
announcement. Mr. Lay did not possess a standard teaching certificate and had no experience in 
a general education classroom at the time he applied and was given the job of Consulting 
Teacher. 
Plaintiff tiled a grievance under the Master Contract procedures over the failure to award 
her the position. Mr. McMurtrey determined, in response to the grievance, that Mr. Lay had 
sufficient alternative credentials to make him eligible for the position. Consequently the 
grievance was denied. 
Ms. Sanders then filed a grievance with the Board of Trustees. Mr. Alexander, as 
chairman of the Board responded. He determined the grievance was unfounded and so informed 
her by letter dated July 1, 2008. Even though the letter speaks of action taken and a 
determination made by the Board, the Board, as such, did not act on Ms. Sanders' grievance. Mr. 
Alexander made the decision on his own. 
Following receipt of the denial letter, Plaintiff requested the final level of grievance-
non-binding arbitration. The matter was submitted to an arbitrator with the Federal Mediation 
and Conciliation Service. The Arbitrator ruled in favor of Plaintiff, holding that the Master 
Contract was violated when Mr. Lay was appointed to a position for which he did not have the 
minimum qualifications stated in the job announcement. 
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Ostensibly acting without making a decision. the Board rejected the arbitrators report. 
Ms. Sanders was sent a letter signed by all of the Board members advising that Mr. Lay would 
remain in the Consulting Teacher Position. The Board further advised her that the decision not 
to hire Plaintiff was not properly the subject of a grievance. Neither the detennination to reject 
the arbitrator's report nor the letter itself was subject to discussion or action during an open 
Board meeting. 
' 
Plaintiff tiled this suit alleging that the School District violated its contractual obJigations 
to her by giving the position to a less qualified and less senior applicant and by taking actions in 
violation of the Idaho Open Meeting laws. 
II. DISCUSSIQN 
A. DEENDANTS" MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
This decision will discuss the theories in the order they are set forth in plaintiff's 
complaint. Plaintiff refers to each of her theories as a "claims for relief." 
Plaintiff's first claim for relief seeks a judgment requiring the Board of Trustees to 
comply with Idaho's Open Meeting Act. In her reply brief plaintiff has abandoned this claim for 
relief. It will not be fUrther discussed here. 
(i) Second Claim for Relief- Violation of Open Meeting Act as Breach of 
Contract 
Plaintiff's second claim for relief is based on breach of contract on the theory that the 
Board of Trustees violated the Open Meeting Act in two respects. First, plaintiff claims the 
Board of Trustees failed to meet and make a decision in public regarding her initial grievance 
tiled over the hiring for the position of consulting teacher. Second, the Board failed to meet and 
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make a decision in public over its rejection of the arbitrator's report. Plaintiff's theory appears to 
be that the master contract between the teachers and the Mountain Home School District 
incorporates Idaho law. The Open Meeting Act is part of Idaho law. Therefore, the school 
district has breached the contract by violating Idaho law. 
There are two fundamental problems with the plaintiff's position. First, the wrong of 
which plaintiff complains in this case is the failure to appoint her to the position of Consulting 
Teacher. If indeed this was a wrong, it exists whether or not the Defendants complied with the 
Open Meeting Act. In other words, plaintiff has drawn no causal connection between the alleged 
violation of the Open Meeting Act and the injury of which she complains. 
Second, by its terms, the Idaho Open Meeting Act prohibits private causes of action for 
damages. ''No private action brought pursuant to this subsection shall result in the assessment of 
a civil penalty against any member of a public agency and there shall be no private right-of-
action for damages arising out of any violation of the provision of§§ 67-2342 through 67-2346, 
Idaho Code." Idaho Code § 67-2347(6). 
Defendants are granted summary judgment on this claim for relie£ 
(ii) Third Claim for Relief- Violation of Idaho Code§ 33-1201 
In a nutshell, Idaho Code § 33-1201 requires a teacher to "have and to hold a certificate 
issued under authority of the State Board of Education, valid for the service being rendered; ... 
. " Plaintiff alleges that Mr. Lay, the person appointed to the open position, did not have a 
consulting teacher certificate issue by the State Board of Education. Consequently he was 
unqualified for the position. Had he not been appointed, plaintiff alleges she would have been 
appointed. 
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The Defendants counter that, while the statute is indeed incorporated into the contract, the 
statute creates no duty specific to plaintiff. Therefore plaintiff has no standing to bring this 
action. Essentially, the Defendants argue that Idaho Code § 33-1202 creates a duty that runs to 
the public in general and not to an individual such as plaintiff. The injury of which plaintiff 
complains is no different from the injury suffered by every other patron or employee of the 
Mountain Home School District. 
Plaintiff responds that the injury she suffers is different in kind from that of the general 
public or patrons of the Mountain Home School District. 
Standing requires that the party bringing the suit suffer a harm that is more than a 
generalized grievance shared by all or a large class of citizens. Young v. City of Ketchum, 131 
Idaho 102, 44 P .3d 11 57 (2002). In this case the harm suffered by the plaintiff is more akin to 
that demonstrated in Scott v. Buhl Joint School District No. 412, 123 Idaho 779, 852 P.2d 1376 
(1993) than it is to that in Young v. City of Ketchum. In this case the plaintiff has alleged the 
Defendants' failure to follow the statute impacts her differently than the generalized injury 
suffered the same by all patrons or employees of the school district. The claim that she lost a 
promotion is certainly not a claim shared with other employees or patrons of the District. The 
plaintiff has standing; 
Of course, the mere fact that a party has standing does not mean they are entitled to 
prevail on the merits. See, e.g., Scott v. Buhl Joint School District No. 412, 123 Idaho 779, 852 
P.2d 1376 (1993). 
Defendants' motion for summary Judgment on this issue is denied. 
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(iii) Fourth Claim for Relief- Violation of IDAPA 
Plaintiff also alleges the Defendants have breached the contract with the Mountain Home 
School District by violating IDAPA Section 08.02.03.109.02. As with the third claim for relief, 
plaintiff alleges that this provision of Idaho Law is incorporated into her contract by reference. 
This provision in IDAP A concerns employment of special education and related services 
professional personnel. The regulation requires that education agencies employ individuals who 
meet the highest entry-level standard that applies to a specific discipline unless there is a shortage 
of fully qualified candidates for a specific position. 
Defendants maintain that this claim for relief must fail for two reasons. First, it fails for 
lack of standing based upon the same arguments put forth with respect to the statutory violation 
alleged by plaintiff. Second, the Defendants allege there is no proof that this regulation has been 
violated. Mr. Lay is certified as a special education teacher. 
Plaintiff responds that the IDAP A provision must be read in conjunction with Idaho Code 
§ 33-1201. Plaintiff's argument is not that Mr. Lay is not qualified as a special education 
teacher. Plaintiff's argument is that Mr. Lay does not hold a certification as a consulting teacher. 
As to standing, plaintiff has standing for the same reasons enunciated above regarding 
Idaho Code§ 33•1201. The injury she alleges is different in kind ftom any injury suffered by the 
other employees or patrons of the District. As to violation of the regulation, there is a genuine 
issue of material fact as to whether Mr. Lay is qualified as a consulting teacher or whether this 
regulation is in fact violated by appointment of Mr. Lay. 
Defendants' motion for summary judgment is denied on this issue. 
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(iv) Fifth Claim for Relief- Breach of Contact Violation of Master Contract 
Section 2.7 
Ms. Sanders is a certificated employee with the Mountain Home School District. Her 
employment is subject to the terms ot:heiindividual contract and the Collective Bargaining 
Agreement between the District and the Mountain Home Education Association. The parties 
refer to this agreement as the "Master Contract" A teacher's contractual rights are determined 
by looking at both the individual and the Master Contract Farner v. Idaho Falla School Dlst. 
No. 91, 135 Idaho 337, 341, 17 P.3d 281, 285 (2000). The Master Contract provides: 
2.7 JUST CAUSE 
No employee shall be disciplined, reprimanded, reduced in rank or compensation, non-
renewed, dismissed, terminated or deprived of any professional advantage without just 
cause. 
Defendants argue they are entitled to summary judgment on this theory because the 
District had "just cause" for its actions. Plaintiff admits the District has discretion in determining 
whom to hire and that there are a number of subjective factors that the District could properly 
consider in filling the position. Defendants posit Plaintiff's case as resting on the proposition 
that she was the most qualified candidate and therefore entitled to the job. Instead, the 
Defendants suggest two considerations come into play. First, the District is the one to make the 
decision regarding who is the better qualified and that decision was made in favor of Mr. Lay. 
Second, allowing this case to go forward on breach of contract is contrary to public policy 
because the Board is statutorily vested with the power to determine whom to employ and for 
what positions. 
As to the first proposition, the Plaintiff is not suggesting the Board does not have 
discretion, only that the discretion is bounded by the contract and Idaho law. The problem for 
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Defendants here is that the Board did not decide Mr. Lay was more qualified. Nor did the Board 
exercise its discretion. The decision appears to have been made by the Superintendant and the 
Chainnan of the Board without the benefit of discussion and decision making by the Board itself. 
The Board agreed to recognize "professional advantage" in its contact with the teachers. 
It is not against public policy to enforce the terms of the freely negotiated contract. Betll' Lau 
Educ. Ass'n, By and through Belnap v. Board of Trustees of Betll' LaU School Dlst. No. 33, 116 
Idaho 443, 776 P.2d 452 (1989). See also Hunting v. CIDI'k County School Dlst. No. 161, 129 
Idaho 634, 931 P.2d 628 ( 1997). While Defendants attempt to distinguish Betll' Laks, it is not 
distinguishable. Plaintiff's claims are not barred by public policy. 
Defendants' motion for summary judgment on this issue is denied. 
(iv) Sixth Claim for Relief- Breach of Contact Violation of Master Contract 
Section 2.11 
The Master Contract Section 2.11 provides, in part: 
B. Filling Vacancies:-
Criteria, which tll'e of eqUlll value, for accepting in District Certificated Employees for 
Transfer and/or Reassignment include: 
a. Seniority in District 
b. Qualifications 
Candidates for vacancies will be considered in the following order: 1) reassignments 
withtn the building, 1) transfers within the district; 3) other applicants from outside 
the district. (Italics in original). 
Plaintiff claims this provision was violated because the Board did not give equal weight 
to the criteria and in fact ignored both provisions in relying on the interview process without first 
determining that the applicants met the minimum qualifications set out in the job announcement 
Defendant seeks summary judgment on the basis that the Master Contract Section 211 
does not apply to the position of Consulting Teacher. In the alternative, even if the Master 
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Contract applies, Section 211 was not breached by Defendants. 
The argument that Section 211 does not apply is based on the proposition that this section 
of the Master Contract applies only to Transfer and/or Reassignment Reassignment is defined in 
the Contract as a change in grade level at the elementary level or a change in assignment at the 
secondary level. Transfer is defined as a change in school sites. Defendant asserts there is no 
change in school sites since the position is tilled at the District office, not a school. 
This provision of the contract is ambiguous. It is certainly possible to read the contract as 
limiting the application of Section 211 in the fashion argued by Defendants. On the other hand, 
the Master Contract governs all certificated employees. The position itself requires a certificate. 
The Master Contract has no other provisions governing hiring without using the criteria 
established in Section 211. The job announcement itself provides that Section 211 process will 
13 ' apply. The District went through the selection process as though Section 211 applies. 
14 
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Superintendant McMurtrey did not suggest it was inapplicable when he responded to Ms. 
Sander's grievance. Nor did Chairman Alexander make such a suggestion when he took it upon 
himself to respond to the second level grievance without consulting the Board. When the matter 
was submitted to arbitration, the Board did not, so far as the record shows, object to the 
procedure as unnecessary, even though it was an additional expense for the arbitrator, 
representation by the Board's attorney, and a transcript Not until the letter of December 2007 
announcing the rejection of the arbitrator's recommendation did the Board suggest that the 
requirements of Section 211 of the Master Contract need not be met A jury could certainly infer 
from these facts that the parties intended Section 211 to apply to the position of Consulting 
Teacher. It is axiomatic that interpretation of an ambiguous contract is a question of fact. Triad 
Leasing & Financial, Inc. v. Roclcy Mountain Rogues, Inc., 148 Idaho 503,515, 224 P.3d 1092, 
26 
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Ass\lll'litlg a jury was to find Section 211 was intended by the parties to apply to this 
circumstance, it is at least question of fact whether the District complied with the contract. 
"Qualifications" in the context of Section 211 (B) could mean, as the District suggests, the 
determination made by the interview committee. In other words, notwithstanding the experience 
or certificates held by each candidate, the interview process, in and of itself encompassed the 
qualifications requirement. On the other hand, qualifications could mean having the experience 
and certifications required in the job announcement. In that case, based on this record, the Board 
clearly did not comply with the requirements of Section 211. Mr. Lay should not have been 
considered for the position in the first instance as he did not meet the minimum qualifications for 
the job. 
Defendants' motion for summary judgment on this issue is denied. 
B. PLAINTilF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Plaintiff's motion for summary judgment will be discussed in the order and as to the 
issues set out in Plaintiff's brief. 
(i) Breach of the Master Contract -De,privation of Professional Advantage 
Ms. Sanders sets forth three actions of the Board that she claims amount to deprivation of 
professional advantage without just cause. As is noted in the brief, there is no definition of 
"professional advantage" in the Idaho Statutes or the Idaho cases. Nor does this record 
satisfactorily demonstrate an agreed upon meaning between the parties to this contract beyond 
the generality that it can "encompass a number of different things." This Court holds that the 
meaning of the term, as used in this contract is a question of either the intent of the parties, or of 
26 
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some more definite use in the teaching profession. In either event, it is the subject of proof at 
trial. 
Because unresolved issues of fact exist Plaintitrs motion for summary judgment on this 
issue must be denied. 
(ii) Breach of Contract for Failure to Give Eqyal Weight to Seniority and 
Qualifications 
As discussed elsewhere, factual issues preclude summary judgment on this issue. It is not 
clear that the use of the term "qualifications" in the Master Contract means objective 
qualifications such as certificates rath~ than more subjective factors such as ability to work well 
with others, for example. 
Summary judgment on this issue is denied. 
(iii) Breach of Contract- Failure to Resolve Grievances 
Plaintiff argues that the Board failed twice to consider and resolve her grievance. Once 
in the initial grievance filed with the Board and again when the arbitrator's report was rejected. 
Defendants strenuously object to injecting the issue of failure to follow the grievance 
process. This objection is well taken. It is not fairly encompassed in the complaint given the 
specific nature of the allegations made in the complaint. As important, Plaintiff in her deposition 
testified she had no complaints regarding the grievance process itself. Her complaint is with the 
substance of the hiring decision, not the process. Absent amendment of the pleadings, this claim 
is not viable. 
This is not to say that the conduct of the District in the grievance process is irrelevant. It 
is quite relevant as to interpretation of the contract. It is also relevant to the overall issue of 
breach of contract For example, if Section 211 (B) applies, the District will not have as a 
26 
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defense the unfettered discretion of the Board in modifying the announced minimum 
qualifications for the job. The record is clear the Board made no decision that Mr. Lay's other 
qualifications made up for the lack of experience and certifications required in the job 
announcement 
Plaintiff's motion for summary judgment on this issue is denied. 
(iv) Breach of Contract-Violation o{Statutory and Administrative Law 
Defendants' primary defense to these claims is that Plaintiff has no standing. As 
discussed above, Plaintiff has standing. 
Defendants also maintain that the statue and regulations involved here were not violated 
because the State Department of Education deems Mr. Lay qualified for the position. This 
proposition is premised on the State reimbursement to the District for Mr. Lay's salary. 
Defendants maintain that this is conclusive as to compliance with the statute and regulation. 
Plaintiff maintains that reimbursement by the State, at least initially is not conclusive as the State 
did not closely examine either the position or Mr. Lay's qualifications. Plaintiff also points to 
the fact that the State originally told Assistant Superintendant Gilbert that they did not care how 
his job was classified. The State later changed its position and Mr. Lay's job classification was 
changed in response to the State's concern over his Iaci of credentials for the position of 
Consulting Teacher. It is clear from this that the question of whether or not the District was in 
compliance with the statutes and regulations in hiring Mr. Lay will have to be determined at trial. 
Plaintiff's motion for summary judgment on this issue is denied. 
(v) Breach of Contract- Violation of the Open Meeting Law 
As discussed above, Plaintiff has no cause of action for damages for violation of the open 
meeting law. Such an action cannot be maintained under the guise of a claim for breach of 
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contract. Summary judgment on this issue is granted to Defendants and denied to Plaintiff. 
C. AV AJLAIILIIY OF EQUITABLE RELIEF 
Defendants have also moved for summary judgment that, should Plaintiff prevail, she is 
precluded from equitable relief as she has an adequate remedy at law. The Court is not prepared 
to rule on this issue given the issues remaining to be tried. Only after a determination of whether 
Defendants have breached their contract with Plaintiff, and in what respects, will the Court 
. - ... ,.. .. -· . ._ ' . - · . ~ . -·· . . -· .. . 
address the issue of remedies. At that time the Court will likely request additional briefing on 
this issue, given the comment of the arbitrator that the appropriate remedy, if the Plaintiff 
prevails, is to put her in the position for which she applied. In short, the Court denies the motion 
-· 
for summary judgment on this issue, but more in the nature of declining to rule than on the 
merits. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated above, summary judgment is granted to Defendants on the Open 
Meeting Act claims and denied as to both parties on the balance of the issues. While many of the 
evidentiary facts are not in dispute, the inferences to be drawn from them are left for the jury to 
determine. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated thi~ day of November 20 
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wl~ 11. 2007·2001, Tent 
Sancter. 
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ITAn OP IDAHO 
STANDARD TIACHIRS CONTRACT 
THIS CONTMCr, mlcM tNI .,. day ot May yur fl 2007, by lnd MlwiM Mount~*\ Home School Dlltrtct: No. 1t3, 
~n Home. tdlho ("'the Ol*tCr'),lftd T_. M lln•IN r"tM T....,. 
' .. . 'NISII'I'H: 
... 
1. The 011atct ,.,.._......,.the TllcMr ............. tl ldllhe COde I JJ-115 tor 1M durlaoft filM 2007nool ICihool y.er 
COftllldnl fll ...... of JM ,.., INI ..,_.,.,the TIIICher fer lll4t ....,._ IIUift fl (Piftr ..,_ TIMUI•IItl 
..,... H...-.. 11111Y OM) Dohlw ti7171UO Ill wtllch S/U lhll be PIYHII on the U" dly(1) tJI the month~ 
...,......, . ,.., 112007. Autuit YUf fl200llnell..ave, lftd IUCh otMr moftltlrY biMMIMICCDf'dld tD ltl Cli .... tM 
ampl.,.• br ttwOIItflct. . 
.... llllrY------------t17,7ft.OI 
2. T__..II .. IM'II'I(a)& •• .. "• •n·ds' "entice •' 2 ............ . ..... 
lftd .. .., ..... lftllV be •• , ... tty ..... OlllrtCt ... ~1M Telc:IMr .. ,.,.,.,. ClltlftN ... 
....... 
3. TM T--..,._ tD ,.,_,..II ••IIIWII .....nm.. mlde t., tM Dlltrtct 1ft...,..._ fllltft the hlghelt ,......nat 
ltlnctlrdl IN • have lftd mllntlllft the lepl qu8llllcetlonl NqUfrld to tuc1t In the • ..._... gndll or IUbJ-durtltt all 
tiiMI thM ~II ,..Uirtd twtuncler. 
•· n .. .,.,. ••• and..,_. Hew ... the ,.n~~~ thet "* eonna ta~UJae~ to ttte .,...~awe olthl State ot mho, 
tM dua, ldCIPCIM rut• ol t:M .._lolret fll!duatloft anct thl Pallclel of the 0111rtct which .,., by • nenee, ~
@-J:-"" IN mede al*t fl thl8 ............ the 111M • I fUitt M .._ heNift. 
s. My mtterflt filii ~ knowingly INide 1ft tt\1 wrftlllft IDDIICIIalon for a polltfon wllh the Dlltlfcllhllll conet1tut11 
IUfllcleftt ground fw WI .... tt\11 Conncl. 
I. 1nt ............. I contnct tw I faulth ~ fUIIIIihool YM11 thlll be pt.acl on a rMeW~bll C»'*'d .-... 
puiWIII!t tD Sedlon 33·115, IdahO Cede. 
7. lt II mutul!ly undentlod d ........ by a MtwMn the plftiMihlt nothJnt hiNift cantaiMd ll'tal opet'lte ot M. 
CIOftltrcMd ••,._"' eny fltM f'lll\tl. ,..,_.. ~- duUM.ot .._'*'Y ~ bV 1nct under ct. la,w8 of the 
Stateoltdaho, .apt • ............. In tt\11 c:ontrect. 
I. The tlft'nl olthll CW*ICt lhlll be._ WIIMftelmlnt lnd ~ tD COIIIbnn tD appllc:Hte termt of the Negotiated 
M ..... CoMriCt IUbiiiCIUently _.... by the ~ fiTruetllll_, tN bpl•llfttMMt Ofpftlulion IW the"""'"' .,.._.. 
IN WI1'NISS WHIUC!r the Olltrtct 1\11 C8Uied WI c:o.'ICt to be--- 1ft b ftii'M by Ill proper offtclell MCI the 
Tuchlr Me ........ the lime .a an the dlt8 ,.,.IINM ...... 
... . . . 
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Mtacl\meft\•l 
Tteehltl C'ontrlct 
PtUMSICNI OPIMfi.OYMINT 
(·: 
.• ·:.. ,... ................ UPOft .. teiCtllr ...... tlllhrl .... Vllld 1ft, ... ,.. ... tlmt ....... 
aMINCIItVMCIIRir-. ; 
z. 1ft......_ wlellldllho COdi3J.III, 1M telchlr • a,_..,. CIDntrlld.,... hive the"'"' to eutomat1c 
....... fl .... .., ................... fiiCII:IIIItara oiNfttiWIIL SUCh nolfce ............. the...,.., 
· TrwtMI fl .. ......_. lciiMI OMitct, ..e .... tftMJunt I.,_.... the.....,.._ OftM""" of tile U'I'Mt 
CDfttriCI.. 1tal IIMI oi'I'Mitilll .... ..., ................. toM .......... Oft I ........ ClDfttrl&l thlt IUCtt 
............................................ ollll...,_.,......, ....... ,..,. ..... ....., .. 
,,....,.. br till .... •a tiiCIInetlctft fl ... rtght to ............... Ol'tM orretot ..... WIOICt. (Jttnewable 
COI'CIIId ..................... fla Ill ...... Clltltl_. ,_ ... fbut1tt My.-ol-~-With 
Aid ........ , 
Nothrnt .............. ,.,.,.. 1M board.tla'Uitell front olrerlnp 11'41Mwed ---~ .... .....,of lftY 
ClrifiCittd ......... 
J. ,.. .... ...., .................. In .............. -., .. .....,... ....... clttlmltiNd Oft ... 
belli tl ............. •••IIIIIY---ICiOOt'dlftltlllht.......,Ofyeers tl__.... ,..,....,. n the 
amount of ............ tnlnlnl•llftWidW .., ... 2007/20Dt Dfltlkt TeiChtr'l Sllary ScftMfule. Ttll OIICrtCt 
,_IMitbltrfiMto ............... .._ ....... mentcttllehtnl dutltiWIPidlf..,.IICMwhln ltd ....... thlt 
well~ ltln the '*'IMII-fllttll Dllti1Ct. 
._, """wiiiNI IIIIM f'trdtel007/200elehaal ""'"..,.... lnd COfttniCI telcMrs tWT81ddnt/AtHetla 
CDichlnt ........... fl........,..,. ............................................... . 
blfehlftll.....,. 1111......,... If a_.._. II...., I»Y .._ ........,._ldmtftlltrltDt(t) or'ICIIunteerl to tht IP,.......te 
c::-<1) to,.,. M ~ Mlfgr"""""M llltlld In the School OIIDkiNct. ltJ lxn O.ntcuter Stfi\*MI 
.,. •••..,. dla fMGhlntiiOid\tnl ..... ...........,1M It the tiiCMrdaeiMtwllh tD remain or II not 
Ntafned In ti'MI ~ ........... ~ tftlt .......CI) for nat cotd:tnulng In tM llhle&lf/CIOICidnt 
•tar.tMnt n ..... far dltndt•J, w I'WOCIIIIft ., .. ,.....,. Cll'tlftcltll, the ttiCI'Ier't..,..... pGIItfoft will nat bll 
lnJeoDWdYIII'OWidad._......,..d .. oom teiCHnO ,.........,.~. 
33-IUA....._. Col*lla. (S) 1ft adclltloft toN,.........,. fiRctll• D-114(3)(1),33-ll4(3)(b), JJ• 
114(3)(c) INI U.lll,...,. OMit, • 11111'11 01....,.... ""'..., fntD ........... contrlcta to.,.,._..,.*"' 
..... nmentlb' ....... ll'ftPioVIII M ... cfuty ........... II. _.IU,......,.. contract_, H ....a for, M 
..r,nmtnt whfclt flnot ""Of a..._... etiiiiiiOYWI ............ dUtlee.. Arft 111tt ClOi*wl 11'1111 1M ....... 
and "*' ttom MIMUIII, 1 ,.....,..,. or a limited one C&J Yilt con\:riCt, lftd no ~ rlthtllhlllltrach to 1 
..,..,......,contr'ICI. ,.. .................. firm ........ .., .... ltltiiiUperlntMdlftt- pultllc ......... .. 
Tfte ebcM ......... ._ Mt 1M...,...._.,. ... ,.,. • .....,_.'" a•room IIICfllnt ter the Clltlfled 
emplOyee whO_.,. ...... appUcMion fw I ............. lclllnf pGIICion and Who"' ~,......ICIOimlc nlftlng 
IIVI/fiii .... IIIRIIIIflll .. t:hiMto,.,..l~c:INWiftdWho--l~poaltioft. 
4. SChMI DllllrlcttmpfOy .. ....,"'" ctltltcltolc8 ...... ....,.,.. tMit ......... ...., ............ ... 
~ .......... ,.... ,.,......., .,.,.., duty ..... Ofllrfctllllployai whO choole to NCIII'We "'* .......... .,., lhd 
......,. tht SCMal Olllltcllbelr_.. ........ tw _....on jUly MY· Sd\oot 01st11ct """*""'.,.. cftGete to 
retain thtlr~ ... ,.,., .......... ..,I.,.,..., ..... 
•• ,. tlldllt't ClOiltnlcted-......, .... be .......... '"' lllay ........... """""',....,from 
tM State lnMdftC:a l'und (Welfbl'l CO(I't...-..) ,........., dlylallilent tor~ thl tMciW I'ICIIWid Afii'Y II I 
NIUtt ottftl ttc1c _.,. pro¥111ane oltM c11tr1ct lf't.M ..,_...,.to NbtiR the compeNitfan from the "*'I'IIUI'W'Ce 
...ll._ fUnd fortM CIOt'ltll&tlld dayt ...._ M IVO'Widld Ia IICitiGn 3J.l21., ldlho COde, time tor whiCh I ,.,_II ,.W 
f~ IOI'WI~IIItfiRihlllnotiMello•llllllf•-·--
• 6. TM ..... 111111 INI IIIIWIICI ona day f'tr uch lftOfttb ol Ml"'lce or lftljOr portion tMrltl, tW Jldeluve wlthGuC 
loti Of PlY ciUrlfte lhtJ tinA Otthll CIOfttrMt wMft- IIIIII'IC8 II dUI to bona fldlllclcnellflt the tUcher, plul Ofatrtet 
IUthortled unllmlt1td stdlleavt MCI&IftUI_., .. preMed In 33•121,, 33•1211, ldlho COde, tnd lfclr ltlve IUtiiOtlled bV 
f'\'()52 soee 
.. .. . . 
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.. 
the SchGol,.... Slclli.Atwe 111\lc ~ Should Ill employee_.. to work tor tiiiiChool dlltliet...,.. the 
....... tithe COft- and ..................... lick ........... Ultd, .. ........,..lhlll fotftt • ..,......, ,., 
.. -day In- tittle ............ ,., ...... 33•121. tl the IdahO Cade. 
7. Tilt..._ whe ,_ wortc4llt ttn(lO) yen or .... wHI,..,. thNI (3) da'll fl ,......, U.V.. wNch If UN.IIM ~ 
me, btiCICUiftiUIIIII to • ....,....m fill* (I) cfayl. 1111 ~wilt men than (10) Yllfl fl MMCII ... the Ol*lct ~ 
wll ....,.,_. (4) .. ,,...,.. ...... which ......... ""' .......... to. mafmum fl ..... (I) dayl. ""' 
tetchlrwltJl .......... ...., (20) Yllfl tiiii'VIce ... the.,..... ........ .,. (I) .......... Leave, wNch 
.,.,... may ............. to I .......... fl- (10) daya. 
I. ..,. .................... totlllftl......_fltM COIItnlct Clblll..-orll .....- l'orCIUM bltwa theW 
cf thiCOIItrlet .... or ft:lr .... """'(I) filii t1tll'lltlt- ClDIItiiCt ollllptfoft, ..... M ,. -- ""'portloft of the 
MIIUII....., tor dlyll wotkM I,... ..... holldlya thlt oc:currtd dud"f the pftMf of tiMe the ..... worlcld. 
•• .... ..... ...,..,. who .... tht ....,.,..... ........ With the,.,........ fl tM SChoOl Olltlfct 
SlbbettaiLIIvt of AIIIMCII Pallc:r lhlll hiM tM 1'111\t to IUblnlt M ............ tor ......... Lalw. 
sq. liCit • ...,.....,.. May.- • .,...._,..the lchoOa Olltrkt Side l.eiMa 11n1c bllli "'*' conc~t~ane • 
,..lA .......... ,... ................ . 
11. ..... ...... ...,. ---... - OfltlfellniVMIIIIt LHve .... ...,. upon conGittoniHt ford~ m:f 
tMSC:tlool1:1111rtd III'IIVMieM I.IIVe link flolcr. . , 11 
12. 1M telllllr....., ......... lllbmlt t1t I IIUith ............... provtdtd In J3el202(J), Jdlho COde, when 10 ' 
........... tha Dlllrl& 
13. TM telcller ma, pertlclpMe In Ita ....... lftftUIY ~ WI'CMHI by till Dlltrkt _.. tha mutulf 
COftCUI'IWICiltllf the---- thl Olltrla .... tile ...... amount. The telchlr'l COfttiiCt ... be recluad by tNt 
· amollftt .....,...,.. ... .......,... ...- lllf till l'aiiCIMr. 1'bl Dlltdct IMII pay diNctiV to tM Gllllfllft¥ eutllorlud b\' 
the ..................... tM ..... ,. .. purchele of~ ..... .......,- the ........ UnlltM ............ t .. 
ClftC8Id 1ft wrtllnl by Ule....., the telcMt dOte not,_. 1M rtoht to ret:IIM dlreclly tM IUM(I) whldl the Ofltrtct II 
ollfltltad 10..., on IIIMIIUit'r COIItlect(J) .. 
14. T ...... ...., ............... ,..... ..... ,... e 
11. ........... • .....,._..,.........,....,....tor ~on lhd be NllnburHd by thl dlltrter • total 
. 
cl l'lvt ~ Dlllltl (tSOO.OO) duftnt lilY fMt (I) YW ,..._ 
17. 1tc11...,..,. .,_ 11ta tD .....,_ hii/IWcoMntc.t......, 1ft tM(lO) ortwWI (12) ~ 1'1\t ~ 
monett peYfMI'I II twetw (12) _..lfnOUntl; tM tM month paymant • ,...,.. by having your eontriCt lmOUnt diVIded 
by ... (12) llld tor-,.,. 111111 ~you WOidclniCIIIve cme-tMifth of your comnc.t ~ In the tenth ntorch 
YGU would ,...,_ the ltlllftel. TNI opiiOn """' be deddld -, Mln:tt 1 ot 1M Qlrnlnt c:ontrla yar. 
,_. pnw~~~on~ ot employment .,. noe 111 1nc1u11ve of tht dlltrtct'l poUC~e~...atna tt1a tMC~a•. 
IN WITMMS WHtMCW 1M DIStrtct hiiCII.IMd WI ettacNMr1t tiiJ be ....... In 
tta' ....... by.'"'*' ........ 
'' 'fi53 SD87 
. ,,. 
BXHIBIT LIST 
CASE NO. ~\J .. dC:Q1 .. 2l\ 5 TRIAL DATE CX\o. \11 \~ f 19 1 00! S.. 
vs. 
oeenant(s) 
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IN TilE DISTRicr COURT OF TilE FOURTif JUDICIAL DI~tr 6FD 
TIIBSTATBOFIDAHO,INANDFORTIIECOUNTYQfif~PH 5: 14 
TERRI SANDERS, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF TilE 
MOUNTAIN HOME SCHOOL DISTRicr 
N0.193, 
Defendants. 
BARbARA'~·' r-i_U:. CLERK OF THE ' T OEPUT 
Case No. CV -2009-315 
SPECIAL VERDier FORM 
We, the Jury duly impaneled and swom in the above matter provide the following 
answers to the questions asked by the Court: 
QUESTION NO. 1: Did the Defendants breach Plaintiff Terri Sanders' contract by failing to 
offer the consulting teacher position to Plaintiff Terri Sanders? 
ANSWER: Yes_ No -X-
If you answered "No" to this question, you are finished. Please sign the verdict form and 
return it to the Bailiff as instructed. If you answered "Yes" to this question, please move on to 
Question 2. 
QUESTION NO. 2: Did Plaintiff Terri Sanders waive her right to enforce the contract? 
ANSWER: Yes No 
If you answered "Yes" to this question, you are finished. Please sign the verdict form 
and return it to the Bailiff as instructed. If you answered "No" to this question, please move on 
to Question 3. 
Given 
')2 
... 
...·--
QUESTION NO. 3: Please state the amount of damages that Plaintiff sustained as a result of the 
breach of contrad. 
ANSWER: We assess Plaintiff's damages as follows: 
Past Wages and Benefits S ___ _ 
Given 
Brian K. Julian - ISB No. 2360 
Amy G. White- ISB No. 5019 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7 428 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7428 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
E-Mail: biulian@ajhlaw.com 
awbite@alhlaw.com 
Attorneys for DEFENDANTS 
.,...,.., .., ~~· \'J! 4 0 
,..., .. '. ·, -...; ; .. 
L •. •·· ·' 
. -
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
TERRIM.SANDERS 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE 
MOUNTAIN HOME SCHOOL DISTRICT 
N0.193 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) aa: 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2009-315 
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN ADAMS 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
STEPHEN ADAMS, having been first duly sworn upon oattl, deposes and says~ 
1. That the statements contained herein are made of your Affiant's own 
personal knowledge and are true and correct to the best of his information. 
2. I am an attorney duly licensed to practice law within the State of Idaho and 
an employee of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, LLP, attorneys for the 
Defendants in the above--entitled matter, and as such, I have knowledge of the facts 
relevant to the costa and attorney's fees being claimed in this matter. 
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN ADAMS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS- 1 ,. ... 1't S S 
3. The information contained herein is a statement of my own personal 
knowledge and/or belief, and is based upon diligent review and analysis of the 
Defendants' file In this matter. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of a Statement of 
Account for services provided to the Defendants by this firm in the above-referenced 
matter,· and specifically includes those matters of costs which are being claimed. 
5. Exhibit "A" supports the amount and nature of the costs described in the 
Memorandum of Costs. 
6. To the best of my knowledge and belief, the items in the Memorandum of 
Costs are correct and have been necessarily and reasonably incurred. 
7. The services charged and discussed in the Memorandum of Costs have 
been actually and necessarily performed as stated in Exhibit "A" and in the 
Memorandum. 
8. The claimed costs are allowable as a matter of right under Rule 54(d)(1) of 
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, or may be awarded in the discretion of the Court. 
9. That the costs claimed are in compliance with Rule 54(d)(5) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure. 
10. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B." is a true and correct copy of this firm's 
timesheets, outlining the fees which have been incurred by Defendants since this 
lawsuit was filed. These timesheets have been redacted to omit any information which 
is protected by the attorney-client privilege or other applicable privileges. 
11. Defendants have incurred additional attorney's fees prior to the filing of the 
Complaint in this matter; however, only those attorney's fees which were incurred after 
the date the Complaint was filed are being requested. 
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN ADAMS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS- 2 
t 
12. Our firm charged $160.00 for a partner to bill time in this matter, $145.00 
per hour for an associate and $85.00 per hour for a paralegal. 
13. The hours billed on this case by Defense counsel up to the date of this 
affidavit are as follows: 
Brian Julian (Partner)- 104.9 x $160.00 = 
Amy White (Partner) - 1.80 x $160.00 = 
Stephen Adams (Aseociate)- 201.3 x $145.00 = 
Linette Grantham (Paralegal) - 52.8 x $85.00 = 
Carol Uese-Rodriguez (Paralegal) - 6. 7 x $85.00 = 
Gaylene Taylor (Paralegal) - 2.9 x $85.00= 
Togl; 
$16,768.00 
$288.00 
$29,188.50 
$4,423.00 
$569.50 
$246.50 
$51.483.50 
14. I received my Juris Doctorate degree from Vanderbilt University Law 
School in 2006. 
15. I have been employed with Anderson, Julian & Hull for five years, and am 
licensed to practice In both Idaho and Utah. I have practiced throughout the state of 
Idaho, and have been involved in numerous cases in southern Idaho. 
16. Brian Julian graduated from the University of Idaho Law School in 1978. 
He has practiced throughout the state of Idaho doing commercial, education, contract, 
and other types of cases for over 30 years. 
17. Based on my experience, a reasonable rate of attorney fees in contract 
litigation in southern Idaho for a partner is between $225.00 and $250.00 per hour. We 
charged significantly less than this. 
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN ADAMS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS- 3 
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18. Based on my experience, · a reasonable rate for attorney fees for an 
associate in southern Idaho in a contract litigation matter is between $160.00 and 
$180.00 per hour. We charged less than this. 
19. Due to the fact that Mountain Home School District had no insurance 
coverage to pay for a defense or award of damages in this case, our firm charged 
significantly less than It would have for a private Individual addressing a similar claim. 
20. Our fees for an individual with a commercial or contract dispute are 
approximately $225.00 to $250.00 per hour for a partner, and $160.00 to $180.00 per 
hour for an associate. 
21. Based on my experience, a reasonable rate for paralegal time for 
commercial litigation in northern Idaho is $80.00 tO $90.00 per hour. 
22. In an effort to save costs and fees, Defendants only had one attorney 
attend each of the depositions taken In this case. 
23. Defense counsel has had a longstanding relationship with the Mountain 
Home School District, and has provided a defense to the District in other lawsuits. 
FURTHER your Affiant salth naught. 
Stephen Adama 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thiso2J day of February, 2012. 
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN ADAMS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _h_ day of February, 2012, I served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN ADAMS IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS by 
delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the method 
indicated below, addressed as follows: 
James Piotrowski 
HERZFELD & PIOTROWSKI 
P.O. Box 2884 
Boise, 10 83701 
Telephone: (208) 331-9200 
Facsimile: (208) 331-9201 
Paul J. Stark 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOC. 
P.O. Box 2838 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 333-8660 
Facsimile: (208) 344-1606 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
[ ~ 1 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ J Hand-Delivered 
( ] Overnight Mail 
[ 1 Facsimile 
~· 1 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ 1 Hand-Delivered 
( 1 Overnight Mail 
[ 1 Facsimile 
Brian K. Julian 
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... 
MouataiD Home School District 1193 
Check Request Form 
Current Date: 13 Jan 09 
Payee: Arbitration Services, Inc. 
Address: P.O. Box 22331 
Address: 
Vendor Number if Known Ql.3 3 4fJ 
City: Milwaukie State: OR ZIP: 97269-0331 
Amount; $2,304.50 - Account Code: 100.631.311.000.000.000 
Amount: S · Account Code: 
Amount:$ Account Code: 
Reason: Arbitration MHSD vs Teri Sanders. 
Requested by: Sharon Whitman Authorized by: Tim McMurtrey 
This form is to be used for misc::ellaneous expense reimbursement. The type of expenses 
this would cover would include reimbursing petty cash in the buildings, postage, or 
personal purchases on behalf of the school district, 
It is not to be used for travel reimbunement or travel advances. 
It is not to be used in lieu of a purchase order for supplies ordered from outside vendors. 
All receipts, if appropriate. should be attached. 
The authorized pe~n s~ould bcs the Progrm:n administrator or building principal. 
JAN 1 S 2008 
, .. *}f·63 
Arbitration Services. Inc. 
Howell L. Lankford 
"rbltraUoa a Mo41atl011 for Maoaao•eat a Labor 
Harry P. McCarty, UniServ Director 
Idaho !duQtion Associadoa 
Brilft Julian, Esq. and Amy White, Bsq, 
Attorneys at Law 
By email ouly: bglccarty@ideaboa.org By email only: ~hlaw@ajhlaw.com 
Re; 1&1 v. AlmiiiJtlln HolM School DUtrit:t tl/93 (internal txuaf« ari•aace), FMCS cue 
No. 08-$7847. A.rbltrator•s case No. J82. 
STATEMENT 
-as ofDecemba: ... 2008-
0ne day ofhearin& one-half day of travel time, 
and two days of study, research and writirt& time 
all at SJ.200 I day. 
TtaDSpOrtation, food and lodging costs. 
TOTAL to be divided between the parties. 
Now due frOID the Auodatloa. 
b~(' . 
1'. 
.,; 
<c. ~ $4,200.00 
409.00 
$4,609.00 
I would appreciate the parties pennissiou to submit this award tor pouible publication. If I do not 
hear to the contrary by the time the bill is paid, I will understand that you do not object. Thanks for 
your coopention. 
P.O. Box 12331, Milwaukie, OR 97269..0331; PhoM or (a • (503) 659-4464; bowell@naarb.ora. 
- '"64 
BrtaaX.Jaliu 
Aadenoa Jaliu .t Bd 
Z50 S. Stla Street, Slllt.e700 
Bolle, m 13701-7526 
DDCIIPI'ION 
Cue:· Saaderl""' Moutalii Ro•e Selaool Dfltrict No. 193 
Cue No: CV-2009-315 
Date Taira: 4112110 
Locatio•: M ... taha Bo•e, ldalao 
Depoaeatl: Ji• Alauder, J .. • Gilbert aad TlmotbJ McM1111nJ 
Reporter: Juet ~.CSR No. 946, RPR 
ReportiDalei'Vicel radencl i• tlae above-eadtlecl •atter: 
TI'UICI'ipt • Copy 
I!Uibitl .. 
State Salel Tu 
We Appreciate Your BlWine&BI TOTAL 
INVOICE 
DATE 
4121/2010 
INVOICE• 
201002t7 
AMOUNT 
161.40 
%1.35 
o.oo 
$219.75 
M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 
MM FED 10. NO. 82-0298125 "Excellence in Court Reporting Since 1970" 
Billed to: 
Stephen L. Adams 
Anderson Julian & Hull, LLP 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7428 
Boise, ID 83707-7428 
Billed: 512112010 
JOB INFORMAnON (2388484) Invoice #I 3310386 
Caae: Sanders v. Board of Trustees of the Mountain Home School District 
Wltn ... : Terri M. Sanders 
Date: 5/712010 10:00:00 AM 
Chalfl•: 
Transcript Fee for 0& 1 Copy 
Attendance Fee - One--Half Day 
Exhibits Attached to Transcript 
6% sales tax 
Durand to Obtain Signature 
$3.75 141 
$65.00 . 1 
$0.25 13 
$0.20 1 
$0.00 1 
Sub Total 
Payments 
Balance Due 
$528.75 
$65.00 
$3.25 
$0.20 
$0.00 
$597.20 
$0.00 
$597.20 
We appreciate your bull/neal 
(Return this section with check) 
SOUTHERN OFFICE 
421 W. Franklin Street 
P.O. Box 2636 Boise, ID 83701-2636 
208-345-9611 208-345-8800 (fax) 
1-800-234-9611 
email m-and-m@qwestoffice.net 
Remit Payment y 
Billed to: 
Invoice #I 
Billed: 
Amount Due: 
Stephen L. Adams 
3310385 
512112010 
$597.20 
NORTHERN OFFICE 
8 I 6 E. Shennan Ave, Ste. 7 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-4921 
208-765-1700 208-765-8097 (fax) 
1-800-879-1700 
email csmith@mmcourt.com 
Remit Payment [ J 
... 066 
1772-002 
1772-002 
11.71 
Cia 1772•002 
CEI 1772-002 
1.40 CD,.,," 
.. 171%•002. 
CEI 17'12-002 
CD· 17'72•002. 
CEI 1772-002 
. ,· 
Sepl 2/2009 Phot.ocopiea 1772•002 
1585396 Inte~nal Pbotocopyin,255 8 $0.1 
25'.50 . ; . . . . 'Iota!. teNt: ~;. 2/ZOO.d ' · Set'~ ll~60!J:t. rl\otoCopie•;,;; 51~'··~, .~~~:~f;"!;, .. . ca · 177a.-ooa .. 
: ' 1l586tt~k Inte~Jo l'bot.oc9Prtnt404' t $0' .l 
'fot:d.loe ~ 1/2001" : 
Sep/29/2009 Photocopiea 
40.40 
CER 
. 1599703 '"Inte~nal Photocopy,in~J1~0 t $0.1 
~~~21l2~o~, •. rho~a ··•'··~:.1;.::!!. ,, ·, .. · . cu ~#;"1JPtlot~tnt•i'Pii.tP . . . fJfCJ~f\$0'.3;,.;"(" ,., · ~· r 
J • •• ;;! • J 'fotal..I04 lep/2f/Z0Gif, L 21.10 
Nov/ 4/2009 Photocopiea CER 
1617724 Inte~nal Photocopyin92 t $0.1 
1772-002 
177%-002 
1772•002 
· · :. .. • ; .. 'fotal.. foe..,.~ t zoo•: . o.2t 
Ai'&"V#OJt~;.t. tllo~il ~·r:~': . ~·' ... , .... •;. ca~ .. ,1712'~ooa" ·~..:...~ lflta#ltil: tnte~. . -t:·•o~~:: ..;,:., v . "~r··· 
' • . , 'fot:al toi ap./ 1/2011 I . . • . ., ' .• t2. tO • 
Ap~/12/2010 Julian B~ian AP 1772-002 
1681660 Out-of•Tovn T~avel • a. Julian - Mt. Home -
'!o : • •• • . 'fobl:,tft' JOtfitk.• . . 40.00' M~•l~tl2oftr.,·~-.•Oitla~ Jlii~JP~·I-':i;~•;.;~::·:. ,..;,: 1772'-ot~j ~-.:;,.j;:uats••·~:; De;oat~ioaf. 'imrl~:)ri.t'n.t••~~~ · Max..,. ... 
total foe Ap•/21/2010 l 281. 7t 
May/ 7/2010 Adame Stephen AP 1772-002 
1692624 out-of•town t~avel.• s. Adaaa.- 05/07/2010 
May/: 7/2010 .· rhotocoptiti;::\:: '-;.,":'~'~ ,. . :· · ·· cu 1772,.002-. 
.169U71.: Intemal. tllotocoPi1.nt44 l $0.1 . 
total t-. Marl 7/2010 : 41.40 
Hly/24/2010 Photocopies CER 1772-002 
1699621 Inte~nal Photocopyin928 t $0.1 
. , 11ot:a1 foe'* /24 2010. . 2.10 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Rome Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Bo.e Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Bo.e Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
.IPo.-. 
Mountain Home Scho 
Houlltafn•. Home Scbo 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Rome Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Rome Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Hounte.t,n· Home Scho 
Mountain Home Schoo 
Mountaift' Homtr< Schoo 
Mountain Home Schoo 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Jiln/tct/20tCl~ J'hQtoeopf·· · ~~~'!f.:f'<t•·;.~/ ~~~.~ 1112.'002".~~, MOdntatn.~ HOM. Scho 
· .noe$tf.~ tnttmal:.'. . , .. ·ftt'i~;,::t.~;;~' . ; :;: ' · . . . · . · 
'lot:al; foe .1'11lt/11J/20l0' t z .10 
Jun/11/2010 Photocopiea CEI 
1709752 Inte~nal PbotocopyinCJ74 a $0.1 
'Iota!. f-. .1'11lt/11/2010 : 
Jun/17/2010., VbOtocOplt .. ~\.~{:; i..;,c'!'j;"<,;·. 
170teU:. IntetnU· Pflotocopyiligt· I· $0.1 
total f-. ~/17/2010·: 
AuCJ/16/2010 Photocopiea 
1732190 Inte~nal PhotocopyinCJ318 8 $0.1 
7,40 
CD 
0.10 
CER 
1772-002 
177%-002 
1772-002 
'fot:al foe A111J/ll/2010 : 31. 80 
Aug/20/2010. Photocopie~: .<:•:. · ·::->.1 ;>' . cu 1772-002. 
,,,1732811;;; tntetD4'PflOto~opyJII913".::'1l.$0.l;:,. r 1 ~.;; . 
'fot:al. foe lait/20/2010. r 
Aw;/26/2010 Photocopiea 
1.30 
CEI 
4.10 
1772-002 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
1734967 Internal PhotocopyinCJ48 a $0.1 
'lot:al to• Allf/Zf/2010 : 
ltutj/30/~oto · PhotocopAe~;.;~~;;~r,;;~ );j;.:•>;·, .. CQY. ·. 177~00% •. , Mountain. Rome Scho 
• 1737908. Inte~nal. Ptloto<;opyJ.ng~O I $0.1 .. ~··nfi7 
04121 
20100 
05071 
0.60 
18.70 
0.70 
0.70 
4.00 
1.00 
4.00 
1.00 
0.21). 
40.80 
0.80 
2.50 
1.60 
25.50 
40.40 
15.00 
6.00 
0.20 
42.40 
40.00 
289.75 
45.00 
4.40 
2.80 
2.60 
7.40 
0.60 
31.80 
1.30 
4.80 
3.00 
Page 1 
····-----··r ---·-•• • ••-•• 
3.00 
CER 
cu 
CER 
cu 
ct.to 
CD 
2.50 
cu 
..,,Y'•'"'10M·:5f·';;~ ~· ,,.:t< 
Hayi 6/ZOU .. ,Adau Stephen 
182'7146 Out•of•Tovn Travel • 
Aug/ 2/2011 Photocopiea 
1860777 Internal Photocopyint30 I $0.1 
35.40 
CER 
CER 
. CD 
37.00 
CER 
1772-002 
1772-002 
1772-002 
1772-002 
1772-002 
1772•002 
1772-002 
1772-002 
.17~007 
1772-002 
1772-002 
1772-002 
1772-002 
1772-002 
1772-002 
. . •• ;:r • ~ ; '!Ot:.s ·~or••t rtzou, *"'' · . · s. oct 
Mov/3ol20l1!:i( l'hettocopiea'l::'~t. :·; .4 ~~::~:r; ::··::· . · CD 1112-oo2 
; uostZl'·'Inte~.l'hot:ocopytivzt.; f toa. . . . 
.... _,_ ""~'l'OtaJ''tor*""/3t/ZII'lrr- ·~· ····~-,.r.acr-'"·· .. · ........... . 
Dec/ 5/2011 Photocopiea · CER 1772-002 
.. 1906606, , Int~r!'al Phot~c~p~1~~18 ! $0 .1. •• •. 
bee/ !/2011 AdUa.' ltephelt;.c.. . ~ .. , · ' \ · ..., 1772•002 
··. uotulf ou~ot"!"To,n•H':i:iww·~~ ·~· M.aa;·. Mt-. Rome -
total. foe Dee/.. 5/ZOU : 52. a• 
Dec/ 7/2011 Photocopiea CER 
1907999 Internal Photocopyint17 a $0.1 
. · . total..lc Dee/.; 7/ZOU. ~ ' 
~al~~{~:~r:~::::r:o~~:i{~J~o:t;.· 
· total Ia. Deo/1t/201t't 
Dec/19/2011 Photocopies 
1912469 Internal Photocopyintl47 a $0.1 
oec/19/201'1 ., PbOtocopieei": • v •• : t ·, . 
1912''70',; · Inte~:aa-1·. rllOtocopyintllf..· t $0.1 
total I• Deo/1t/20U : 
Oec/20/2011 Photocopiea 
1915101 Internal Photocopyint11 a $0.1 
' ' ; . to~.lq,.Deo/20/ZOU·: ' 
oec/291201~:" "'oto~i ·· ~·:;~:>'. · ·. .··· .. · 
< .~ .19US3,1i~ln .. ril~. "•'f;}'f;"$o;~l;:· ;; 
Dec/29/2011 Photocopiea 
1919138. Internal Photocopyint35 a $0.1 
Dtc/29'/ZOltj~~PII~toC!'P~~ti.~'i:l''tb~"'lfi'~;;'·::; .. , 
.. 1919141;:'. Int•n•~.'Photoc;op~intt?l. t'$0.1> · 
Dec/29/2011 Photocopies 
1.70 
CBJl,' 
1.10 
CER 
21.10 
CER 
1.10 
~.:~ 
CER 
. CU:;. 
CEI 
1772-002 
1772-002 
1772-002 
1772-002 
1772-002 
1772-002 
1772-002 
1772-002 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Hountaift Rome Schoo 09101 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Schoo 05061 
MOuntain Home Schoo 06051 
Mountain Home Seho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Home Seho 
Mountain Rome Schoo 12051 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Rome Scho 
Mountain Home Seho 
Mountain Rome Seho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Rome Seho 
Mountain Home Scho 
Mountain Rome Seho 
Mountain Home Scho 
,..,.0 
1. 60 
1.40 
17.70 
46.00 
0.40 
2.50 
15.10 
0.80 
0.50 
3!5.40 
0.10 
12.20 
22.70 
2.00 
1.80 
3.90 
45.39 
375.00 
3.00 
2.00 
1.80 
51.06 
1.70 
1.10 
14.70 
11.40 
1.10 
6.40 
3.50 
7.30 
4.50 
Explanation 
Experts/Consultant reea 
Other 
oepoaition Transcripts - Wit 
Out•of•Town Travel -
Court reea 
Internal Photocopyinq 
Total 
Mountain Hom. Scho 
Mountain Home Schoo 1/6/2 
Mountain Home Schoo 1/6/2 
Mountain Hom. Scho 
MOuatJin Hoae scbo 
Mountain Home Scho 
.. Houtaiar HOlle Schoo 
< • 
1/11/ 
,,.,,, 
Mountain Home Scho 
••• Client Costa Journal • Summary by Explanation Code ••• 
Diaba 
375.00 
100.15 
289.75 
235.84 
58.00 
447.10 
rsos.n 
REPORT SELECTIONS • Client Costa Journal 
Layout Template: 
Requested by: 
Finished: 
Date Range: 
Hatters: 
Clients: 
Major Clients: 
Responsible Lawyer: 
Aaaignecl Lawyer: 
sort by Reap Lawyer: 
GIL Account: 
Reth 
GIL SWIIIII&ry Only: 
Display in Order Entered: 
Corrected Entries: 
Select From: 
Explanation Codes: 
Ver: 
All 
Linette M. Grantham 
Wednesday, February 01, 2012 at 02:21:06 PH 
To reb/ 112012 
1772-002 
All 
All Hatter Intro Lawyer: All 
All Client Intro Lawyer: All 
All Type of Law: All 
No New Paqe for Bach Lawyer: No 
All G/L Accounts Include Exp. Recoveries: Yea 
All Checks Include Accounts Payable Entries: Yea 
No Include General Check Allocations: Yea 
No Show user Name: No 
Included Summary by Reap Lawyer: No 
Active, Inactive, Archived Mattera 
All 
11.0 (11.0.20110513) 
'169 
Paqe 
3.00 
4.20 
49.95 
0.90 
1.40 
0.10 
54.39 
0.30 
W. DAVID EBERLE CONSULTING, INC 
Ph.D. Publio Policy EconomicsiM.A. Replatory Economics 
160 Harcourt Road 0 Boise, Idaho 83702 0 (208) 383-9625 0 Fax (208) 383-34700 TIN-820498866 
Stephea Adams 
Anderson. Julfan & Hull, LLP 
250 South 5111 Street, Suite 700 
Boise, m 83709 
.Re: Soden v Mouflda Home 
March S, 2011 
INVOICE: Review of Dr. Green's Economic Assessment of Terri 
Sanders 
Analysis: 8.25 Hours @ $1 SO $1,238.00 
CURRENT BALANCE OWING $1.238,00 
Thank you for your payment. 
Respectfully submitted, 
W. David Bberle, President 
W. David Eberle CousuJtin& lnc.CEc:onomic Modelfn&O Present Valuation 0 Pro&ssioaal Developmcat 
• 
Lo1 for AJH Saaden v Mouatala Home School District 
02-0S 0. 1S H 1:30- 02: IS Review and set up tile 
02-11 l.SO H 07:30-09:00 Contract reviews 
02·26 1.00 H 09:00-10:00 GreeD report review spread sheet analysis 
02·27 2.2S H 09:30..11 :4S GreeD report review spread sheet aaalysia and report writing 
02-28 O.SO H 04:00-04:30 Report writing 
1.1S H 03:45-0S:30 Report writing. proofing and editing 
03-02 O.SO H 02:00-02:30 Prooflna and editing 
Total Hours 8.2S 
""fl7l 
\ 
W. DAVIDEBERLE CONSULTING, INC 
Ph.D. Public Policy EconomicsiM.A. Replatory Economics 
760 Han:ou1t R.oad 0 Boise, Idaho 83702 0 (208) 383-9625 0 Fax (208) 383·34700 TIN-820498866 
Stephen Adams 
Andersoa, Juliaa ct Hull, LLP 
250 South s• Street, Suite 700 
Boise, ID 83709 
Re: Satlen v MoatUI Home 
JuneS,2011 
INVOICE: Question Preparation for Dr Green Cross Examination 
2.50 hours and $1 SO per hour, $375.00 
CURRENT BALANCE OWING 
Thank you for your payment. 
Respectfully submitted, 
W. David Eberle, President 
Lo1 for AJH Sanden v Mountain Home Sebool Dlstriet 
0~..05 0.15 H 1:30-02:15 Review and set up file 
02-11 1.50 H 07:30-09:00 Contract reviews 
02·26 1.00 H 09:00-10:00 OreeD report review spread sheet analysis 
02-27 2.2S H 09:30-11 :45 Green report review spread sheet analysis and report writing 
02-28 0.50 H 04:00-04:30 Report writing 
1. 75 H 03:45.05:30 Report writing, proofing and editing 
03.()2 0.50 H 02:()0.02:30 Proofina and editing 
Total Hours 8.2S 
OS-14 2.50 H 10:00-12:30 Question preparation 
ees for Sanders v. Mountain Home Sch let 
80.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
32.00 ~~~~+-~~+--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=---------~~~~---~~---- - -----
BKJ 0.60 160.00 Receive and revlew~~~!!!!!~~~~~f~rom~~PI!•J~nti~ff~t~o~Oef~en~da!!n~t.:._.+!. ____ -~6_.00_ 
Receipt 1nd review fu of sltned sllf'lltUre PI I• of Answers and 
Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of lnterrocatortes, Request for 
Production of Documents and Request for AdmlsskMts bv nm 
Redacted to omit 
Attorney/Client Privilege P.lof27 
,. '""7 ,,.f 
Adams Affidavit 
EXHIBIT B 
11/12/2009 BKJ o.so 160.00 
2/19/2010 BKJ o.so 160.00 
3/23/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 
3/30/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 
4/6/2010 BKJ 0.10 l60.00 
4/7/2010 BKJ 0.70 160.00 
4/11/2010 BKJ 1.90 160.00 
4/12/2010 BKJ 7.20 160.00 
4/26/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 
4/27/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 
5/5/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 
S/5/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 
il"f!!· : ~ .. - . ·,, .... 
S/6/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 
S/11/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 
5/19/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 
5/21/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 
6/2/2010 BKJ 1.60 160.00 
6/7/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 
6/10/2010 BKJ 1.20 160.00 
6/14/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 
8/16/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 
8/16/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 
8/19/2010 BKJ 1.20 160.00 
r 
8/24/2010 BKJ 1.00 160.00 
8/25/2010 BKJ 1.60 160.00 
9/3/2010 BKJ 1.00 160.00 
9/7/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 
Redacted to omit 
Attorney/Client Prlvileae 
for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
Review and edit of discovery responses. $ 80.00 
Analysis of discovery needs for Summary Judgment motion. $ 80.00 
Receipt and review Notice of Deposition of School Offldals. $ 16.00 
Receipt and review Notice of Intent to Dismiss and potential Order of 
Dismissal. $ 16.00 
Receipt and review fax of Notice of Good Cause and Request for 
Scheduhna Conference. $ 16.00 
Analysis of advisory Arbitration dedslon to prepare for future 
discovery. $ 112.00 
Review and analysis of file for discovery of School Asents. $ 304.00 
Travel to and from Mountain Home: Conference with Client, attend 
and partldpate In depositions of Alexander, Gilbert and McMurtrey. $ 1,152.00 
Review letter received from Associated Report1n1 re: verification 
paaes. $ 16.00 
.. ·~ . 
Receipt and review slaned Verification paaes of nmothy McMurtrey, 
James Gilbert and Jim Alexander from Assodated Reportlns. $ 16.00 
Receipt and review Stipulation for Schedullna & Plannlna. $ 16.00 
Receipt and review Civil Case Order for Schedulln& Conference and 
Order Re: Motion Practice. $ 16.00 
Receipt and review copy of letter to James Piotrowski from Associated 
Reportlna re: deponents Jim Alexanut:, James Gilbert and nmothy 
McMurtrey have reviewed and sianed the verification pages. $ 16.00 
Receipt and review fax of Stipulation for Scheduling and Plannlns 
signed by Plaintiff's counsel. $ 16.00 
Receipt and review fax of Standard Teachers Contract from Defendant. $ 16.00 
receipt and review deposition transcript of Terri Sanders from M&M 
Court Reportlns. $ 16.00 
Preparation of Motion for Summary Judgment and Supporting 
Memorandum $ 256.00 
Receipt and review hand delivered deposition of Terri M. Sanders. $ 16.00 
Preparation of Summary Judgment Memorandum. ~- 192.00 
Receipt and review executed Order Govemina ~roceedlnp and Settlna 
Trial; $ 16.00 
- -~~-~--
Receipt and review Affidavit of Marty Durand in Support of Plaintiffs' 
Motion for Summary Judgment. $ 16.00 _......:,-________
Receipt and review Notice of Hearing. $ ____ 16.00 
Analysis of Summ~ry Judament issues. !__ -- - ~2.00 
Continued preparation of Response to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary 
Judgment. $ 160.00 
--- --·· Preparation of Reply Memorandum In Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment. $ 256.00 
. r-c--- ----·· --· -· 
Review and edit Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. $ 160.00 
- ---~- -·-
Receipt and review fax of Plaintiff's Reply to Defendants' Response to 
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judament. $ 16.00 
Stephen Adams Affidavit 
EXHIBIT B 
Fees for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
12/2/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 Receipt and review Memorandum Decision and Order. $ 16.00 
12/14/2010 BKJ 0.10 160.00 Review damage claims and discovery responses. $ 112.00 
Review Information regarding Education Department Interpretation of 
'1./9/2011 BKJ 1.00 160.00 reimbursement for consulting tracker. $ 160.00 
2/22/2011 BKJ 0.20 160.00 Review Plaintiff's expert repOrt. $ 32.00 
Receipt and review Plaintiff's Supplemental Response to Defendants' 
'1./23/2011 BKJ 0.10 160.00 First Set of Discovery Requests. $ 16.00 
Receipt and review Notice of Service (of Plaintiff's Supplemental 
2/24/2011 BKJ 0.10 160.00 Response to Defendants' First Set of Discovery Requests.) $ 16.00 
2/28/2011 BKJ 0.50 160.00 Conference with expert witness Dave Eberle. $ 80.00 
Receipt and review Stipulation to Extend Deadlines to Disclose Expert 
3/3/2011 BKJ 0.10 160.00 Witnesses. $ 16.00 
Receipt and review Order Extending Deadlines to Disclose Expert 
3/3/2011 BKJ 0.10 160.00 Witnesses. $ 16.00 
Receipt and review Plaintiff's Supplemental Response to Defendants' 
3/3/2011 8KJ 0.10 160.00 First Set of Discovery Requests along with Notice of Service. $ 16.00 
3/15/2011 BKJ 1.00 160.00 Review expert witness report on economic loss. $ 160.00 
3/23/2011 BKJ 0.20 160.00 Prepare expert disclosures. $ 32.00 
4/26/2011 BKJ 0.60 160.00 Final preparation of Special Verdict, Witness Ust and Exhibit List. $ 96.00 
Final preparation of Trial Brief, Special Verdict, Exhibits, and Jury 
512/2011 BKJ 1.50 160.00 Instructions. $ 240.00 
Telephone call with Plaintiff's attorney regarding acceptance of 
S/4/2011 BKJ 0.20 160.00 subpoenas. $ 32.00 
Trial preparation Including review of depositions, exhibits and 
5/4/2011 BKJ 2.00 160.00 regulations. $ 320.00 
5/5/2011 BKJ 0.10 160.00 Receipt and review fax of Plaintiff's Witness and Exhibit Ust. $ 16.00 
Trial preparation, review of Plaintiff's filings including witness 
S/5/2011 BKJ 3. 70 160.00 Identification and exhibits. $ 592.00 
5/6/2011 BKJ 0.90 160.00 Trial preparation and review of file. $ 144.00 
5/13/2011 BKJ 0.10 160.00 Receipt and review Notice of Hearing. $ 16.00 
Receipt and review fax of Substitution of Counsel from Plaintiff's 
6/8/2011 BKJ 0.10 160.00 counsel. $ 16.00 ~~~--+-+---+---~----+-------------------------------------------~------------
7/12/2011 BKJ 0.10 160.00 Receipt and review Order Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial $ ------~6.00 
7/14/2011 BKJ 0.40 160.00 Review status oflitigatlon. $ 64.00 !-'----- - --- --- ---- -- --- -------------------+''----- -- -9/2~20~! BKJ 0.50 160.00 Review status of case and ne~,Y supplemental discovery. $ ________ 80.00 
10/14_[20!!_ _ BKJ 1.50 160.00 Review dep!>sitlon for tri~l!:..pr;_e_.!;_pa __ ra_t_;_lo.-n_. --------- $ . _ !40.00 
11/7/2011 BKJ 0.10 160.00 Receipt and review Notice of Hearing. -~ _________ 16.00 
11/7_/_2_011 _ -~~ _ ~~-10 __! ___ 60_._00_-+-Re_ce_l_,_pt_a_n_d_r __ ev_ie_w_Ass __l=g_n_m __ e_n_t _N_o_t_lc_e.______________ $___ ____ _1.6.00 
11/16/2011 BKJ 0.10 160.00 Receipt and review Amended Notice of Hearing. $ 16.00 
------~---- -- -
Receipt and review hand delivered Plaintiff's Supplemental Response 
12/12/2011 t-1 --+B_KJ_+-_0_.1_0 160.00 to Defendants' First Set of Discovery Requ __ e_sts_. --------+-"-$ ________ _ 
12/_13_/2_~11 _ t-' B_KJ~-t---0_.10 160.00 Receipt and review Amended Notice of Hearing. _ ~- ____ _ _ 
12/14/2011 BKJ 0.10 160.00 Receipt and review fax of Plaintiff's Witness and Exhibit Ust. $ 
12/14/2011 BKJ 0.10 160.00 Receipt and review fax of Plaintiff's Proposed Jury Instructions. s 
Redacted to omit 
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Stephen Adams Affidavit 
EXHIBITS 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
Fees for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
Receipt and review Plalntltrs Response to Defendant's Motion to 
12/29/2011 BKJ 0.10 160.00 Strike. $ 16.00 
1/4/2012 BKJ 3.50 160.00 Review and analysis of file for trial preparation. $ 560.00 
Review and analysis of Plaintiff deposition and School District 
1/5/2012 BKJ 4.20 160.00 documents for trial. $ 672.00 
1/6/2012 BKJ 2.90 160.00 Prepare voir dire and cross examination of witnesses. $ 464.00 
Trial preparation lndudln& draft of objections a~d openlna 
1/9/2012 BKJ 3.10 160.00 statements. $ 496.00 
1/10/2012 BKJ 4.30 160.00 Trial preparation and review. $ 688.00 
Receipt and review fax of Plalntltrs Supplemental Proposed Jury 
1/11/2012 BKJ 0.10 160.00 Instructions. $ 16.00 
Travel to and from Mountain Home; Conference with witnesses, In 
1/11/2012 BKJ 
1/12/2012 BKJ 
5.20 160.00 preparation for trial. $ 
~=,.;;;..;...;;;.;;;,_+-+-..;;.._+--0-.1-0+-1-60-:oofRecetpt and review Plalntitrs Jury Selection. $ 
2.50 160:oot'Trlal preparation lndudln& review of discovery and jury lists. $ 
832.00 
16.00 
400.00 1/12/2012 
1/U/2012 
1/16/2012 
1/16/2012 
1/17/2012 
1/17/2012 
1/18/2012 
1/19/2012 
TOTALS 
3/15/2011 
3/16/2011 
3/16/2011 
3/17/2011 
3/17/2011 
-=-----------
3/18/2011 _; ______ 
TOTALS 
--
------
3/28/2011 
------
3/29/2011 
----------
TOTALS 
-
5/5/2009 
BKJ 
BKJ 
BKJ 
BKJ 
BKJ 
BKJ 
BKJ 
BKJ 
CLR 
CLR 
CLR 
4.90 160.00 Trial preparation and review of fife. $ 
Receipt and review fax of Notice of Service. (of Pfalntitrs Response to 
0.10 0.00 Defendant's Request for Admission.) $ 
4.30 160.00 Trial preparation and review of documents and discovery. $ 
Receipt and review Plalntltrs Response to Defendant's Request for 
0.10 160.00 Admissions and Notice of Service. $ 
9.00 160.00 Travel to and from Mountain Home; attend ancipartlclpate in Trial. $ 
8.00 160.00 Travel to and from Mountain Home; attend and participate In Trial. $ 
10.00 160.00 Travel to and from Mountain Home; attend and participate In Trial. S 
1.20 
1.30 
1.20 
1.30 
Prepare summary of Jim Alexander deposition for use In preparins for 
85.00 trial. S 
Prepare summary of James Gilbert deposition for use In preparins for 
85.00 trial. S 
Continue preparation of summary of Jim Alexander deposition for use 
85.00 In preparlns for trial. 
Prepare summary of Timothy McMurtrey deposition for use in 
$ 
784.00 
688.00 
16.00 
1,440.00 
1,280.00 
1,600.00 
16,768.00 
102.00 
110.50 
102.00 
CLR 85.00 preparins for trial. $ 110.50 ~--~--t---t-'-----'----".__ _________ --,-_______ ___._.::;__ _______ _ 
Continue preparation summary of James Gilbert deposition for use In 
CLR 0.80 
--
~ 
85.00 preparins for trial $ 68.00 
----l-------1~-- , ___________ ,__ ____ - --
Complete summary of Tim McMurtrey deposition for use in preparins 
CLR 0.90 
r-----
6.70 
-
-~~-· 
85.00 for trial. _ S ___ 76.50 
s 569.50 -t----~--t-------------------------------- ----
,_-1------
GT 1.50 
f---
-+----1---t-----------------------------+------- - ----
-~-=:_:__-+-----+-8_5.00 Review and summarize Plai_!'titrs deposition (pases 13-68_,_). ___ --+~$- ______ !~7.50 
GT 1.40 
r-- --
2.90 
--r-
85.00 Review and summari_!~ l:)eposition of Plaintiff. (Pases 69-139) S 119.00 
--:------~~~---r-----------------------------------------~~s~--- _ 246.5o 
Review file to determine if needaddittonal documentS and/or ___ - --- --
LMG 0.80 75.00 materials. S 60.00 
Redacted to omit 
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EXHIBIT& 
5/7/2009 LMG 0.90 
5/8/2009 LMG 2.50 
5/8/2009 LMG 1.10 
5/11/2009 LMG 1.20 
7/22/2009 LMG 0.30 
7/22/2009 LMG 3.10 
8/7/2009 LMG 1.20 
9/29/2009 LMG 0.60 
9/29/2009 LMG 0.80 
3/31/2010 LMG 0.40 
3/31/2010 LMG 1.50 
4/7/2010 LMG 1.50 
-
5/3/2010 LMG 0.10 
5/4/2010 LMG 0.80 
5/24/2010 LMG 0.40 
9/7/2010 LMG 1.80 
10/18/2010 LMG 0.40 
2/7/2011 -- LMG 0.80 
--1-----r--
2/7/2011 LMG 0.30 
---- --
2/8/2011 ___ LMG 2.10 
2/8/2011 ,_____ LMG 0.20 
2/8/2011 LMG 0.10 .....:.__::.__ ___ 
2/14/2011 LMG 0.20 
Redacted to omit 
Attorney/Client Privilege 
75.00 
75.00 
75.00 
75.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
Continue review file to determine If need additional documents 
and/or materials. $ 67.50 
Analyze and review documents relatlnl to document production from 
School District re: Claim. $ 187.50 
Prepare doucment chronoloiY relatln1 to document production from 
School District re: Claim $ 82.50 
Continue prepare document chronoloiY relatln1 to document 
production from School District re: Oalm. $ 90.00 
Review of Plaintiff's Response to Defendants' First Set of Discovery 
Requests. $ 25.50 
Prepare document chronoloiY relatlnl to document production re: 
Plaintiff's Response to Defendants' First Set of Discovery Requests. $ 263.50 
Review file to determine If additional documents are needed from 
School District. $ 102.00 
Prepare document chronoloiY relatln1 to records received from 
School District re: Claim. $ 51.00 
Review and analyze documents from School District re: Claim. $ 68.00 
Assist attorney and Identify exhibits to be used at Deposition of school 
district employees scheduled for Aprfl15, 2010. $ 34.00 
Assist attorney and Identify exhibits to be used at Deposition of school 
district employees scheduled for April 12, 2010. $ 127.50 
Assist attorney and Identify exhibits for use at deposition of 
Defendants scheduled for April 12, 2010. $ 127.50 
Prepare correspondence to M a M Court reportlnl re: witnesses 
testimony $ 8.50 
Prepare Defendant's Deposition Exhibits notebook $ 68.00 
Analyze and prepare document chronoloiY relating to document 
production from School District. $ 34.00 
Identify and prepare pertinent materials for Hearing for attorney 
review re: Motion for Summary Judgment scheduled for September 
10,2010. $ 153.00 
Prepare document chronoiOIY relating to document production from 
School District re: Oalm. $ 34.00 
Review of document production from School District to determine if 
we have pay schedules for the two positions so that It can be sent to 
our expe_rt, David Eberle. $ 68.00 
.. ----
Analyze and prepare document chronoloiY relating to documents 
produced by the School District re: Teacher $ 25.50 
-----· ~-
Analyze and prepare document chronoloiiY relating to documents 
produced by Idaho State Department of Education re: Public records 
request. $ 178.50 
----- ---··- ----- -- ·--Identify and prepare additional documents for production to 
Defendant's expert, David Eberle re: Plaintiff's economic damages 
assessment. $ 17.00 
--- ---- - --Prepare email correspondence to David Eberle regarding Plaintiff's 
economic damages assessment_. _________ $ 
-e-·----
8.50 
--
Analyze and prepare document chronoloiY relating to records 
received from School District. $ 17.00 
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EXHIBITS 
2/14/2011 LMG 
2/22/2011 LMG 
2/22/2011 LMG 
2/23/2011 LMG 
2/24/2011 LMG 
2/25/2011 LMG 
l/25/2011 LMG 
2/28/2011 LMG 
2/28/2011 LMG 
3/2/2011 LMG 
3/2/2011 LMG 
3/2/2011 LMG 
3/3/2011 LMG 
for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
Analyze and prepare document chronolosv relatlns to records 
1.40 85.00 received from Idaho Department of Education. $ 
Analyze and prepare document chronolosv relatlns to Plaintiff's 
0.20 85.00 expert report from Gresory Green. $ 
Prepare email communication with enclosure to expert Dave Eberle 
0.10 85.00 resardlns Plaintiff's expert report. $ 
Review Plaintiff's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' First 
0.30 85.00 Discovery Requests. $ 
Analyze and prepare document chronolosv relatins to document 
production from Plaintiff re: Plaintiff's Supplemental Responses to 
0.40 85.00 Defendants' First Discovery Requests. $ 
Analyze and prepare document chronolosv relatlns to corrected 
0.20 85.00 expert report from Plaintiff. $ 
Prepare email communication to expert David Eberle resardlns 
0.10 85.00 testimony. $ 
Prepare document chronoloiY relatlns to corrected expert report 
0.20 85.00 received from Plaintiff. $ 
Prepare email communication to Defendant's expert, David Eberle 
0.10 85.00 reprdlns Plaintiff's corrected expert report. $ 
Receipt and review of email communication from expert, David Eberle 
0.10 85.00 resardlns Plalnltiff's corrected expert report. $ 
Prepare email communication to David Eberle re: Additional requested 
0.10 85.00 Information. $ 
Prepare summary of Plaintiff's deposition for use In preparins for Trial 
0.80 85.00 (pp.1-12) $ 
Analyze and prepare document chronololsv relatlns to from David 
0.10 85.00 Eberle resardlns Plaintiff's future lost earninp capacity. $ 
Prepare summary of Plaintiff's deposition for use in preparlns for Trial 
119.00 
17.00 
8.50 
25.50 
34.00 
17.00 
8.50 
17.00 
8.50 
8.50 
8.50 
68.00 
8.50 
, 3/3/2011 ..:::LM.:.:..G~---=2.:.:... 7 .:::...0~85;:.;..00~(::;.PIS:;;....· 1..;..;;3---::-:--:-:::--::-~--::-:------:--:------+-$!:...-__ _:2:.::2:.:..9·:.:..5~0 
Review Plaintiff's Supplemental Respoonses to Defendants' First Set of 
3/3/2011 LMG 
4/19/2011 LMG 
~/20/2011 LMG 
4/20/2011 LMG 
4/20/2011 LMG 
0.10 85.00 Discovery Requests. $ 
Assist attorney In ldentifylns pertinent materials in binders for review 
0.60 85.00 resardlns Trial scheduled for May 16, 2011. $ 
0.90 85.00 Prepare Defendants' Witness Ust for attorney review. $ 
Continue to assist attorney In Identifying pertinent materials in binders 
for review reprdlng Trial scheduled for May 16, 2011 re: exhibits and 
1.20 85.00 redaction necessity for further document productlcm. $ 
1.40 85.00 Prepare Defendants Trial Exhibit Ust for attorney review. $ 
8.50 
51.00 
76.50 
102.00 
119.00 
4/21/2011 LMG 0.90 85.00 Continue prepare Defendants' Trial Ex~ibit Ust for attorney review. $ 76.50 
~·-----r-·- !-'----- -- ------
4/25/2011 r---- --· -----LMG 0.40 85.00 Continue to Identify and prepare tr!al exhibits for attorney review. $ ______ .!~00 
4/26/2011 LMG 0.80 85.00 Continue to identify and prepare trial exhibits for attorney review. $ 
4/27/2011 1LMG 0.50 85.00 Identify and prepare witness folders with key documents for Trial. $ 
Redacted to omit 
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EXHIBITS 
68.00 
42.50 
4/29/2011 LMG 0.70 85.00 
5/2/2011 LMG 0.80 85.00 
5/3/2011 LMG 0.80 85.00 
5/3/2011 LMG 0.10 85.00 
5/3/2011 LMG 0.10 85.00 
5/4/2011 LMG 1.30 85.00 
5/4/2011 LMG 0.50 85.00 
5/5/2011 LMG 0.50 85.00 
10/31/2011 LMG 1.70 85.00 
12/5/2011 LMG 0.00 85.00 
12/5/2011 LMG 0.30 85.00 
12/7/2011 LMG 0.90 85.00 
12/12/2011 LMG 0.10 85.00 
12/19/2011 LMG 1.90 85.00 
1/3/2012 LMG 0.10 85.00 
1/3/2012 LMG 0.10 85.00 
1/5/2012 LMG 0.10 85.00 
1/9/2012 LMG 0.80 85.00 
1/9/2012 LMG 0.20 85.00 
1/9/2012 LMG 0.10 85.00 
1/11/2012 LMG 0.90 85.00 
---
1/11/2012 LMG 0.60 85.00 
·I-- -
1/12/_20~_2_ 
-ILMG f---·2.60 85.00 
1/16/2012 LMG 0.30 85.00 
r-·--- ~- -- ~-·--
1/24/2012 LMG 0.60 85.00 r---:----r--- -----
TOTALS 52.80 
-----
4/23/2009 SA 0.20 145.00 
Redacted to omit 
Attorney/Client Privilese 
Fees for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
Continue Identify and prepare trial exhibits for attorney review. $ 59.50 
Analyze and Identify additional documents for attorney review for 
potential trial exhibits. $ 68.00 
Prepare witness folders with appropriate exhibits specific to each 
potential witness for trial scheduled May 16, 2011. $ 68.00 
Prepare email correspondence to Judae Greenwood dlscussln& 
potential trial witnesses and exhibits. $ 8.50 
Telephone call to Judse Greenwood dlscussln& potential exhibits for 
Trial scheduled May 16, 2011. $ 8.50 
Continue prepare witness folders with appropriate exhibits specific to 
each potential witness for trial scheduled May 16, 2011. $ 110.50 
Prepare Defel")dants' Trial Exhibits notebooks. $ 42.50 
Analyze and Identify additional documents for witness folders. $ 42.50 
File review and oraanlzatlon In preparation of trial $ 144.50 
Update Trial Notebook with certified copies of various crosswalks from 
the Idaho Department of Education. $ 
-
Update Defendants' Trial Exhibits 526, 527 and 528 with certified 
copies. $ 25.50 
Update and oraanlze documents In binders for use In preparlns for 
trial scheduled for January 17, 2012. $ 76.50 
Prepare correspondence to Defendants' expert, David Eberle 
dlscusslns upcomlns trial availability. $ 8.50 
redactins exhibits 537-540 $ 161.50 
Telephone call to Judse's Office dlscussins courtesy copy of pre-trial 
documents. $ 8.50 
Telephone call to Jury Clerk reprdlns jury selection for January 17, 
2012. $ 8.50 
Prepare email correspondence to Court dlscussln& Defendants' pre-
trial documents. $ 8.50 
Analyze and review Plaintiff's trial exhibits and cross reference with 
Defendants' exhibits. $ 68.00 
·--Update Defendants' trial exhibits. $ 17.00 
Prepare correspondence to Clerk resardlns Defendants' Supplemental 
Trial Exhibit Ust. $ 8.50 
-
-,~_, ___ ,_ 
Analyze and prepare juror cards for attorney review In preparation for 
Trial scheduled for Jan_~ary 17, 2012. $ 76.50 
-- -
... 
Analyze and review Plaintiff's trial exhibits and prepare notebook. $ 51.00 
_,~~. 
Continue analyze and prepare juror cards for attorney review In 
preparation for Trial scheduled for !anuary~7, 2012._ $ 221.00 
--···- ·-Update Trial Notebook for attorney review in preparation for Trial 
scheduled for January 17, 2012. . ___ $ 25.50 
- -- ~ 
Identify costs In preparation for Memorandum of COsts. $ 51.00 
--
f--'------ . 
$ -~,4~3.00 
-
--
Review Complaint to Prepare Answer and Demand for Jury Trial. $ 29.00 
P. 7of27 
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EXHIBITB 
for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
-~~ 
4/23/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 call to Tim McMurtrey re: s 14.50 
Call to Plaintiff's counsel re: request for extension to Prepare Answer 
4/23/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 and Demand for Jury Trial. s 14.50 
Prepare letter to Plaintiff's counsel re: confirmation that they have 
4/23/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 aranted us an extension until May 14, 2009 to Prepare the Answer. s 14.50 
Prepare a letter to Tim McMurtrey re: 
4/23/2009 SA 0.40 145.00 . $ 58.00 
4/24/2009 SA 0.90 145.00 Prepare Answer and Demand for Jury Trial. s 130.50 
4/24/2009 SA 0.20 145.00 Analysis re: compliance with the open meetln1laws. $ 29.00 
Analysis re: whether Plaintiff has standln1 to brln1 a claim for breach 
4/24/2009 SA 0.20 145.00 of contract under Idaho Code 33·1201. $ 29.00 
Review documents from Mountain Home School District for 
4/24/2009 SA 0.60 145.00 Arbitration. $ 87.00 
Further preparation re: letter to Tim McMurtrey 
4/27/2009 SA 0.20 t45.oo•- . $ 29.00 
4/27/2009 SA 0.20 145.00 
4/30/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
5/7/2009 SA 0.20 145.00 
5/8/2009 SA 0.60 145.00 
S/8/2009 SA 0.50 145.00 
6/8/2009 SA 0.20 145.00 
6/9/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
7/27/2009 SA 0.20 145.00 
7/27/2009 SA 0.60 145.00 
7/28/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
8/11/2009 SA 0.20 145.00 
--
~lll/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
~/13/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 c---· --
8/19/2009 SA 0.60 145.00 
·-
8/20/2009 ·SA 0.70 145.00 
Redacted to omit 
Attorney/Client Privilege 
Further preparation re: Answer and Demand for Jury Trial. $ 29.00 
call from Tim McMurtrey re: 
. $ 14.50 
Prepare Defendants• First Set of Discovery Requests to Plaintiff. $ 29.00 
Further preparation re: Defendants' First Set of Discovery Requests to 
Plaintiff. $ 87.00 
Review documents from School District. $ 72.50 
Prepare Status Report to Client re: we have not heard from Plaintiff 
since the Answer was flied. $ 29.00 
r preparation re: Status Report to Clients. $ 14.50 
Review Plaintiff's Response to Defendant•s First Set of Discovery 
Requests. $ 29.00 
Review documents attached to Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's 
First Set of Discovery Responses. $ 87.00 
Review Plaintiff's First Set of lnte"osatories, Requests for Production 
of Documents, and Requests for Admission. $ 14.50 
Prepare letter to Mountain Home School District re: request for 
additional documents to Prepare Response to Plaintiff's First Set of 
lnte"osatories, Requests for Production of Documents and Requests 
for Admission. $ 29.00 
--~ 
" 
Prepare outline of Response to Plaintiff's First Set of lnte"ogatories, 
Requests for Production of Documents and Requests for Admission. $ 14.50 
---
Further preparation re: letter to Superintendent Tim McMurtrey to 
request additional documents to respond to Plaintiff's first set of 
lnte"ogatories, Requests for Production of Documents, and Requests 
for Admission. $ 14.50 
Further preparation re: Answers and Response to Plaintiff's First Set of 
---'~ -~--------
Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents and Requests 
for Admission. $ 87.00 
Further preparation re: Response to Plaintiff's first set of 
Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents and Requests 
for Admission to Defendants. $ 101.50 
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8/20/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
8/20/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
8/21/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
8/21/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
8/24/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
8/24/2009 SA 0.20 145.00 
8/31/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
8/31/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
9/2/2009 SA 1.00 145.00 
9/4/2009 SA 0.30 145.00 
9/8/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
9/8/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
9/8/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
9/28/2009 SA 1.20 145.00 
9/28/2009 SA 0.80 145.00 
9/29/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
~---~-----
9/2,9/2009 SA 0.50 145.00 
9/29/2009 SA 1.80 145.00 
~'------ ---
10/15/2009 SA 0.30 145.00 
--
!_1/_ 4/2009 rt~ --- ~ 0.20 145.00 
11/4/2009 >SA 0.10 145.00 
----- t~~~~o= 1_1/5/2009 145.00 
11/5/2009 iSA i 0.10 145.00 
Redacted to omit 
Attorney/Client Privilege 
Fees for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
Call to Mountain Home School District Business Manager Cliff Ogborn 
re: 
. $ 14.50 
Call from School District 
. $ 14.50 
E-mail to Cliff Ogborn and nm McMurtrey re: 
. $ 14.50 
E-mail from Tim McMurtrey re: 
. $ 14.50 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
. $ 14.50 
Call from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
. $ 29.00 
Call to Plaintiff's counsel re: request for extension to prepare 
Response to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests. $ 14.50 
Prepare letter to Plaintiff's counsel re: confirmation that they gave us 
a ten day extension to prepare discovery responses. $ 14.50 
Further preparation re: Response to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery 
Requests to determine which documents are responsive to Plaintiff's 
Requests for Production of Documents. $ 145.00 
Prepare documents to attach to Response to Plaintiff's First Set of 
Discovery Requests. $ 43.50 
E-mail to Tim McMurtrey re: 
$ 14.50 
Review signed Verification from Tim McMurtrey. $ 14.50 
Further preparation re: Response to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery 
Requests to submit to Plaintiff. $ 14.50 
Prepare Initial Analysis for School District. $ 174.00 
Analysis re: whether Plaintiff will be able to prevail on the claims in her 
Complaint. $ 116.00 
Call to Cliff Ogborn re: 
1--- . $ 14.50 --- ----- M- ----·- --
Analysis re: whether John Lay meets minimum standards. $ 72.50 
Further ~rep~atlon r!: i_!!~tia~!'alysi!_ ~~_!e._ ____________ $~--- --- 261.00 
------ --·-
Further preparation re: Initial Analysis to add discussion of possible 
changes to Idaho Code. $ 43.50 1---'--------------------------------- ---- -
Review letter from Plaintiff's counsel re: request for supplemental 
discovery responses. $ 29.00 
- - ------ --- --- ----·----- --
Call to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
$ 14.50 
------ -~------- -~--- ----- -
Call from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
-- . --
$ 43.50 
- ---~ -~ -·--
Prepare letter to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
$ 14.50 
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11/6/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
11/10/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
11/10/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
11/10/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
11/11/2009 SA 0.30 145.00 
11/11/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
11/11/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
11/12/2009 SA 0.70 145.00 
11/13/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
11/16/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
11/16/2009 SA 0.10 145.00 
3/15/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
I 
3/31/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
4/5/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
4n12o1o SA 0.10 145.00 
4n12o1o SA 0.10 145.00 
4n12o1o SA 0.10 145.00 
4n12o1o SA 0.10 145.00 
4/9/2010 SA 0.40 145.00 
- ··---!-·-
4/13/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
----- -
--·- 1--· 
4/14/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
-
~-
4/20/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
-
!!/21/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
--
4/26/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
Redacted to omit 
Attorney/Client Prlvilese 
Fees for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
Further preparation re: Status Report to Superintendent McMurtrey 
about . $ 14.50 
Review Response to Plaintiff's first set of Discovery requests to 
prepare SUpplemental Responses. $ 14.50 
Prepare letter to Plaintiff's counsel re: we will be prepartna 
supplemental responses to Plaintiff's discovery requests. $ 14.50 
Prepare SUpplemental Response to Plaintiff's first set of Discovery 
Requests. $ 14.50 
Further review of Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's First Set of 
Discovery Requests to determine whether supplemental discovery 
responses are necessary. $ 43.50 
Further preparation re: letter to Plaintiff's counsel about Supplemental 
Discovery Responses. $ 14.50 
Further preparation re: SUpplemental Answers and Response to 
Plaintiff's first set of Discovery Requests. $ 14.50 
Further preparation re: Supplemental response to Plaintiff's first set 
of Discovery Requests. $ 101.50 
E-mail supplemental discovery responses to Superintendent 
McMurtrey for review. $ 14.50 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
. $ 14.50 
Further preparation re: Supplemental Discovery Responses to prepare 
tor disclosure to Plaintiff. $ 14.50 
call from Plaintiff's counsel re: request for available dates to depose 
Gilbert James, nm McMurtrey, and Jim Alexander. $ 14.50 
Review Notice of Intent to Dismiss and Order of Dismissal from the 
Court. $ 14.50 
Analysis re: whether Plaintiff has sufficiently responded to the Notice 
of Intent to Dismiss and Order of Dismissal. $ 14.50 
Review Notice of Good cause and Request for Schedullns Conference. $ 14.50 
E-mail from SUperintendent McMurtrey re: 
. $ 14.50 
call to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
. $ 14.50 
~-~--
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey 
. $ 14.50 
Analysts re: questions necessary for deposition to assist with filing a 
~ 
-
Motion for Summary Judsment. $ 58.00 
-- --· --
~ ~ 
Prepare letter to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
. $ 14.50 
-- ~·--
Further preparation re: Status Report to Superintendent McMurtrey 
. $ 14.50 
-"·- --E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
. $ 14.50 
-·--------- ---------
-~ --
call to Plaintiff's counsel re: request to take Plaintiff's deposition. $ 14.50 
r-·------ --
E-mail from Plaintiff's counsel re: availability for Plaintiff's deposition. $ 14.50 
P.10of27 
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Stephen Adams Affidavit 
EXHIBIT B 
4/27/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
4/27/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
4/28/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
4/28/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
4/28/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
4/29/2010 SA 0.60 145.00 
4/29/2010 SA 0.60 145.00 
4/29/2010 SA 0.40 145.00 
5/3/2010 SA 0.50 145.00 
5/6/2010 SA 1.70 145.00 
5/6/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
5/7/2010 SA 0.90 145.00 
5/7/2010 SA 1.00 145.00 
5/7/2010 SA 0.60 145.00 
5/7/2010 SA 3.50 145.00 
5/7/2010 SA 1.00 145.00 
5/7/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
5/10/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
5/10/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
5/10/2010 SA 0.20 145.00 
5/10/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
5/11/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
5/14/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
5/14/2010 ~ SA 0.10 145.00 
-
~------- ~------- ----
5/14/~Q~- ~c- 0.10 145.00 ,_ ___ --~-
5/19/2010 <SA 0.10 145.00 
-
5/19/2010- SA 0.20 145.00 ~-r--~ -~---
5/19/2010 !SA 0.20 145.00 
Redacted to omit 
Attomey/Oient Privilege 
for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
~~ 
E-mail from Plaintiff's counsel re: further requests for deposition date 
settlnp. $ 14.50 
Prepare Notice of Taklna Oral Deposition of Plaintiff Terri Sanders. $ 14.50 
E-mail from Plaintiff's counsel re: questions about Plaintiff's 
deposition. $ 14.50 
Call to Plaintiff's counsel re: response to their questions about 
Plaintiff's deposition. $ 14.50 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey re: . $ 14.50 
Review the Deposition of Jim Alexander. $ 87.00 
Review the Deposition of James Gilbert. $ 87.00 
Review the Deposition of Timothy McMurtrey. $ 58.00 
Review documents to prepare for deposition of Terri Sanders. $ 72.50 
Further preparation re: outline for Deposition of Terri Sanders. $ 246.50 
Call to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
. $ 14.50 
Prepare for Deposition of Terri Sanders. $ 130.50 
Travel to Mountain Home for Deposition of Terri Sanders. $ 145.00 
Meetlna with Superintendent McMurtrey to prepare for Deposition of 
Terri Sanders. $ 87.00 
Deposition of Terri Sanders. $ 507.50 
Return travel from Mountain Home. $ 145.00 
Review Order for Schedullna Conference $ 14.50 
Review proposed Stipulation for Schedullna and Planning from 
Plaintiff's counsel. $ 14.50 
E-mail to Plaintiff's counsel re: revisions to proposed Stipulation for 
Scheduling and Planning. $ 14.50 
Prepare revised proposed Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning. $ 29.00 
Call to Plaintiff's counsel re: draft of the Stipulation for Scheduling 
Order. $ 14.50 
E-mail to Plaintiff's counsel re: proposed Stipulation for Schedullns 
and Plannlna. $ 14.50 
Sian Stipulation for Schedulln• and Planning to submit to the Court. $ 14.50 
- --- -~ 
Review Plaintiff's Second Set of interrosatories and Requests for 
Production of Documents. 1 _____ -- 14.50 
----------- ---------------------- - -~--- ----
Prepare letter to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
$ 14.50 
~-------------~-- ------------ -- --
E-mail from nm McMurtrey re: 
. ____ -~--- -- - _!~.5~ 
E-mail to nm McMurtrey re: 
----- -~.:_ ----- ~- --~-~ ~-----~ ----~~---- ~-~~--- --- --~--- $ 29.00 ~--~ ~ --
Review documents from the Mountain Home School District re: 
contracts for Consultins Teachers since 2004. $ 29.00 
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Stephen Adams Affidavit 
EXHIBIT& 
5/20/2010 SA 
5/24/2010 SA 
5/24/2010 SA 
5/24/2010 SA 
S/24/2010 SA 
5/24/2010 SA 
5/24/2010 SA 
S/24/2010 SA 
5/25/2010 SA 
5/25/2010 SA 
S/25/2010 SA 
5/25/2010 SA 
5/26/2010 SA 
5/26/2010 SA 
5/26/2010 SA 
6/1/2010 SA 
6/9/2010 SA 
6/9/2010 SA 
6/10/2010 SA 
6/10/2010 SA 
.. · 
6/10/2010 SA 
Fees for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
0.10 145.00 E-mail from M&M Court Reportlns re: Terri Sanders's deposition. $ 
0.10 145.00 Prepare Motion for Summary Judgment. $ 
Prepare Affidavit of Stephen Adams In Support of Motion for Summary 
0.10 145.00 Judsment. $ 
Prepare Statement of Facts In SUpport of Motion for Summary 
0.10 145.00 Judsment. $ 
0.30 145.00 Prepare Memorandum In Support of Motion for Summary Judsment. $ 
Further preparation re: Response to Plaintiffs second set of 
0.20 145.00 Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents. $ 
0.40 145.00 Analysis re: standlns defense for Plaintiffs dalms. $ 
Review deposition of Terri Sanders to prepare Motion for Summary 
0.90 145.00 Judsment. $ 
0.10 145.00 Further preparation re: Motion for SUmmary Judsment. $ 
Further preparation re: Affidavit of Stephen Adams In Support of 
0.10 145.00 Motion for Summary Judgment~ $ 
call to M&M reporting re: they have sent the hard copy of Terri 
0.10 145.00 Sander's deposition to us. $ 
Further preparation re: Memorandum In Support of Motion for 
3.50 145.00 Summary Judgment. $ 
Further preparation re: Statement of Facts In Support of Motion for 
2.00 145.00 Summary Judgment. $ 
Further preparation re: Memorandum In Support of Motion for 
1.00 145.00 Summary Judgment. $ 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
0.10 145.00 • $ 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
0.10 145.00 • $ 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
0.20 145.00 • $. 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
0.20 145.00 • $ 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
0.10 145.00 
Prepare attachments to Response to Plaintiff's second set of Discovery 
$ 
0.20 145.00 Requests. $ 
E-maif from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
14.50 
14.50 
14.50 
14.50 
43.50 
29.00 
58.00 
130.50 
14.50 
14.50 
14.50 
507.50 
290.00 
145.00 
14.50 
14.50 
29.00 
29.00 
14.50 
29.00 
0.10 145.00 • $ 14.50 
-+-'-------
Further preparation re: Memorandum In Support of Motion for 
6/10/2010 SA 0.60 145.00 Summary Jud'"'ent to include references to the factual statements. $ 87.00 
t-6"'-/1_0..!._/_20_l_O-+--+S_A_+ __ 0_.3_0_t-14_5_.00--+P-:-re--::p,_a_re-::-Ex_h-:ib_its--:-:fo:-:r_A-:ffi_d_avi_t_o_f_St_e_,_ph_e_n_Ad_am_s _____________ ·l----- -43~_0 
Call to the School District re: 
6/10/2010 SA 0.20 145.00 • $ ~~~~r-+----+---t---+-------:-:----:-:----:-------~--------------­Review 2009-2010 Master Contract sent from Sharon Whitman at the 
SA 
29.00 
29.00 6/10/2010 0.20 145.00 School District. $ 
------+-~--------E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
6/10/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 • $ 
Redacted to omit 
Attorney/Client Privilese P.12of27 f'l\f)85 
Stephen Adams Affidavit 
EXHIBIT B 
14.50 
6/10/2010 SA 
6/11/2010 SA 
6/11/2010 SA 
6/11/2010 SA 
6/11/2010 SA 
6/14/2010 SA 
6/14/2010 SA 
6/14/2010 SA 
6/15/2010 SA 
6/15/2010 SA 
6/16/2010 SA 
6/24/2010 SA 
6/24/2010 SA 
6/29/2010 SA 
8/16/2010 SA 
8/17/2010 SA 
0.20 145.00 
0.10 145.00 
0.10 145.00 
0.10 145.00 
0.10 145.00 
0.10 145.00 
0.10 145.00 
0.10 145.00 
0.10 145.00 
0.10 145.00 
0.10 145.00 
0.10 145.00 
0.10 145.00 
0.20 145.00 
Fees for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
Call from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
Further preparation re: exhibits to Affidavit of Stephen Adams In 
Support of Motion for Summary Judament. 
Review signed verification from Superintendent McMurtrey. 
Review letter from Superintendent McMurtrey to Terri Sanders 
requestlna that she stan her contract. 
Prepare revisions to letter to Terri Sanders for Superintendent 
McMurtrey. 
Review Order Govern ins Proceedlnp and Settlna Trial. 
Prepare letter to Superintendent McMurtrey re: trial date. 
Slsn Motion for Summary Judpnent documents for submission to the 
Court. 
Analysis for which alternate Judaes will be disqualified. 
Prepare disqualification of alternate Judse Hurlbutt. 
Analysis re: public policy arsument for Motion for Summary Judsment. 
Call to James Gilbert at the School District re: 
Call to Plaintiffs counsel re: resettlna the hearlna on Motion for 
Summary Judsment; I left a message. 
Call from Plaintiffs counsel re: request to reset hearing date for 
Motion for Summary Judsment to late August. 
Receipt and review Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judsment, Brief In 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment and Affidavit of Marty 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
0.60 145.00 Durand in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment. $ 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
0.10 145.00 . $ 
Analysis and preparation of Response to Plaintiffs Motion for 
8/17/2010 SA 1.60 145.00 Summary Judsment. $ 
~~----+--r--,_ __ _, ____ ;-----~-=------~--------------------------~-----Contlnued preparation of Response to Plaintiffs Motion for SUmmary 
29.00 
14.50 
14.50 
14.50 
14.50 
14.50 
14.50 
14.50 
14.50 
14.50 
14.50 
14.50 
14.50 
29.00 
87.00 
14.50 
232.00 
8/17/2D_10 SA 1.50 145.00 Judgment. ___ -------------------- ~---- ___!17 :~0 
Further preparation re: Response to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary 
8/18/201_0_4 ___ t-SA_-+ __ 3.30 145.00 Judgment. _ L__ ~?!~_() 
I E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 8/18/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 $ 14.50 
8/18f~~10 e--+ ~__11.10 145.00 ~:::::~::;:r.;:~:.~:=.:~~n. ~-- ~~~-. -;-- --=-14~50 
8/!8/lOlll_ r- 0'10 .!..~~.:~ Further preparation re: Response to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary-- _1_ ___ ------ _!~·~D_ 
8j26/201D__~~-- 0.80 145.00 Judgment. ________ _ $ _______ 1_!6._QO 
I I r E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
8/26/2010 1 SA 0.10 145.00 $ 14.50 
Redacted to omit 
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Stephen Adams Affidavit 
EXHIBIT B 
8/26/2010 SA 
8/26/2010 SA 
8/30/2010 SA 
8/30/2010 SA 
8/30/2010 SA 
8/30/2010 SA 
8/30/2010 SA 
8/30/2010 SA 
9/1/2010 SA 
9/2/2010 SA 
9/2/2010 SA 
9/2/2010 SA 
9/3/2010 SA 
9/3/2010 SA 
9/7/2010 SA 
9/7/2010 SA 
9/7/2010 SA 
fees for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
call from Marty Durand re: questions about the Affidavit of Stephen 
0.20 145.00 Adams In Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judlf"ent. 
Preparation of Reply In Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary 
0.20 145.00 Judlf"ent. 
call from Judge Greenwood's office re: they have a complete and 
0.10 145.00 correct copy of the Affidavit of Stephen Adams. 
Analysis of cases cited by Plaintiff In Plaintiff's Response to 
0.80 145.00 Defendant's Motion for Summary JUdgment. 
E-mail to SUperintendent McMurtrey re: 
0.10 145.00 
further preparation re: Reply In Support of Motion for Summary 
0.30 145.00 Judgment. 
Receipt and review Plaintiff's Response to Defendants' Motion for 
0.50 145.00 Summary Judgment. 
Receipt and review Affidavit of Marty Durand In Response to 
0.10 145.00 Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. 
further preparation re: Reply In Support of Motion for Summary 
1.90 145.00 Judlf"ent. 
further preparation re: Reply In Support of Defendants' Motion for 
1.10 145.00 Summary Judgment. 
cau from Plaintiff's counsel re: they requested an extension to file 
0.10 145.00 their Reply on Tuesday. 
E-mail from Plaintiff's counsel re: confirmation that they have until 
0.10 145.00 Tuesday, September 7, 2010, to prepare a Reply brief. 
Further preparation re: Reply In Support of Motion for Summary 
0.50 145.00 Judgment to finalize and submit to the Court. 
0.10 145.00 E-mail draft of our Reply to Superintendent McMurtrey. 
2.00 145.00 Prepare hearing outline for Motion for Summary Judgment hearing. 
0.30 145.00 Review Plaintiff's Reply In Support of Motion for Summary Judament. 
Analysis re: arguments made in Plaintiff's Reply In Support of Motion 
0.40 145.00 for Summary Judgment. 
$ 29.00 
$ 29.00 
$ 14.50 
$ 116.00 
$ 14.50 
$ 43.50 
$ 72.50 
$ 14.50 
$ 275.50 
$ 159.50 
$ 14.50 
$ 14.50 
$ 72.50 
$ 14.50 
$ 290.00 
$ 43.50 
$ 58.00 
F9/7~/=-20::.;1:.:0=--t-+S:.;.A.;.__+--0;_.1;:_;0+-14;_5;_.00qE::--m...:.7ai~l Plaintiff's Reply to Superintendent McMurtrey for review. 
·· Further preparation re: hearing outline to lndude arauments related 
$ 14.50 
9/8/2010 t-S_A---1..___0_._70 145.00 to Plaintiff's Re~J»~y-~b_rle._f_. ---------------·-----+--~ _ ~-~-- _ !~!:?_~ 
Telephone call to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
9/8/2010 SA 0.20 145.00 • $ 29.00 
9/:_9.:..../2-0--1-0~-+-t-SA--+--1.-10 145.00 Prepare for hearing on Motion for Summary Judament. --~r-$-- --1595o 
-=---=------1-------t--~----t-------'-- -- . . ~ ~- --- ----------·-
9/10/2010 SA 
9/10/201~-- SA 
9/10/2010 SA 
9/10/2010 SA 
Further preparation re: for Oral Argument on Motion for Summary 
0.70 145.00 Judgment hearinp. $ 101.50 
-- -- ----~ -- -~ 
Meet with School District Representatives prior to Motion for 
0.80 145.00 ~ummary Judgment hearina. ~---- ~-- 116.00 
217.50 1.50 145.00 Attend Motion for Summary Judgment hearing. $ 
- ~--::------ '-----------
Travel to Mountain Home, ID from Boise, ID re: hearing on Motion for 
1.00 145.00 Summary Judgment. $ 145.00 
Redacted to omit 
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EXHIBITS 
,.-na7 
9/10/2010 SA 1.00 145.00 
9/13/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
9/13/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
9/15/2010 SA 0.20 145.00 
12/2/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/2/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/2/2010 SA 0.30 145.00 
12/2/2010 rsA 0.10 145.00 
12/2/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/6/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/6/2010 SA 0.20 145.00 
12/6/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/8/2010 SA 0.50 145.00 
12/28/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/30/2010 SA 0.10 145.00 
116[~011 SA 0.10 145.00 1--- --~ ---
1/6/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 ~--- -- --
1/6/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/6/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
~---- - -- ----
1/11/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
_, 
-
1/11/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
Redacted to omit 
Attorney/Client Privilege 
for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
Travel from Mountain Home, ID to Boise, ID re: hearln& on Motion for 
Summary Judtment. $ 145.00 
E-mail from Sharon Whitman at the Mountain Home School District re: 
. $ 14.50 
Review board meetlnt minutes for the consultln& teacher position. $ 14.50 
Analysis re: potential likelihood of succeedln& on Motion for Summary 
Judtment. $ 29.00 
Call to Plaintiff's counsel re: they received a copy of the Order from 
Judte Greenwood, and will send a copy to us. $ 14.50 
E-mail from Plaintiff's counsel re: enclosed Memorandum Order. $ 14.50 
Review the Memorandum Decision and Order from Judte Greenwood. $ 43.50 
E-mail Memorandum Decision and Order to Superintendent 
McMurtrey. $ 14.50 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
. $ 14.50 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey 
. $ 14.50 
Prepare letter to Plaintiff's counsel requestln& that they supplement 
Plaintiff's responses to Defendants' discovery requests with resard to 
damases. $ 29.00 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
. $ 14.50 
Attend telephonic conference with Superintendent McMurtrey and 
Board Trustee James Gilbert to discuss 
. $ 72.50 
Call to Plaintiff's counsel re: discussion of our request for supplement 
to Plaintiff's discovery responses about damages. $ 14.50 
E-mail from Plaintiff's counsel re: they will provide us with damage 
calculations In the near future. $ 14.50 
----
Call from Plaintiff's counsel re: they are likely not going to get an 
expert report for damages, and will simply calculate the difference 
between what John lay Is getting paid and what Plaintiff's salary Is 
currently. $ 
----····-·-·-------- ---
Prepare Status Report to Clients re: 
$ 
~--- -- ------r------------
Call from Plaintiff's counsel re: they have changed their mind, and will 
be seeking future ~_!T1age_!l, not Instatement. $ 
----· ~- ---
Revise Status Report to Clients to discuss 
. ------------------------
J 
-
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
. $ 
---------- - ---· ---~~- ·-
Call to Dave Eberle re: discussion of retaining him as an expert witness 
In this case. $ 
P.15of27 
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Stephen Adams Affidavit 
EXHIBITS 
14.50 
29.00 
14.50 
14.50 
14.50 
14.50 
. Att.ees for Sanders v. Mountain Home Scho.lct 
1/13/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
1/13/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
1/13/2011 SA 0.50 145.00 
1/13/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
1/13/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
1/13/2011 SA 0.30 145.00 
1/13/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
1/14/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/17/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
1/17/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/17/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/17/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/17/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/24/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/24/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/24/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/24/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
Z/7/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
·-- --
Z/7/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
--
,.._. 
Z/7/201!_ __ SA 0.20 145.00 
-- ,---r----- ----
2/7/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 ~---- ---!------r-----
ISA 2/7/2011 0.10 145.00 1---
2/7/2011 ISA 0.10 145.00 
~------ r---- -
2/7/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
Redacted to omit 
Attomey/Oient Privilege 
call to expert Dave Eberle to discuss future wage damage calculation. $ 29.00 
Analysis re: what needs to be done to prepare for trial. $ 29.00 
call to Assistant Superintendent to discuss 
. $ 72.50 
call to Cathy VInson at the State Department of Education re: we will 
need to send a public records request to get copies of the old I BEDS 
manuals. $ 29.00 
Prepare public records request to the Idaho State Department of 
Educatlon·re: request for 2007 and 20081BEOS manuals. $ 29.00 
Review potential documents for use by expert Dave Eberle. $ 43.50 
Prepare letter to expert Dave Eberle re: endosed documents for 
analysis. $ 29.00 
Further preparation re: public records request from the State 
Department of Education. $ 14.50 
Prepare letter to Plaintiff's counsel re: request for the expert report. $ 29.00 
Prepare documents to send to expert Dave Eberle. $ 14.50 
Review the Schedullna Order to determine whether a status report Is 
due to the Court. $ 14.50 
Prepare Joint Status Report to the Court. $ 14.50 
Prepare letter to Plaintiff's counsel re: request for review and 
signature of the endosed Joint Status Report. $ 14.50 
call to Plaintiff's counsel re: whether they have had an opportunity to 
look over the proposed status report requested by the Court; they 
requested we e-mail another copy to them for review. $ 14.50 
E-mail a copy of the proposed Joint Status Report to Plaintiff's counsel 
for review and signature. $ 14.50 
E-mail from Plaintiff's counsel re: he approves the Joint Status Report, 
and has given permission to use his electronic signature. $ 14.50 
E=mail from John Rumei re: he approves the Joint Status Report, and 
has given permission to use his electronic signature. $ 14.50 
·----·~ 
E-mail from expert Dave Eberle re: request for additional information 
to _erepa~e his analysis. $ 14.50 
---
E-mail to expert Dave Eberle re: response to request for additional 
Information to prepare his analysis. $ 14.50 
~-- -
-
call from Dave Eberle re: discussion of extra documents that he needs 
to prepare his analysis. $ 29.00 
-------· - -- --~ -
call to Superintendent McMurtrey re: request for copies of the 
contracts for John lay and Terri Sanders. $ 29.00 
--··-
--· 
call to Melissa McGrath at the Idaho Department of Education re: she 
did not get the public records request; she asked that we e-mail it to 
her. $ 14.50 
-- ~-
E-mail the public records ~equest to Melissa McGrath. $ 14.50 
- -------
E-mail from Melissa McGrath re: she has received the public records 
request. $ 14.50 
P. 16 of 27 0 _ fJ 8 9 
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EXHIBITS 
2/7/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
2/7/2011 SA 0.70 145.00 
2/8/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
2/8/2011 SA 0.40 145.00 
2/8/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
,, 
2/9/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
2/9/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
2/9/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
2/9/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
2/9/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
2/9/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
2/10/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
2/10/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
2/10/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
2/11/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
2j~!l_2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
2111/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
2/11/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
------
~ 
2[~1/2011_ SA 0.10 145.00 
- --
2/11/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
Redacted to omit 
Attomey/Oient Prlvilese 
for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
. $ 14.50 
Analysis of what Department of Education Documents are responsive 
to Plaintiff's first set of discovery requests. $ 101.50 
E-mail from Idaho Department of Education spokesperson Melissa 
McGrath re: enclosed response to the public records request. $ 14.50 
Analysis re: documents from the Idaho Department of Education 
dlscusslna asslanment and endorsements necessary for particular 
positions. $ 58.00 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey and Asst. Superintendent James 
Gilbert 
. $ 14.50 
E-mail to Melissa McGrath at the Idaho Department of Education 
requesttn1 an assl,nment code to endorsement code crosswalk for 
the 2007-2008 school year. $ 29.00 
Review the contracts for John Lay and Plaintiff Terri Sanders. $ 14.50 
Prepare Second Supplemental Response to Plaintiff's First Set of 
Discovery Requests. $ 29.00 
Analysis re: we will need Anne Lane's Idaho Education Credentials for; 
exhibits In the lawsuit. $ 29.00 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey and Asst. Superintendent James 
Gilbert to 
. $ 29.00 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey re: he will send us copies of 
Anne Lane's credentials. $ 14.50 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
. $ 29.00 
call from Plaintiff's counsel re: they will not have their expert report to 
us until February 16, 2011. $ 29.00 
Review copies of qualifications for Anne Lane, former Consultlns 
Teacher. $ 14.50 
--
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
$ 14.50 
------ -----
E-mail from expert Dave Eberle re: request for certified salary 
schedule for 2010.2011 school year. $ 14.50 
--- --
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
$ 14.50 
E-mail to Dave Eberle re: Plaintiff's expert report will be delayed, so- -
----- --
our deadline will be pushed out as well. $ 14.50 
-------~" --
E-mail from Melissa McGrath and the Idaho Department of Education 
re: additional documents to respond to the public records request. $ 14.50 
- --
-~~- -
Analysis of the new documents from the Idaho Department of 
Education re: the asslsnment codes and endorsement codes for John 
Lay to act as a consultlns teacher match up. s 14.50 
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I 
E-mail to 
Superintendent McMurtrey and Assistant Superintendent Gilbert for 
2/11/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 review. $ 14.50_ 
Review fax from James Gilbert re: enclosed Salary Schedule for the 
2/11/2011 'SA I 0.10 145.00 2010.2011 school year. $ 14.50 I 
2/14/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 E-mail from expert Dave Eberle re: attached preliminary report. $ 14.50 
2/14/2011 ISA 0.10 145.00 Review preliminary report from expert Dave Eberle. $ 14.50 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
2/14/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 . $ 14.50 
Further preparation re: Defendant's Second Supplemental Answers to 
Plaintiff's first set of Discovery Requests to Include new documents 
2/14/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 from the District and the ldahoe Department of Education. $ 29.00 
E-mail from Plaintiff's counsel dated Feb. 15, 2011, requesting an 
2/16/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 extension on their expert Report. $ 14.50 
E-mail to Plaintiff's counsel re: we will be amenable to signing a 
2/16/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 stipulation to extend expert deadlines. $ 29.00 
2/16/2011 SA 0.90 145.00 Review potential issues that we will need to discuss with John Lay. $ 130.50 
2/16/2011 SA 0.80 145.00 can to John lay to discuss $ 116.00 
E-mail from Plaintiff's counsel with proposed Stipulation to Extend 
2/17/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 Expert Deadlines. $ 14.50 
2/17/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 Review and sign Stipulation to Extend Expert Deadlines. $ 14.50 
E-mail signed Stipulation to Extend Expert Deadlines to Plaintiff's 
2/17/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 counsel. $ 14.50 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
2/17/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 $ 14.50 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey re: 
2/18/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 $ 14.50 
call to Angela Fish re: discussion of her involvement in the Interview 
2/18/2011 SA 0.50 145.00 process. $ 72.50 
2/18/2011 SA 0.30 145.00 Prepare analysis re: interview with Angela Fish. $ 43.50 
2/22/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 E-mail from Plaintiff's counsel re: attached expert ec~nomist report. $ 14.50 ____ , ___ 
Review Plaintiff's Supplemental Response to Defendant's First Set of 
2/24/20~ SA 0.10 145.00 Discovery Requests__.. _____________ $ 14.50 r-- ---f-- -- -
2{~41~~__!1 SA 0.20 145.00 ~~~t!w ~~~ments attached to Plaintiff's Supp!e~e!!_!iJJ -~~sp~nse. ___ $ 29.00 
---
rsA 1-- -- ---- -2/l'!/_2_~__!~- 0.10 145.00 call to Expert Dave Eberle to discuss Plaintiff's expert report. $ 14.50 
----- f--- - --- !------~---- --------- ---------- ------------------- --- -- - -
E-mail to Connie Donahue at the District re: request for a time to 
::~::::+J 0.10 145.00 interview her. $ 14.50 f---- --- ---,-~~ -------- ------- ----- ·----- ------ - -- - ---- ---E-mail from Plaintiff's counsel re: they have corrected the errors to the 0.10 145.00 Expert Report from Dr. Green. $ 14.50 
-------------------- ---- -------------------- - -
2/2Sl2011 t . I SA 0.10 145.00 Review of chanJ~~-!o_ ~! .. in~!fs revised_~l!P~~-R~e_ort_: ______________ $ 14.50 
---- f-- --- -
E-mail Plaintiff's Expert Report to Superintendent McMurtrey and 
0.10 145.00 James Gilbert for review. $ 14.50 '!JJ:5/~011 _ --fA 
---------------------------
- -- _____ " ___ 
------- ---- -
2/?5/20_~1._ e---~J\_ __ 0.10 145.00 r------ r------
2/25/2011 iSA 0.10 145.00 
Redacted to omit 
Attorney/Client PrivilegE! 
E-mail from James Gilbert re: 
$ 
------------------- --------------------- -
can from expert David Eberle re: Plaintiff's expert report. 
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Fees fqr Sanders v. Mountain Home 
E-mail from expert Dave Eberle re: enclosed report analyzln& Plaintiff's 
3/3/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 expert's report. $ 14.50 
3/3/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 Review expert Dave Eberle's report. $ 29.00 
E-mail to Connie Donahue re: request to discuss her Involvement In 
3/3/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 the Interview process. $ 14.50 
3/4/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 Review Order Extendln& Deadlines to Disclose Expert Witnesses. $ 14.50 
Call from expert Dave Eberle re: confirmation that we received his 
3/4/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 report. $ 14.50 
3/8/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 Review Invoice for expert Dave Eberle's review of Dr. Green's report. $ 14.50 
CaU to Connie Donahue re: discussion of her Involvement In the 
3/8/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 Interview process with Plaintiff. $ 14.50 
E-mail from Connie Donahue re: she will be available to meet to 
3/9/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 discuss the facts of this case next week. $ 14.50 
E-mail from Connie Donahue re: we will have a telephonic interview 
3/9/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 about her knowled&e of the case on March 14 at 10 AM. $ 14.50 
Interview with Connie Donahue at the District re: her Involvement In 
3/14/2011 SA 0.80 145.00 the Interview process with Plaintiff. $ 116.00 
3/17/2011 SA 0.30 145.00 Prepare Defendant's Expert Disclosure. $ 43.50 
4/11/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 Prepare Motion In limine. $ 29.00 
4/11/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 Prepare outline of Defendants• Pre-Trial Brief. $ 14.50 
4/11/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 Prepare outline of Defendants' Requested Jury Instructions. $ 14.50 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey and Mr. Gilbert dlscussln& 
4/11/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 • $ 14.50 
4/11/2011 SA 0.30 145.00 Be&in preparation of Memorandum In Support of Motion In Limine. $ 43.50 
4/13/2011 SA 0.20 14S.OO Further preparation re: Motion In Limine. $ 29.00 
4/13/2011 SA 0.90 145.00 Further preparation re: Memorandum In Support of Motion In limine. $ 130.50 
E-mail to the District re: 
4/13/2011 _.::;;SA~-+--=0:.:..:.1:::.:0+1;;;..4;.:;;.5.:.;;.00..;;.;-:.-~--::----:---:-....;.' ___ ---:----------J--!$:..__ ___ -=1:....:;4.=5-=-IO 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey dlscussln& 
4/13/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 • $ 14.50 
4/_20/2011 SA 1.00 145.00 Further preparation re: Pre-Trial Brief. $ ~ _ __!~~.00 
4/21/2011 SA 0.90 145.00 Further preparation re: Pre· Trial Brief. $ ~-1~_:50 
4/21/20~~!_. __ SA __ +--_0._2_0 145.00 Prepare the Spedal Verdict form. $ ____ --~-2_9.00 
4/2~~~~!!_ ~-~~ 0.10 145.00~_alys..!-......is_r_e_,: po'--t_e_n_tl_a_l t_ri_a_l..:...e_xh_ib..:...i..:...ts_. -----------------~----~ _____ !4.50 
4/21/2011 SA 0.40 145.00 Further preparation re: Defendants' Trial Witness list. $ 58.00 
~' ~-----Call to James Gilbert to discuss 
4/21/_2_0_11 __ SA __ ..:..0.-'1-'-0II-'1'-45..:....-'-00'--I---,-------------------------- j_____ ____ 14.50 
E-mail to the Superintendent McMurtrey and 
~1/!01~!_ -~A 0.10 145.00 James Gilbert for review. j_ !4.50 
~21_/2'!_1:_1 ·SA 0.70 145.00 PrepareproposedJurylnstructlons. __ j__ ____ 101.50 
4~/ ___ 22..:.:./_20_1_1_+-+S_A_+-_0 __ .60 __ 145.00 Further preparation re: Sp_ec __ la-::I_V_erd_-:-lct_Fo_r_m_. __________ t__ __ ~7.00 
4/25/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 Further preparation re: Special Verdict Form. $ 14.50 
Further preparation re: Trial Witness List to move expert Dave Eberle 
4/25/2011 I sA 0.10 145.00 to witnesses who may be called. $ 14.50 r.:::..::!.:=-=-==---t--r:-:.-+---::-:-t-:--::-:::-:::-::±--.----::----"----:-:---:----:----------~---- ---- -
4/29/2011 i SA 0.40 145.00 Further preparation re: proposed Jury Instructions. $ 58.00 
Redacted to omit 
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Further preparation re: Pre-Trial Brief to Include proposed changes 
4/29/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 from Superintendent McMurtrey. $ 14.50 
call to Michael McPeek at the Idaho Attorney Generat•s Office re: he 
will take care of certlfylna the documents for use at trial if we provide 
4/29/2011 SA 0.30 145.00 copies to him. $ 43.50 
Prepare letter to Michael McPeek and Michael Saunden requestlna 
4/29/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 certification of documents. $ 29.00 
Prepare documents to send to the Department of Education for 
4/29/2011 SA 0.30 145.00 certification. $ 43.50 
Analysis of which documents produced In this case will be used as trial 
4/29/2011 SA 0.80 145.00 exhibits. $ 116.00 
Further preparation re: Special Verdict Form to add a question about 
5/2/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 waiver. $ 14.50 
5/2/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 Further preparation re: Pre-Trial Brief to add a discussion of waiver. $ 14.50 
5/712011 SA 0.50 145.00 Further preparation re: potential trial exhibits. $ 72.50 
call to Superintendent McMurtrey to discuss 
5/2/2011 SA 0.50 145.00 . $ 72.50 
call Plaintiff's counsel to discuss whether they were golna to file an 
5/2/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 objection to the Motion In Umlne. $ 14.50 
E-mail from Plaintiff's counsel re: they do not Intend to file an 
S/2/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 objection to the Motion In Umine. $ 14.50 
call to expert Dave Eberle to discuss potential for not usina him to 
5/2/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 testify at trial. $ 14.50 
tall to Mike McPeek at the Idaho Attorney General's Office to discuss 
5/3/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 obtalnlna the copies of the certified documents. $ 14.50 
tall from expert Dave Eberle to discuss potential questions for 
5/3/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 Plaintiff's Expert Green. $ 14.50 
Further preparation re: Jury Instructions on Plaintiff's burden of proof 
S/3/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 to reflect the questions asked In the special verdict form. $ 29.00 
Call to Mike McPeek at the Idaho Attorney General's Office to discuss 
S/4/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 obtaining certified copies of the requested documents. $ 14.50 
Analysis of whether the arbitration report will be relevant at trial as 
S/4/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 evidence. $ 14.50 r-: . .. -------- ----· ·--- ------
tall to Assistant. Superintendent Gilbert to discuss 
S/4/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 . $ 
~--- -- ----- ,______________________________ ------
Analysis of arauments for trial, to emphasize what questions should be 
14.50 
5/4/2011 _SA___ 0.80 145.00 asked of Plaintiff at trial. ________ _ _ 1 __________ !!~~ 
Prepare documents re: newly enacted laws for use at the pre-trial 
5/4/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 conference. $ 29.00 
--'--'------ -r-- call to Superintendent McMurtrey discuss~-- ------ -------· ----
5/4/2011_r--r-~- ~ O~!Q_~S.~r--- ____ ·--------------- ___ l_ ________ !4_·§_0 
Analysis re: 
S/4/2011 SA 0.50 145.00 
--- ----t---+----+------ ------;---- -------------------------------------
S/4/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 E-mail to Tim McMurtrey discussing 
Redacted to omit 
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72.50 
14.50 
• 
5/5/2011 SA 0.70 145.00 
5/5/2011 SA 0.90 145.00 
5/5/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
5/5/2011 'SA 0.10 145.00 
5/5/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
5/5/2011 SA 0.30 145.00 
5/5/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
5/5/2011 SA 1.00 145.00 
5/6/2011 SA 0.80 145.00 
5/6/2011 SA 0.70 145.00 
5/6/2011 SA 0.40 145.00 
5/6/2011 SA 0.80 145.00 
5/12/2011 SA 0.40 145.00 
5/12/2011 SA 0.30 145.00 
5/12/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
5/19/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
5/20/2011 SA 0.60 145.00 
5/20/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
5/23/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
5/23/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
6/8/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
8/4/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
9/20/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
9/20/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
---- -----
9/20/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
10/12/2011 SA I 0.20 145.00 
- -- -
---
10/12/2011 
-c- 0.20 145.00 -·--
10/12/2011 'SA 0.30 145.00 
-t------- ~---
I sA 10/12/2011 0.10 145.00 l------
10/12/2011 
f.A 
0.10 145.00 
jSA·-
10/12/2011 0.30 145.00 
Redacted to omit 
Attomey/Oient Privilege 
Fees for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
Prepare outline of trial questions for witness Angela Fish. $ 101.50 
Prepare outline of trial questions for witness Connie Donahue. $ 130.50 
Review Plaintiff's trial witness list. $ 14.50 
Review Plaintiff's trial exhibit list. $ 14.50 
Review Plaintiff's proposed jury Instructions. $ 29.00 
Prepare objection to Plaintiff's Proposed Jury Instructions. $ 43.50 
call to James Gilbert to discuss . $ 29.00 
Prepare for pre-trial Conference. $ 145.00 
Travel to Mountain Home for Pre-Trial Conference. $ 116.00 
Attend Pre-Trial Conference; the Court Indicated that trial was being 
pre-empted because of a criminal trial. $ 101.50 
Meet1n1 with James Gilbert to discuss $ 58.00 
Return travel from Mountain Home. $ 116.00 
Analysis re: what Is meant by "highest entry-level standard" In IDAPA 
08.02.03.109.02. $ 58.00 
call to Superintendent McMurtrey to discuss 
. $ 43.50 
Review Notice of Hearln1 re: upcomlna Status Conference from Judge 
Greenwood. $ 14.50 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey dlscusslnl 
. $ 14.50 
Attend telephonic status conference with Judae Greenwood. $ 87.00 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey to discuss . $ 14.50 
E-mail from expert David Eberle discussinl potential questions for 
expert Greaory Greene. $ 14.50 
E-mail to expert David Eberle dlscusslna trial beln1 moved. $ 14.50 
Review Invoice from expert David Eberle for preparina questions for 
Dr. Green's cross examination. $ 14.50 
Review Order Governing Proceedlnas and Settlna Trial. $ 14.50 
Prepare Second Joint Status Report as required by the July 8, 2011 
Order Governlna Proceedinas. $ 14.50 
------
E-'!'~1! Second Joint Status R~port to C()_~l!!~~ for review and signature. $ 14.50 
---Final Second Joint Status Report to the Court. $ 14.50 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey ancfASSistant Superintendent -- --
Gilbert to discuss $ 29.00 
~--·-
----- ----~--- --------- -~ --- ·----------
Analysis of exhibits to ~i!_i~h ~e Intend t()_ stipulate as a~mlssible~-- $ 29.00 
------------- -- --
Prepare letter to Plaintiff's counsel dlscusslna potential for stipulatina 
to trial exhibits. _!_ __________ ~3.50 
---- --------
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey indlcatlna 
. $ 14.50 
- --=------- -- ---
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey discusslna 
$ 14.50 
~-------- --- ---- ------- -----
Analysis of value of moving to strike Plaintiff's proposed Jury 
Instructions. $ 43.50 
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• 
10/13/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
10/26/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
10/26/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
11/1/2011 SA 2.40 145.00 
11/2/2011 SA 0.70 145.00 
11/8/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
11/8/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
11/8/2011 SA 0.30 145.00 
11/8/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
11/8/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
11/8/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
11/10/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
11/10/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
11/10/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
11/16/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
11/18/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
11/30/2011 2--- 0.20 145.00 ~-~---~, :---r--
'SA 12/2/2011 0.10 145.00 ~---1-- --~--c---
12/2/2011 SA 0.40 145.00 
I 
12/2/2011 _l~~-- f- 0.10 145.00 -~ 
12/2/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
-~-- ~ 
12/2/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
Redacted to omit 
Attorney/Client Privilege 
for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
~ 
Further preparation re: letter to Plaintiff's counsel dlscusslns proposal 
for stlpulatlna to potential trial exhibits, and requestlna that Plaintiff 
withdraw certain exhibits. $ 29.00 
Prepare Motion to Strike Plaintiff's Exhibits and Jury Instructions. $ 14.50 
Prepare Memorandum In Support of Motion to Strike Plaintiff's 
Exhibits and Jury Instructions. $ 29.00 
Further preparation re: Memorandum In Support of Motion to Strike 
Plaintiff's Trial Exhibits and Jury Instructions. $ 348.00 
Further preparation re: Memorandum In Support of Motion to Strike 
Exhibits and Jury Instructions. $ 101.50 
Review Notice of Settlement Conference with Judae Norton. $ 14.50 
E-mail to the District dlscusslna the Court's Notice of Settlement 
Conference. $ 29.00 
call to the Elmore County Clerk to confirm that this will be a 
settlement conference and not a status conference. $ 43.50 
call to Plaintiff's counsel to Inform them that we contacted Judse 
Norton to discuss whether the settlement conference was actually a 
status conference. $ 14.50 
E-mail to Plaintiff's counsel to discuss Judae Norton's Notice of 
Settlement Conference. $ 29.00 
call to Superintendent McMurtrey to discuss 
. $ 14.50 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey and James Gilbert dlscusslns 
$ 29.00 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey dlscusslna 
. $ 14.50 
E-mail to Plaintiff's counsel discusslna submlttlns a joint letter to the 
Judse dlscusslns concerns with the settlement conference. $ 29.00 
E-mail to expert David Eberle dlscussins his availability for testifylns at 
the upcomlna trial. $ 14.50 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey to discuss 
. $ 14.50 
Call from Plaintiff's counsel to discuss potential for mediation In order 
to avoid the upcomlns settlement conference. $ 29.00 
--- ---- --
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey discussins 
$ 14.50 
Prepare documents and exhibits for hearins on Defendant's Motion to 
--'----~---
Strike Plaintiff's Exhibits and Jury Instructions. $ 58.00 
----·---· 
Analysis re: possibility of usina the current negotiated contract as an 
exhibit at trial. $ 14.50 
Prepare outline for hearlns on Motion to Strike.----- r-::-~---- -- -$ 14.50 
-
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey discusslns 
$ 14.50 
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• 
12/5/2011 SA 0.30 145.00 
12/5/2011 SA 1.20 145.00 
12/5/2011 SA 0.80 145.00 
12/5/2011 SA 0.80 145.00 
12/5/2011 SA 0.80 145.00 
12/7/2011 SA 0.30 145.00 
12/7/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/7/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/13/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/13/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
12/13/2011 SA 0.30 145.00 
12/13/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/14/2011 SA 0.30 145.00 
12/14/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
12/14/2011 SA 0.60 145.00 
12/14/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/14/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/14/2011 SA 0.40 145.00 
12/14/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/14/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
.......-'----- ---- ---------
12/14/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 ~------t-- -- -----
12/14{2011 r 5!1__ 0.10 145.00 
12/14/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
r-----:---- - - ~----
12/14/2011 [-SA __ 0.10 145.00 
12/15/2011 SA 0.70 145.00 t---'-:---'---- -- - ---- ------- --~-
12/15/2011 SA 1.70 145.00 
-
12/15/2011 SA 0.30 145.00 
Redacted to omit 
Attorney/Oient Privilege 
Fees for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
Prepare potential exhibits for hearlns on Motion to Strike. $ 43.50 
Further preparation re: outline for araument on Motion to Strike. $ 174.00 
Travel to Mountain Home, Idaho, for settlement conference and 
hearlns on Defendants' Motion to Strike. $ 116.00 
Attend hearlns on Settlement Conference and Defendants' Motion to 
Strike. $ 116.00 
Return travel from Mountain Home, Idaho. $ 116.00 
E-mail to Plaintiff's counsel requestlns that they send us copies of 
their trial exhibits so that we can properly submit our Motion to Strike. $ 43.50 
Analysis re: whether we need to amend our Motion In Umlne; 
conclude that no further chanses are needed at present. $ 14.50 
Prepare Notice of Hearlns for Motion In Umlne and Motion to Strike. $ 14.50 
Further preparation re: Notice of Hearlns for Motion to Strike and 
Motion In Umlne. $ 14.50 
Prepare Affidavit In Support of Motion to Strike. $ 29.00 
Further preparation re: trial witness outline for Angela Fish. $ 43.50 
Further preparation re: trial witness outline for Connie Donahue. $ 14.50 
Further preparation re: Trial witness outline for Connie Donahue. $ 43.50 
E-mail trial exhibits to Superintendent McMurtrey and Associate 
Superintendent James Gilbert. $ 29.00 
Prepare trial witness outline for Anne Bush. $ 87.00 
can to expert Dave Eberle to discuss his availability to testify at trial a 
day early. $ 14.50 
Prepare Requests for Admission relating to admissibility of trial 
exhibits. $ 14.50 
Prepare trial witness outline for Gregory Green. $ 58.00 
Review Supplemental Discovery Response from Plaintiff, disclosing 
Gregory Green's updated testimony list. $ 14.50 
E-mail from Plaintiff's counsel discussing the attached trial exhibits 
108-112. $ 14.50 
---
E-rt:Jail from Plalntiff'~~ou!"sel discussln_-_!_he atta~_!!!~__!rl_~lexhibit 107. $ 14.50 
------ --- --
Further preparation re: Affidavit of Stephen Adams in Support of 
Motion to Strike. $ 14.50 
----·---·· 
Prepare exhibits to attach to Affidavit of Stephen Adams in Support of 
Motion to Strike. $ 29.00 
--~~- --- -- --- -· - ---'------- --- -
Prepare exhibits to attach to Defendant's Requests for Admission to 
Plaintiff re: trial exhibits. $ 14.50 
- - ---~- - --'-------
Review James Gilbert's deposition In order to prepare the trial witness 
outline. $ 101.50 
-------- 1--':--- -- --Prepare trial witness outline for James Gilbert. $ 246.50 
--- --
-
Analysis of potential exhibit projection options at the Elmore County 
Courthouse; call to Superintendent McMurtrey to discuss 
$ 43.50 
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• 
12/15/2011 SA 0.80 145.00 
12/15/2011 SA 1.50 145.00 
12/16/2011 SA 0.80 145.00 
12/16/2011 SA 0.80 145.00 
12/16/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/16/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/19/2011 SA 0.70 145.00 
12/19/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
12/19/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
12/19/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/27/2011 SA 0.80 145.00 
12/27/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/28/2011 SA 0.90 145.00 
12/28/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/29/2011 SA 0.10 145.00 
12/29/2011 SA 0.40 145.00 
12/29/2011 SA 0.20 145.00 
12/29/2011 SA 1.20 145.00 
12/29/2011 SA 0.80 145.00 
12/30/2011 SA 1.40 145.00 
1/3/2012 SA 0.20 145.00 
1/3/2012 SA 0.80 145.00 
1/3/2012 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/3/2012 __ --f-~A- 0.30 145.00 
--
1/3/2012 'SA 0.30 145.00 
----
·- --
1/3/2012 SA 1.00 145.00 
1/4/2012 SA 1.00 145.00 
. ---
----
1/4/2012 SA 0.20 145.00 
-- -
-~~~-~ 
1/4/2012 SA 0.10 145.00 
-~-~:--
1/4/2012 I SA 0.20 145.00 
Redacted to omit 
Attomey/dient Privilege 
Fees for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
Review Superintendent McMurtrey's Deposition to prepare a trial 
witness outline. $ 116.00 
Prepare trial witness outline for nm McMurtrey. $ 217.50 
Review Deposition of Jim Alexander to prepare trial witness outline. $ 116.00 
Prepare Trial Witness Outline for James Alexander. $ 116.00 
Review Plaintiff's Witness and Exhibit Usts. $ 14.50 
Review Plaintiff's proposed jury Instructions. $ 14.50 
Prepare trial witness outline for John lay. $ 101.50 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey and James 
Gilbert for review . $ 29.00 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey dlscusslna 
. $ 29.00 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey 
. $ 14.50 
Call from Anne lane to discuss potential testimony at trial. $ 116.00 
E-mail to Anne lane with a revised trial question outline. $ 14.50 
Prepare Trial Witness Outline for Plaintiff Terri Sanders. $ 130.50 
Review the deposition of Terri Sanders to prepare a trial witness 
outline. $ 14.50 
Call to expert Dave Eberle to discuss availability for the upcomlns trial. $ 14.50 
Review and analysis of Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion to 
Strike. $ 58.00 
Prepare Reply In Support of Motion to Strike. $ 29.00 
Review the deposition of Plaintiff Terri Sanders to prepare a trial 
witness outline. $ 174.00 
Further preparation re: trial witness outline for Terri Sanders. $ 116.00 
Further preparation re: Reply In Support of Defendant's Motion to 
Strike. $ 203.00 
Analysis of who will be present at trial, and which witnesses will be 
called. $ 29.00 
Further preparation re: Reply In Support of Motion to Strike. $ 116.00 
-
Call to nm Hill to discuss whether the state would reimburse a District 
for an employee If the employee did not have suffident certificates 
and/orendors!~enu. $ 14.50 
.. 
- ~·-
Prepare revised Sp~ial Verdict Form. _ . __ .. $ 43.50 
---,--~--
Analysis re: whether to prepare additional pre-trial briefing. $ 43.50 
-'----·-· . ----------- -- ------- ~-~---------
Prepare additional jury Instructions re: Idaho Code 33·1201 and IDAPA 
08.02.03.109.02(e). i__ -- ·- 145.00 
-
Further preparation re: Defenda!'ts' Supplemental _!~ Tria_l_~rlef. __ $ 145.00 
~------- - --
Call from Superintendent McMurtrey to discuss 
. $ 29.00 
------~--~ -- ---~ 
E-mail to the Superintendent 
McMurtrey and James Gilbert for review. $ 14.50 
Further preparation re: Defendants' supplemental Proposed Juri _____ ---- ---
Instructions. $ 29.00 
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• Fees for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
E-mail from Plaintiffs counsel Indicating that the hearings will be In 
0.10 145.00 person tomorrow. 
call from Plaintiff's counsel to discuss whether the pre-trial conference 
0.10 145.00 could be handled telephonically. 
E-mail from Plaintiffs counsel requesting that the rriotlons be 
0.10 145.00 submitted on the briefing. 
E-mail to Plaintiff's counsel discussing that we prefer to have oral 
0.10 145.00 arguments on the Motions to Strike. 
Further preparation re: outlines for Motion to Strike and Pre-Trial 
0. 70 145.00 Conference. 
1.00 145.00 Travel to Mountain Home, Idaho, for pre-trial conference. 
2.80 145.00 Attend Pre-Trial Conference. 
1.00 145.00 Return travel from Mountain Home, Idaho. 
E-mail to nm McMurtrey and James Gilbert to discuss 
0.20 145.00 
0.70 145.00 Analysis of potential Issues to develop during trial. 
Call to nm McMurtrey to discuss 
0.40 145.00 
0.30 145.00 Prepare Amended Exhibit Dlsdosure. 
0.10 145.00 E-mail to Angela Fish to discuss trial preparation. 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey to discuss 
0.10 145.00 
0.30 145.00 Prepare for pre-trial meeting with witnesses. 
0.70 145.00 Further preparation re: Opening Statement. 
call from Plaintiffs counsel to discuss whether we will accept service 
0.20 145.00 of subpoenas for Gilbert, McMurtrey, and Alexander. 
1.10 145.00 Travel to Mountain Home to do pre-trial witness preparation. 
Attend pre-trial witness preparation conference with District 
3.10 145.00 witnesses. 
Return travel from Mountain Home, Idaho, from pre-trial conference 
1.00 145.00 with District witnesses. 
can to Plaintiffs counsel to request copies of their exhibits, which we 
$ 14.50 
$ 14.50 
$ 14.50 
$ 14.50 
$ 101.50 
$ 145.00 
$ 406.00 
$ 145.00 
$ 29.00 
$ 101.50 
$ 58.00 
$ 43.50 
$ 14.50 
$ 14.50 
$ 43.50 
$ 101.50 
$ 29.00 
$ 159.50 
$ 449.50 
$ 145.00 
0.10 145.00 have not vet received. $ 14.50 ~~~~-+-~~~~~-~~-+----~~--~--------------------------------~-------------· 0.10 145.00 E-mail to clients to discuss • $ 14.50 ~~~~+-~~~~~+----+------~-------------------------------------~------------E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey 
~;..;;..:..;;;._...---t--~-+---'-o-'-.1_,ot-1_4_5._oo-+----------------·---------- _ ~------ ______ _ 
Further preparation re: Opening Statement to 
14.50 
1/12/2012 ~SA 0.60 145.00 . $ __ ~7 .00 
{J12f;iiji2 ~ ISA .:=: ~10 I_~OQ ~~ Piaintiii';Supp!eme~l Proposed Jury T,;structi0r1i.== $ -~-- _14.50 
Call to Mountain Home School District IT department 
1f12/201~- - --- ~20 145.00 ---- . -- ---- $ -- -- 29.00 
Review Jury information for potential jurors In this trial; forward a 
1/12/2012 ~SA _._0.30 145.00 copytoSuperintendentMcMurtreyforrevlew. _ $ ____ 43.50 
E-mail from Superintendent McMurtrey discussing 
1/12/2012 - -- 0.10 145.00 . -------------- J_______ -- 14.50 
Return e-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey discussing 
1/12/2012 ISA 0.10 145.00 . 
Redacted to omit 
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• 
1/12/2012 SA 
1/12/2012 SA 
1/12/2012 SA 
1/12/2012 SA 
1/13/2012 SA 
1/13/2012 SA 
1/13/2012 SA 
1/13/2012 SA 
1/13/2012 SA 
1/13/2012 SA 
1/16/2012 SA 
1/16/2012 SA 
1/16/2012 SA 
1/16/2012 SA 
1/16/2012 SA 
1/16/2012 SA 
1/16/2012 SA 
1/17/2012 SA 
1/17/2012 SA 
1/17/2012 SA 
1/17/2012 SA 
1/17/2012 SA 
for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
Call to Kerrle Raines to discuss her testimony at the upcomin& trial; 
she Indicated that she had not ever spoken with James Piotrowski 
0.20 145.00 about trial. $ 
0.30 145.00 Prepare Voir Dire for trial. $ 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey and James Gilbert for 
0.10 145.00 review. $ 
1.00 145.00 Further preparation re: expert Greaory Green's witness outline. $ 
Further preparation re: Trial Witness Outline for Plaintiff's expert 
1.10 145.00 Greaory Green. $ 
Prepare Second Supplemental Request for Jury Instructions and 
0.20 145.00 Proposed Spedal Verdict Form. $ 
0.40 145.00 Further preparation re: Plaintiff's trial witness outline. $ 
E-mail from Judae Norton with the attached proposed jury 
0.10 145.00 Instructions. $ 
0.40 145.00 Review the proposed jury Instructions from Judae Norton. $ 
E-mail to Judse Norton with the proposed Supplemental Special 
0.10 145.00 Verdict Form. $ 
2.30 145.00 Further preparation re: trial witness outlines and documents for trial. $ 
Call from Plaintiff's counsel to discuss order of witnesses and 
0.30 145.00 stipulation to exhibits. $ 
0.30 145.00 Further preparation re: Openln& Statement. $ 
0.10 145.00 E-mail openln& statement to District for review. $ 
0.50 145.00 Prepare Stipulation for Exhibits. $ 
0.10 145.00 E-mail to Plaintiff's counsel to discuss the Stipulation for Exhibits. S 
E-mail from Plaintiff's counsellndicatin& that he would rather just 
stipulate to admit the exhibits, and then Include lanauaae to withdraw 
0.10 145.00 if necessary. S 
0.80 145.00 Travel to Mountain Home, Idaho, for trial. $ 
7.40 145.00 Attend Trial. S 
0.80 145.00 Return travel to Boise, Idaho, from trial. $ 
29.00 
43.50 
14.50 
145.00 
159.50 
29.00 
58.00 
14.50 
58.00 
14.50 
333.50 
43.50 
43.50 
14.50 
72.50 
14.50 
14.50 
116.00 
1,073.00 
116.00 
0.10 145.00 Review Plaintiff's Response to Defendants' Requests for Admission. S 14.50 
~~----------+.;__ ___________ _ 
Prepare Supplemental Jury Instructions based on discussions in court 
0.70 145.00 today. 
-~-----------------------------------------
1/17[201_~~ _ ~~- ~ 0.10 145.00 Prep~~~Defendants' Third Supplemental Jury Request to thf!~ou~- ~ _______ ~!4.50 
1/18/2012 _ -t-S_A_+--_1.30 145.00 Travel to Mountain Home for trial. ________ !_ ___ ~ ~~--1~~0 
1/18/2012 tA 5.00 145.00~endtrial. ----~~--- t ____ _?~?·oo 
1/18/2012 1.30 145.~ !~t~~n travel to Boise, Idaho for trial. --~ __ ~---~ t_ _____ 188.5Q 
E-mail a copy of Defendants third proposed jury Instructions to the 
1/18/2012 A 0.10 145.00 Court. $ 14.50 
---~--r- -+----t---+---------------------- ---t--':----~----
rl/__18_:/_2_0_12---t--l-SA--+-_1_.7_0+-1_4_5.00 Prepare outline for closin& araument. _________ L ______ 246~~ 
¥1_8/_2~~~ -jf--SA_-+-_0._3--10r-1_4_5._00--1f--An_a_lys!.--ls_re_:_w_h_e-:-th_e_r _th_e_m_a_te_rl_a_l b_re_a_ch_d_oct.:...rl_n.:...e:;.._a_!:p~p..:.;lle:.:.s_::_to.::_::_da~_m..:.;a::.!!a~es::.:..---J.-!=$ ________ 43.50 
1/18/2012 SA 0.50 145.00 Prepare outline for arsument on Motion for Directed Verdict. $ 72.50 
--~- -~- ~-- --+-.;_ __________ _ 
Prepare Supplemental Jury Instruction on whether the job description 
1/18/2012 SA 0.30 145.00 is part of Plaintiff's employment contract. $ 
Redacted to omit 
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1/19/2012 SA 1.00 145.00 
1/19/2012 SA 8.00 145.00 
1/19/2012 SA 1.00 145.00 
1/20/2012 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/20/2012 SA 0.20 145.00 
1/20/2012 SA 0.30 145.00 
1/23/2012 SA 0.20 145.00 
1/23/2012 SA 0.20 145.00 
1/24/2012 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/24/2012' SA 0.60 145.00 
1/24/2012 SA 0.20 145.00 
1/24/2012 SA 0.30 145.00 
1/24/2012 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/24/2012 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/24/2012 SA 0.20 145.00 
1/24/2012 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/25/2012 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/25/2012 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/25/2012 SA 1.80 145.00 
1/25/2012 SA 0.10 145.00 
1/26/2012 SA 0.10 145.00 
--r----r----
1/27/2012 SA 1.10 145.00 
~-
1/28/2012 SA 0.70 145.00 
-· 
1~!/201~- SA 0.30 145.00 
·- -----
TOTALS 201.30 
Redacted to omit 
Attorney/Oient Privilege 
Fees for Sanders v. Mountain Home 
Travel to Mountain Home, Idaho, for trial. $ 145.00 
Attend trial. $ 1,160.00 
Return travel from Mountain Home, Idaho from trial. $ 145.00 
Prepare Judsment. $ 14.50 
Prepare letter to nm McMurtrey dlscusslna 
. $ 29.00 
Review employment contracts and Master Aareement to determine If 
there was any provision for attorney fees. $ 43.50 
Further preparation re: letter to Superintendent McMurtrey dlscusslna 
. $ 29.00 
Further preparation re: Judament. $ 29.00 
E-mail to Superintendent McMurtrey to 
. $ 14.50 
Analysis re: whether a new Idaho Supreme Court case allows the 
District to pursue fees and costs. $ 87.00 
Call to James Gilbert to discuss 
. $ 29.00 
Further preparation re: letter to the District to 
$ 43.50 
Prepare Motion for Attorney Fees and Memorandum of Costs. $ 14.50 
Call to to determine whether we can obtain copies of 
. $ 14.50 
Prepare Affidavit of Stephen Adams In Support of Motion for Attorney 
Fees and Memorandum of Costs. $ 29.00 
Prepare Memorandum In Support of Motion for Attorney Fees and 
Memorandum of Costs. $ 14.50 
E-mail from District $ 14.50 
E-mail to the District to discuss 
. $ 14.50 
Further preparation re: Memorandum In Support of Motion for 
Attorney Fees and Memorandum of Costs. $ 261.00 
·-· --· 
Review arbitration costs from District. $ 14.50 
--------
--~--~--· --
Review letter from School District. 
$ 14.50 
---- -----------
-.- -· ________ , 
Analysis of privileged information on Attorney Fees ~hee~- ____ $ 159.50 
--··-----~--
Further preparation re: Memorandum In Support of Motion for 
~~o~~ Fees and Memor~~d~!!'~f Co~~ ___ ____ _ _____________ $ 101.50 
----
" 
Further preparation re: Affidavit of Stephen Adams In Support of 
Memorandum of ~osts and Motion fo!~ttorne'l_Fee~·- ______ $ 43.50 
'" -· -- -
$ 29,188.50 
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Brian K. Julian - ISB No. 2360 
Amy G. White -ISB No. 5019 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707·7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
E-Mail: blullanOajhlaw.com 
awhile 0 alhlaw.com 
Attorneys for DEFENDANTS 
.:\19£\l,GINAL 
'Z~:~·~ t8 -3 f;\·\\0~ 4S 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
TERRIM.SANDERS 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE 
MOUNTAIN HOME SCHOOL DISTRICT 
N0.193 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2009·315 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES 
AND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
COME NOW, the above-entitled Defendants, by and through their attorneys of 
record, Anderson, Julian & Hull, and hereby submits this Memorandum in Support of 
Defendants' Motion for Attorney's Fees and Memorandum of Costs. 
I. 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
A. COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT 
Pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54, the Defendants are entitled to the 
following costs as a matter of right: 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND MEMORANDUM 
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. 'II' 
' 
1. Court Flllna Feet (pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1 )(C)(1 )) 
Notice of Appearance Fee 
2. Depotltlons (pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C)(9)) 
M&M Court Reporting- Terri Sanders Deposition 
Associated Reporting - Jim Alexander, James Gilbert, and 
Timothy McMurtrey Depositions 
Total Cott! as a Matter of Blabt 
$58.00 
$597.20 
$289.75 
$944.951 
With regard to costs as a matter of right, Defendants request that such costs be 
awarded pursuant to I.R.O.P. 54(d)(1)(C), as all such costs were actually paid and are 
reasonable under the circumstances of the case. See Affidavit of Stephen Adams in 
Support of Motion for Attorney's Fees and Memorandum of Oosts,ft5- 7. 
B. DISCRmONARY COSTS 
Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54, the Defendants request the 
following discretionary costs in this matter: 
1. Expert Coets 
Expert Dave Eberle (non testifying) 
2. Non-Binding Arbitration Cotta 
Total Dltcretlonarv Cotta 
$1,613.00 
$2,304.50 
$3.917.5g2 
As to discretionary costs, Defendants request that they be awarded, as such ~ 
costs were necessary, exceptional, and reasonably incurred. See I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(D). 
First, with regard to expert costs, Defendants were obliged to retain expert David 
Eberle, not as a matter of course, but because Defendants were unable to ascertain 
See Affidavit of Stephen Adams in Support of Motion for Attorney Fees and Memorandum 
of Costs, Ex. A. 
2 See Affidavit of Stephen Adams in Support of Motion for Attorney Fees and Memorandum 
of Costs, Ex. A. 
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how Plaintiff's expert calculated both past and future damages in this matter. The 
calculation in this matter should have been relatively straightforward, in that Plaintiff's 
past damages should have been her standard contract pay divided by the length of the 
contract, and then multiplied by the number of additional days for the extra length of the 
consulting teacher contract. All of Ms. Sanders' teaching contracts (which specifies her 
salary and contract length) since 2007 were available and produced during the 
discovery phase of this matter, as was the knowledge of how many extra days were 
added for the consulting teacher contract.3 Despite this, Mr. Green's testimony and prior 
expert disclosures did not explain how he calculated damages, and. as was learned at 
trial, none of Mr. Green's testimony or opinions ever Indicated what information he relied 
on to calculate his numbers, thus ending In an attempted revision of his opinion 
testimony. Defendants were obligated to hire Mr. Eberle to determine how Mr. Green 
was calculating the past damages. 
The same was true for future damages: the calculation should have been fairly 
straightforward, with a present value calculation added ln. Mr. Green explained the 
present value calculation, but it was not until trial that he explained how he calculated 
the future damage base number. As was discovered at trial, Plaintiff's expert indicated 
that his calculation was based on erroneous information provided by Plaintiff's counsel, 
and not by a review of the actual documents. Mr. Eberle was once again required to 
attempt to explain where Mr. Green's calculations came from. Ultimately, Mr. Eberle 
was not needed at trial, and instead he provided insight as to areas of questioning for 
3 Ms. Sanders' contracts were even made exhibits at trial. See Trial Exhibits 517, 519, 520, 
and 541 (Ms. Sanders' teaching contracts from 2007- 2011). These documents had been available 
to Plaintiff and her expert since during the discovery phase of this matter, and were made exhibits 
and provided to Plaintiff's counsel prior to the original trial setting in May, 2011. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND MEMORANDUM 
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Mr. Green. For example, Mr. Green's report originally stated that the fringe benefits 
should be calculated at over 26%. Had Plaintiff not corrected this at trial (Mr. Green 
stated at trial that the fringe benefit. calculation should have utilized a 14% figure), 
Defendants would have asked Into this area. based on Mr. Eberte's advice. 
Expert witness fees are clearly recoverable as discretionary costs. See Tumer v. 
WIU/s, 116 Idaho 682, 688 (1989). Defendants contend that these fees were necessary 
and reasonable. Though Mr. Eberte was never deposed, nor was he required to testify 
at trial (thus preventing Oefendants from pursuing these costs as a matter of right 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C)(8)), these expert costs were exceptional. Thougn the 
phrase "exceptlonar is not defined in the rule, the Supreme Court has stated that 
exceptional costs are "Incurred because the nature of the case was itself exceptional." 
Hayden Lake Fire Prot. Dlst v. A/com, 141 Idaho 307,314 (2005). Mr. Eberte's services 
(and resulting fees) were exceptional in the fact that without them, Defendants would 
have been unable to determine the basis for Mr. Green's opinions, as his assumptions 
and basis for his assumptions were not clearly set out in his report. Defendants do not 
seek internal copying, travel, phone, postage expenses because such costs are 
typically deemed unexceptional. Therefore, Defendants request that expert fees be 
awarded in the discretion of the Court. 
Defendants also request that the non-binding arbitration costs be allowed. These 
costs were necessary, as they were required by the very contract that Plaintiff 
complained was breached. Had Defendants refused to engage in arbitration, they would 
have been subject to additional breach of contract claims. The arbitration costs are also 
reasonable, as Defendants are only seeking half of the costs paid by the District, and 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND MEMORANDUM 
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are not seeking the attorney fees related to the arbitration. Finally, the arbitration costs 
are exceptional because of the nature of the contract between the parties. Few 
contracts require non-binding arbitration before a lawsuit can be filed, and frankly, had 
the arbitrator understood Idaho law, there was a good chance that the lawsuit could 
have been avoided. 
Based on the foregoing, Defendants request costs as a matter of right in the 
amount of $944.95 and discretionary costs In the amount of $3,917.50. 
II. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
A. LEGAL GROUNDS FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
Defendants request attorney fees pursuant to I.C. §§ 12-117, 12-120, and 12-
121. 
First, /.C. § 12·120(3) states that "In any civil action to recover on ... any 
commercial transaction .•. the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's 
fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as costs." The Idaho Supreme 
Court has recently made it clear that a lawsuit for a breach of an employment contract 
constitutes a commercial transaction, for which attorney fees are available to the 
prevailing party. In Sadid v. Idaho State Univ., 151 Idaho 932, 265 P.3d 1144 (2011), 
Plaintiff was a professor at Idaho State University who sued for breach of his 
employment contract. Sadid, 151 Idaho 932 (2011 WL 5966883 at *9). I.S.U. was 
granted summary judgment, and requested attorney fees under numerous statutes, 
including /.C.§§ 12·117, 12-120(3), 12-121, and other statutes, but was denied by the 
District Court. /d. The Supreme Court reversed, stating 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND MEMORANDUM 
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As we held in Willie. where Plaintiff alleged a cause of action for breach of 
his employment contract, he alleged a commercial transaction with the 
University. Therefore, the University Is entitled to an award of attorney 
fees under Idaho Code section 12-120(3) for defending against the 
breach of employment contract claim. 
!J1. In this case, because Plaintiff clearly pled a breach of her employment contract In the 
Complaint", the rule set forth In the Sar!ld case is controlling. See also Wi/1/t v. Bd. of 
Trustees. 138 Idaho 131, 136, 59 P .3d 302, 307 (2002). Therefore, since all of Plaintiff's 
claims are breach of employment contract claims, Defendants are entitled to attorney 
fees as the prevailing party. 
Second, Defendants are entitled to attorney fees pursuant to I. C. §§ 12·117 and 
12-121. I. C. § 12-117 allows fees to the prevailing party in a lawsuit against a political 
subdivision if the Court finds "that the nonprevailing party acted without a reasonable 
basis In fact or law." I. C.§ 12-117(1). I. C.§ 12-121 allows attorney fees to the prevailing 
party, but has been interpreted to have a similar standard to I.C. § 12·117: 
An award of attorney fees under Idaho Code§ 12-121 is not a matter of 
right to the prevailing party, but is appropriate only when the court, In its. 
discretion, is left with the abiding belief that the case was brought, 
pursued, or defended frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation. 
Mlchalk v. Mlchalk, 148 Idaho 224, 235, 220 P.3d 580, 591 (2009). See also I.R.C.P. 
54(e)(1). 
Defendants contend that Plaintiff's claim was brought without foundation, and· 
therefore attorney fees are merited under these sections. Plaintiff's first two causes of 
action, for violation of the Open Meeting Law and breach of contract for violation of the 
Open Meeting Law, were dismissed prior to trial (Plaintiff withdrew one, and the Court 
4 See Complaint, n 29 - 44. In fact, each of Plaintiff's claims (except for the claim that was 
withdrawn during summary judgment) was a claim for breach of Plaintiff's employment contract. 
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dismissed the other). Memorandum Decision and Order, pp. 4 - 5. Plaintiff did not 
prevail on her remaining four causes of action, the jury unanimously ruling against her 
after deliberating for less than an hour, and finding that no breach of contract had 
occurred. Further, Defendants contend that Plaintiff's claims for breach arising out of 
contractual violations are not based in law. Neither the statute nor the rule at Issues 
specifically required the District to hire only someone who had a consulting teacher 
endorsement, and neither required the District to give Plaintiff the consulting teacher 
position. As~ a matter of law, the Court found that the language of /.C.§ 33-1201 did not 
"specify which certificate or endorsement is appropriate for which position•. Jury 
Instruction No. 15. Therefore, Plaintiff had no basis to argue that § 33-1201 required the 
jury to conclude that it was a breach of her employment contract for the District to give 
the consulting teacher position to someone without a consulting teacher endorsement. 
Based on the foregoing, Defendants request that the Court award Defendants 
attorney fees. 
B. AMOUNT AND REASONABLENESS OF ATTORNEY FEES 
II 
Defendants seek attorney fees as follows: 
Brian Julian (Partner) - 104.9 x $160.00 = 
Amy White (Partner) - 1.80 x $160.00 = 
Stephen Adams (Associate)- 201.3 x $145.00 = 
Linette Grantham (Paralegaf) - 52.8 x $85.00 = 
Carol Liese-Rodriguez (Paralegal)- 6.7 x $85.00 = 
Gaylene Taylor (Paralegal) - 2.9 x $85.00= 
Paralegal fees may be recovered as attorney fees. See I.R.C.P. 54(e)(1). 
$16,768.00 
$288.00 
$29,188.50 
$4,423.00 
$569.50 
$246.50 
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Total: S51 .483.501 
Defendants contend that the request for attomey fees is reasonable. Pursuant to 
/.R.C.P. 54(e)(3), Defendants request that the Court consider the following factors: 
s 
7 
8 
1. The time and labor required: Despite the fact that this case contained unique 
and novel issues of law, Defense counsel spent a considerable amount of 
effort working to keep the costs in this case down due to the fact that there 
was no insurance coverage available to the District. 7 Therefore, It was a 
matter of importance to limit expenditure of public funds. 
2. The novelty and difficulty of the questions: Both parties admit that this case 
Included significant novel and unique questions with regard to the Intersection 
of contract and statutory law. Defense counsel was unaware of any other 
case where the statutory phrase at issue, which was incorporated into the 
contract pursuant to the contract and pursuant to lawS, was ambiguous, 
creating a conflict as to whether the interpretation of the contract was an 
issue of fact or law. Further, Defendants had to defend against Plaintiff's 
novel contention that the law required a specific endorsement for a specific 
position. 
3. The skill required. experience. and abilitY of counsel: Defense counsel has 
particular knowledge in the area of education law, Brian Julian having 
practiced in that area for over 20 years, and Stephen Adams having practiced 
for over 5 years. This case also required intimate knowledge of contract law 
and statutory interpretation, both of which Defense counsel had. 
See Adams Aff., , 13. 
SeeAdamsAff.,, 19. 
See Robinson v. JointSch. Dist. No. 150, 100 Idaho 263,265,596 P.2d 436,438 (1979). 
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4. Prevailing charaes for like worls: Defense counsel charged $160.00/hr for 
partners, and $145.00/hr for assoclates.9 Under any circumstances, this rate 
is reasonable, and is low for a similarly experienced attorney practicing in 
Boise, ldaho.10 
5. fixed or contlnaent fee: The fee was fixed. 
6. The amount inyolved and the resuR oblaln9d: Plaintiff was asking for 
damages for breach of her employment contract In excess of $75,000. 
Further, Plaintiff asked for injunctive relief In the fonn of awarding her the 
consuRing teacher position 11 • Defendants prevailed In total, paying no 
damages, and the District was not forced to place Ms. Sanders In the 
consulting teacher position. 
7. The yndeslrabilitv of the case: Defendants were obligated to defend this case 
after the arbitrator In the non-binding arbitration had ruled on Plaintiff's behalf. 
That made this case difficult to defend, and less desirable. 
8. The nature and length of the relationship with client: Defense counsel has had 
a longstanding relationship with Defendant School District, including providing 
a defense In other lawsuits.12 
9. Awards in similar cases: The Supreme Court recently awarded attorney fees 
in the Sadld case, which also was a breach of employment contract case 
between a professor and an educational entity. 
10. Other factors: Defendants are not seeking attorney fees related to the 
Set1 Adams Aff., ,, 12 - 13. 
Set1 Adams Aff., , , 14 - 18. 
Set1 Complaint for Breech of Contract, p. 8. 
Set1 Adams Aff., , 23. 
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arbitration, which Defendant was obligated to participate in.13 Instead, 
Defendant is limiting the fees sought to a start date of the filing of the 
Complaint. 
Based on the forgoing factors, Defendants contend that the fees are reasonable 
and in no way excessive. Therefore, Defendants ask that the Court award fees In the 
amount of $51 ,483.50. 
Ill. 
CONCWSIOtj 
Defendants ask that the Court award costs In the amount of $944.95 as a matter 
of right and $3,917.50 in the Court's discretion, and fees in the amount of $51,483.50. 
DATED this~ day of February, 2012. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By __ -'~-_,_-~ ___ '-___ _ 
Brian K. Julian, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for DEFENDANTS 
13 See Adams Aft., f 11 . 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ..f._ day of February, 2012, I served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS by delivering the same to 
each of the following attorneys of record, by the method indicated below, 
addressed as follows: 
James Piotrowski 
HERZFELD &. PIOTROWSKI 
P.O. Box 2864 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 331-9200 
Facsimile: (208) 331-9201 
Paul J. Stark 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOC. 
P.O. Box 2638 
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Telephone: (208) 333-8560 
Facsimile: (208) 344-1606 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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( J Facsimile 
( «"] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ 1 Hand-Delivered 
( 1 Overnight Mail 
[ J Facsimile 
Brian K. Julian 
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Amy G. White -ISB No. 5019 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7 428 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
E-Mail: biullan@aihlaw.com 
awhite@ajhlaw.com 
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CLEHK OF THE t"OiJiH 
DEPU~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
TERRIM.SANDERS 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE 
MOUNTAIN HOME SCHOOL DISTRICT 
NO. 193 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2009-315 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES 
AND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
COME NOW, the above-entitled Defendants, by and through their attorneys of 
record, Anderson, Julian & Hull, and hereby submits this Memorandum of Costs and 
Motion for Attorney's Fees. The Memorandum of Costs is brought pursuant to Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(1), on the grounds that Defendants are the prevailing 
party having prevailed at trial in this matter Costs as a matter of right are requested in 
the amount of $944.95 and discretionary costs in the amount of $3,917.50 are 
requested as more fully set forth in the Memorandum of Support filed herewith. 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS • 1 
... , 112 
.. 
With regard to attorney's fees, attorney's fees are sought pursuant to I.C. §§12-
120(3), 12-121 and 12-117, in the amount of $51,483.50, on the grounds more fully 
stated in the Memorandum of Support filed herewith . 
. 
This Motion for Attorney's Fees and Memorandum of Costs is supported by the 
pleadings and documents on file before the Court and the following documents 
submitted contemporaneously herewith: 
1. Memorandum In Support for Attorney's Fees and Memorandum of Costs; 
2. Affidavit of Stephen Adams in Support of Motion for Attorneys Fees and 
Memorandum of Costs. 
DATED this~ day of February, 2012. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By )$§?: CJ... /-.._ 
Brian K. Julian, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for DEFENDANTS· 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this .l:_ day of February, 2012, I served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS by delivering the same to each of the following 
attorneys of record, by the method Indicated below, addressed as follows: 
James Piotrowski 
HERZFELD & PIOTROWSKI 
P.O. Box 2864 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 331-9200 
Facsimile: (208) 331-9201 
Paul J. Stark 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOC. 
P.O. Box 2638 
Boise, 10 83701 
Telephone: (208) 333-8560 
Facsimile: (208) 344-1606 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
[ > J U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ) Hand-Delivered 
[ 1 Overnight Mail 
[ J Facsimile 
[ ;, 1 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ 1 Hand-Delivered 
[ 1 Overnight Mail 
[ J Facsimile 
Brian K. Julian 
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James Piotrowski, ISB 5911 
Marty Durand, ISB S1tl . 
HERZPBLD A PIOTROWSKI, LLP 
824 w. P1'IDkJiD 
P.O. Box 2864 
Bolle, m 13701 
Telephone: (201) 331·9200 
Facsimile: (208) 331-9201 
Paul Stark 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
620 North Sixth Stn::et 
p .0. Box 2631 
Bolle, m 13701 
Telephone: (208) 333-1560 
Faaimile: (208) 344-1606 
A.tton~q~for PlalntlfP 
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SARA ;\'f.EL.£ l.:\IK8lrls'!~)t~n 
IN nm FOUR 'Ill JUDICIAL DISTRicr COURT OF nm 
STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR Tim COUNTY OF BLMORB 
TBRRISANDBRS ) CaseNo. CV-2009-315 
) 
Plalntiffa, ) PLAINTIFP'S MOTION TO 
) DISALLOW DEFBNDANT'S 
vs. ) MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
) 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF nm ) 
MOUNTAlN HOMB SCHOOL DISTRICf ) 
N0.193, ) 
) 
Defendant ) 
COMES NOW the Plainti.ft by and through coUDSel and hereby moves the Court 
• 2/ 3 
---------------------------------------·-----------
pursuant to LR.C.P. 56(D)(6) to disallow the Defeadant's Memorandum of Costs and claim of 
attomey fees. Pursuant to IRCP 56(d)(6), Plain1iffis permitted to raise objection to a bill of costs 
via motion to ctisallow. Pursuant to IR.CP 7(b )(3)(C) Plaintiff' hereby states her intent to submit a 
1. Motion to Disallow Costs 
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/ 
r 
) 
~2-21-12l02124PMI 
brief within fourteen (14) days of this motion. 
. WHBRBPORB. PlaiDti11'Jespecdblly requests tbat Defeadanta Memorandum of Costs be 
disallowed m whole or in part oa the bases to be set oat m detail m Plaintitl's memorandum m 
support. 
DATBD this 21" day of February, 2012. 
CIBTQ1CAD 01 SJByxcl 
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of the foreaoina on the following via U.S. Mail, postage prepaid and via electronic mail: · 
Brian K. Julian 
Stephen Adams, 
Anderson JuHan ct. Hun 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83703-7426 
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James Piotrowski. ISB 5911 
Marty Durand, ISB Sill 
HBRZPBLD & PIOTROWSKI, LLP 
824 w. Franklia 
P.O. Box 2864 
Boise, 10 83701 
Telephone: (208) 331-9200 
FacsimUo: (208) 331-9201 
Paul Start. ISB 5919 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
620 North Sixth Street 
P.O. Box 263t 
Boise, 10 83701 
Telephone: (208) 333-8560 
Facsfmilo: (208) 344-1606 
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BAWOARA ~~T ELE CLERK OF THE URT 
DEPUT 
IN niB FOUR. 'Ill JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF niB 
STATB OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR nm COUNTY OF BLMORB 
TERRI SANDERS ) 
) 
Plaintift ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES, ) 
MOUNTAJN HOME SCHOOL DISTRICT ) 
N0.193, ) 
) 
Defimdpt, ) 
Case No. CV-2009-315 
PLAJNTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
DISALLOW DEFENDANT'S BILL 
OF COSTS 
COMES NOW, the above cmtitled Plaintift by and through her attorneys of record and 
moves to disallow Defendants' Bill of Costs as follows: 
L COSTS 
A. COICI u a Matter of Right. 
. 
Plaintiffbas no objection to Defendant's costs as a matter ofrigltt. 
1. Memorandum in Support ofPlaintift's Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs 
• 
. . 
02-27-12102:38PMI 
B. Dlseretlo1W7 CotCI 
Plaintift' objects to Defendant~' request tor expert and non-bindina arbitration costs. The 
costs for securfq an expert witness who did not testify are not "excepdcmal" u required to 
support an award of discretiODIIY costs. I.R..C.P. S4(d)(1)(D). The costs of arbitration were 
simply not related to or iDcunecl in the course of this cue. mel are likewise not exceptional so u 
to support an award. 
Idaho Rule of Civil P1'ocedur:e 54(d)(1)(D) permits the court to I.WII'Cl discndOIIII)' coats 
"upon a showiDa that said costs were necessary and exceptional costs." The Idaho Supreme 
Court hal explained the necellll)' bases tor a findiDg that such costs ate "excepdonal:" 
This Court hal alwaya ccmstruecl the requirement tbat a cost be "exceptional" 
under I • .R.CoP. S4(d)(l)(D) to include those costs incurred because the natura. of 
the case wu itself exceptional. In GIWII Plalnr Equip., the Court specifically 
noted tbat clfsc:retionary costs, includina those tor expert wi1neu fees, were 
"exceptional afveD the magnitude and nature of the case.• Gr1at PlaiM Equip., 
136 Idaho at 475, 36 P.3d at 227. Purtha:more, Fllh held that a district court did 
not abuse its clfsc:retion in denyjna discreticmary costs usociated with expert 
witD.els fees where the trial court had propedy deteanined the cue itself wu not 
"excepd.onaL" Filla, 131 Idaho at 493, 960 P.2d at 177. CertaiD cases, 8DCh as 
personal injury .ca.s pnerally iuvolve copy, travel and expert witness fees such 
tbat these costs are considered ordinary rather tban "exceptional" under LR.C.P. 
S4(d)(1)(D). &a e.g Intrnuz, 132 Idaho 384, m P .2d. at 155. 
Hayden Ll:tlla FIN Prot. DUt. Y. Alt:orn, 141 Idaho 307, 314, 109 P.3d 161 (2005), ow1'11111d In 
part on other gt'tlfl1ltb by F(ll'ber "· State IM. Fund, 147 Idaho 307,208 P.3d 289 (2012) .. 
Like the pefsonal injury case addressecfin lntllllll ,, IJnw,,., ll2 Idaho 377, 973 P.2d 148 
(1999). employment law cases alleging a failure to promote in breach of a contract routinely 
involve the use of an economist to establish and/or :refute a calculation of damages. Like the 
experts in /nama the Defendant's use of an expert in· this case wu not exceptional but was, 
. 
rather, part of the "routine costs associated with modem Uti~on overhead." 132 Idaho 377, 
384. Nor wu this cue itself' in any way excepticmal, pn:seating. instead, a straightforward claim 
2. Memorandum in Support ofPlaintitrs Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs 
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for breach of a contractual provision that wu found by the Court to be ambiguous. In the 
absence of an c:x:prea fhtdina that the instant case wu exceptional and thua required the hiriDa of 
an ~ who did not even. testify, an award of coats for that expert would be an abuse of 
discretion. FUJtv. Smlt1r, 131 Idaho492, 960P.2cl175 (1998). 
Costs associated with arbitration of a grievance arisina under the master apeemeat 
between the Moumain Home Education Association and the Mountain Home School District are 
not costs lncunect ID this case. Pursuant to the terms of a master agreement botweell the 
Association and the District, Plaintiff Sanders utilized a grievance an'd arbitration procedure. 
(Plaintiff's Trial Ex. 102, Article III, pp. 13-16). Tho procedure resultod in a non-bbiciina 
. . 
recommeudation that the grievance shoulcl be sustained. The terms of the contract under which 
arbitration was pursued specified that "The cost of the arbitration sba1l be divided between the 
Board and the grievant)s)." (Ex. 102, Art. ID, Section 3.S(4)(cl), p. 15). Despite its express 
agreemoot to pay half of those costs, Defendant now seeks to recover that cost from Terri 
Sanders. The arbitration was a contractual proceedfna that was separate from and in.depondent of 
this Rtiptfon. 'lbere is no basis to 1reat arbitration costs as arising from this litigation, since the 
arbitration process was completed well before litigation was initiated, had no effect on the 
outcome of the Rtigation, and would have occurred reprdless of whether Plaintift' Sanders chose 
to pursue a clainl.for breac1L of contract In this Couzt. Nor does tho existence of an arbitration 
clauso in an underlying employment contract rerider this caso "exceptional" so as to como withiD 
the terms ofi.R.C.P. S4(d)(l)(D). 
3. Memorandum in Support ofPlaintift"s Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs 
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D. ATrO~YFEES 
Defendants aeek attorney fees under Sectlou12-117, 12-120 IDd 12-121. Idaho. law is 
clear in ~ that Defea.daDts prove that Plaintift' SIDden blouaht her case 
witbout a reasonable buis in tact or law befcn they may collect attorney fees. Since there were 
reasonable bases for Ms. Sandera' claims, no fees sboulcl be awardecl. Fees between these parties 
can only be awardecl pursuant to LC.f12-117. Section 12·117 provicles the exclusive basis for 
an award of feel to the School DlstrJct Defea.daDts' reUance on Sections 12-120 and 12·121 is 
misplaced and their request for fees must be clcmiecl. 
Idaho Code f 12·117(1) states: 
Unless otherwise proviclecl by statute, in any admiDis1rative or civil judicial 
proceeclfna involving as aclvene parties a state" agency, a city, a county or other 
taxiDa cltatrict and a perscm, the court shall award the prevaillna party reasonable 
attorney's fees. witness fees and reasonable expeases. if the court finds that the 
party against whom the juc:lptent is renclen:d acted without a reasoaable basis in 
factor law. 
This pzovision applies to school distrlcts which are defined u taxing districts under Idaho 
Cocle § 63-3101. Roger• "·Gooding Public Joint School Dl#.,l35 Idaho 480,485 (2001). 
This section provides the exclusive basis of an award of attorney fees apjnst a state 
agency. SIQ/• Y. Hag.,.., Water Rlg/11 Owner8, 130 Idaho 718, 723 (1997). Section 12·117 is 
the "exclusive" means for awarding attomey fees for the entities to which it appfies. Potlatch 
Education b.roclation v. Potlatch School Dlstrlt:t No. 28$, 148 Idaho 630 (2010) citing Wutway 
Const. Int:. v. ldtzho Transp. Dep 't, 139 Idaho 107 (2003); see also Brown "· City of Pocatello, 
148 Idaho 802 (2010). 
A prevailing party can ODly ~er if the Court finds that the non-prevailing party acted 
without a reasonable basis in law or fact. The Court's determination need not be in the nature of 
factual findinp, but more in the nature oflegal conclusioD& Rlncowr "· Stm. Dep 't of Fin. Sec. 
4. Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs 
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Bureau, 132 Idaho S47 (1999). An award is not appropriate where a reasonable, but erroneous, 
interpretation of an ambiguous statute is involved. Cox v. Dept111ment of bu., 121 Idaho 143 
(App. 1991). Pees may be denied where a leaitimate question is presented by a party. See IHC 
. Hospital v. Teto11 Cowrty, 139 Idaho 188 (2003). 
Section 12-117 applies to contract disputes between school districts and teachen. In 
. 
Potlatch Education bsoclatlon v. Potlatch School District No. 28S, supra. a teacher sued tbe 
school district for .breach of contract over the classification of time spent detendinl a master's 
thesis as personal leave rather than professional leave. The Master Agreement provided for paid 
professional leave. The dispute centered on the interpretation of the contract term "professional 
development." Althouah the teacher lost on summary judgment, the Court declined to award 
attomey fees to the School Distrlct because the argument tbat a thesis defen.se was professional 
development was reasonable. ld. At 635. Such is the case here. Plaintiff's interpretation of the 
terms of the Master Agreement were reasonable, particularly in light of this Court's findings, on 
several occasions, that the terms of the contract were ambiguous. 
A party is not entitled to attorney's fees if the issue is one of first impression in Idaho. 
SEIZ Co111t, UC v; Idaho State University, 140 Idaho 8, 14 (2004). Attorney fees are not 
appropriate whme a lcaitimate question is presented to the Court. IHC Hosplta13, Inc. v. Teton 
County, 139 Idaha 188, 192 (2003). 
Idaho Code § 12-117 serves two purposes: (1) to deter groundless or arbi1rary agency 
action; and (2) to provide a remedy for persons who bear UDfair financial burden in attempting to 
correct agency mistakes. Bogner v. State Dep't of Revenue c! Tamtlon, 101 Idaho 854 (1984). 
Neither pmpose would be served by awarding attomey fees to the Defendant. 
S. Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff"s Motion to Disallow Pees and Costs 
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Defendants cite Sadtdv. ldtzho State UniY., 151 Idaho 932 (2011) to support their claim 
that attorney fees are availablo under I.e. §12-120 or 121. Altboup&rdlddid involve a contract 
dispute and a teacher, it is easily distfDauiahable u the Defendant Univmity of Idaho is not aa. 
aaeucy or a taxiDa district and therefore not subject to I.e. § 21-117. Idaho State University is 
not a state aaencY u defined by the applicable statute and it cannot be awarded fees under LC. § 
12-117. Ho,.,. v. /dlllro State llntNrllty, 131 Idaho 700,706 (2003). A UDivmity Is also not a 
taxiDa district u defined by I.C. § 63·3101. "I.e. §12·117 fa the excluslve meaDS for awardbla 
attorney feea for the entiti.ea to which it applies." PotltJJch Education A.uoclatlon, 148 Idaho at 
635. Since Sadld Involved an orpnizatiOD to which §12-117 doea not apply, it doea not create 
an operdna for a fee award in contradiction of Potlatch Eductztlon bsoclatlon. 
Defendants also city Willie v. Board ofTrulteu, 138 Idaho 131 (2002) to support their 
claim for attorney fees. It should be noted that Willie was decided in 2002, while Potlatch. 
supra, is u recent u 2010. Nor is there any evidence that the Supreme Court considered the 
exclusivity of §12-117 in Willi& When they did consider it, in Potlatch aome 8 yeara after 
Willie, they found 12-117 to be exclusive. 
To award fees under LC. §12-117, the Court would need to find that Terri Sanders 
brouaht her claims -without a reasonable? basil in fact or law." Ctmtwll Y. City of Boise, 146 
Idaho 127, 138.191 P.3d 205 (2008) •.. This Court deDiecl motiODS far summ.aryjudp1011t 
precisely because it was unable to find that the material facts were undisputed and that one party 
or the other was entitled to judgment u a matter of law. Where a party brings to the Court "a 
leaitimate questicm," an award of fees is inappropriate. I..DM Ranch Parm.shtp v. City of Sun 
Valley, 14.5 Idaho 87, 91, 17.5 P.3d 776 (2007). While Terri Sanders was ultimatelyUDSUCCeSSful 
on her claims of breach of contract, ~_failure to convince a jury doea not demonstrate that her 
6. Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's MotiOD to Disallow Feea and Costa 
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claims lacked a reasonable basis. Indeed, the fact that this Court, in the face of motions for 
summary judgment concluded the case must proceec:l to trial is all the findina necessary to hold 
that Plalntur Sanclen indeed bad a reasonable basis in both fact and law for these claims. 
m. Coacladoa 
For the reasons set out above, and baed on well-established law, the Court should award 
Defendants their costs u a matter of right, disallow discretionary costs, and disallow the claim 
for attorney fees. 
Dated this 21"' day of February, 2012. 
7. Memorandwn in Support ofPlaintifi's Motion to Disallow Pees and Costs 
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CIBIIIICAD or SIBYJCI 
I HEREBY CBRTIPY that on thil27* day of February. 2012. I served a true and coaect 
copy of the foregoina on the followina by the method indicated.: 
---- u.s. Mall 
' . i --t- Pocalmile 'l'rllllmlaslal 
to: 
limd Delivered 
Brian K.Julian 
Anderson Julian & Hull 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise. Idaho 83703-7426 
FAX: (208) 344-5510 
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ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
E-Mail: bjyliant;ajbfaw.com 
awbite@alhlaw.com 
Attorneys for DEFENDANTS 
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BA~OAR A STEELE 
CLERK OF TH.jOOURT DEPUT~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
TERRIM.SANDERS 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE 
MOUNTAIN HOME SCHOOL DISTRICT 
NO. 193 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2009-315 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND 
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO DISALLOW FEES AND 
COSTS 
COME NOW, the above-entitled Defendants, by and through their attorneys of 
record, Anderson, Julian & Hull, and hereby submits this Reply in Support of 
Defendants' Motion for Attorney's Fees and Memorandum of Costs, and also hereby 
Responds to Plaintiffs Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs (filed February 21, 2012; 
Memorandum in Support filed February 27, 2012). 
I. 
COSTS 
A. COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND 
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DISALLOW FEES AND COSTS- 1 
,._·"'125 
. 
. 
Plaintiff has no objection to an award of costs as a matter of right in the amount 
of $944.95. Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support, p. 1. Therefore, Defendants request this 
amount be awarded. 
B. DISCRETIONARY COSTS 
Defendants requested discretionary costs in the amount of $3,917 .50, which 
included $1,813.00 related to expenses incurred for expert Dave Eberle, and $2,304.50 
related to non-binding arbitration. Plaintiff objects to these costs on the grounds that 
they are not exceptional, and therefore may not be awarded. 
Both Defendants and Plaintiff agree that discretionary costs are those which 
were "Incurred because the nature of the case was itself exceptional." Hayden Lake Eire 
Prot. Qfst. y. Alcorn. 1411daho 307, 314 (2005). Defendants contend that, contrary to 
Plaintiff's objection, both sets of discretionary costs were exceptional. With regard to the 
non-binding arbitration, there is no doubt that these fees are exceptional. The arbitrator 
determined that the District breached the contract, and instructed the District to not only 
give Plaintiff back pay, but to remove Mr. Lay from the Consulting Teacher position, and 
install Plaintiff in that position. Clearly, this ruling was based on a misunderstanding of 
Idaho law, and even a jury of non-legally trained peers recognized that there had been 
no breach of contract by the District. 
Despite the fact that there was no claim in the Complaint related to the grievance 
process, Plaintiff continued to bring up the arbitration issue well after the arbitration was 
concluded. Plaintiff filed a Motion for Summary Judgment on the grievance issue, 
including the arbitration. See Mem. Decision and Order (Filed Nov. 29, 2010), pp. 12-
13. The Court ultimately decided that Plaintiff had not pled a breach of contract claim 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND 
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFPS MOTION TO DISALLOW FEES AND COSTS- 2 
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relating to the grievance and arbitration process, and denied Plaintiffs motion for 
summary judgment on that issue. 
Ultimately, it Is clear that the arbitration was clearly part of this lawsuit (whether 
as a contractually mandated precursor or an omitted claim), and was exceptional. If 
Defendant had not gone through the arbitration process, undoubtedly Plaintiff would 
have specifically Included in the Complaint a claim for failure to abide by the grievance 
process. Therefore, arbitration was not "separate from and Independent of this 
litigation•1, and may be awarded as costs In this matter. 
Next, Plaintiff argues that Mr. Eberle's involvement In this case constituted 
"routine costs associated with modem litigation overhead. • Plaintiff's Memo. In Supporl, 
p. 2. However, his Involvement was much more than standard In this case. In a case for 
lost income, the plaintiffs obligation to prove damages would involve standard 
calculations of present value for future damages. Under normal circumstances, this is 
not an amount which requires significant dispute, as the contractual amount at issue 
was relatively straightforward, and therefore the calculation should likewise be fairly 
straightforward. However, as was discovered at trial, Plaintiffs expert miscalculated 
damages based on Incorrect information provided to him by Plaintiffs counsel, resulting 
in a calculation e"or of approximately 33% of the alleged damages. Defendants 
retained Mr. Eberle to figure out where this calculation error arose, but were unable to 
do so. Mr. Eberle's services were therefore necessary as the result of Plaintiffs expert's 
calculation error. This is anything but a straightforward damages calculation, and was 
exceptional under the circumstances. Therefore, there would be no abuse of discretion 
in awarding such costs. Further, Defendants are not requesting expert fees in excess of 
PlalntiH's Mem. In Support, p. 3. 
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the $2,000 limit of I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C)(8), but are asking only the reasonable fees to 
perform the work done by Mr. Eberle. There is no argument that the amount requested 
is unreasonable. 
Therefore, Defendants request that discretionary fees In the amount of $3,917.50 
be awarded. 
II. 
AUORNIY FEES 
A. FEES ARE PRQPERLY AWARDED UNDER I.C. 112·120 AS THERE IS A 
COMMERCIAL TRANSACTION AT ISSUE. 
Plaintiff contends that Defendants are not entitled to attorney fees under I. C. § 
12-120, because I. C. § 12-117 is the .. exclusive means for awarding attorney fees for 
the entities to which it applies". See Plaintiff's Memo. In Support, p. 4 (citing Potlatch 
Educ. Ass'n v. Poflatc:h Sch. DIS(. No. 285, 148 Idaho 630, 635, 226 P.3d 1277, 1282 
(2010)). Plaintiff tries to distinguish Willie v. Bd. of Trustees, 138 Idaho 131, 59 P.3d 
302 (2002) and Sadid v. Idaho State Unlv., 151 Idaho 932, 265 P.3d 1144 (2011), the 
cases on which Defendants rely in a number of ways, none of which are supportable. 
At the outset, Defendants state that there are been cases indicating that attorney 
fees are available to a school district employer for breach of contract cases under both 
I. C. §§ 12.:.120 and 12-117. See Willie, 138 Idaho at 136, 59 P.3d at 307 (attorney fees 
are appropriate under I. C. § 12-120(3) for a breach of contract claim against a school 
district); Potlatch Educ. Ass'n. 1481daho at 635, 226 P.3d at 1282 (fees are appropriate 
under /.C. § 12-117 for a breach of contract claim against a school district). It is also 
clear that the most recent case on this issue holds that a teacher suing an employer for 
breach of an employment contract can result in an award of attorney fees under I. C. § 
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12-120(3). See Sadld v, ldabo State Uniy, 151 Idaho 932, 265 P.3d 1144, 1154 (2011) 
(relying on and citing to Wf///e). The ruling in Sadld and Willie was clear: if a teacher 
pleads a breach of contract against an employer and loses, attorney fees may result. 
"[A]ctions brought for breach of an employment contract are considered commercial 
transactions and are subject to the attorney fee provision of I.C. § 12-120(3): Sad/d. 
265 P.3d at 1154. Plaintiffs Complaint originally contained six causes of action, five or 
which were breach of contract claims. Complaint, pp. 5 - 8. Plaintiff abandoned the non-
breach of contract claim before summary judgment. Mem. Decision and Order, pp. 4. 
Therefore, the remaining claims were subject to a potential award of damages pursuant 
to§ 12-120(3). 
First, Plaintiff tries to argue that attorney fees under§ 12-120 are not available 
because the pqtlatch case is controlling as it is the most recent case. Plaintiffs Mem. in 
Suppotf, p. 6. Though Plaintiff does not specifically state so, she appears to be arguing 
that Potlatch Implicitly overrules Willie, essentially because it was decided later. This 
cannot be incorrect. Willie. which allowed for attorney fees under /.C. § 12-120(3), 
related to a claim for breach of contract between a teacher and a school district, was 
decided In 2002. Potlatch was decided in 2010. Sad/d, which again allowed for attorney 
fees under § 12-120(3) for a breach of contract claim between a teacher and his 
employer, was decided in 2011. Therefore, if Potlatch implicitly overruled Willie, then 
Sadld implicitly reinstated WIU/e. 
However, the timing issue is a red herring, as there is no indication that Willie has 
in any way been abrogated. There was no discussion of the Willie case in Potlatch. See 
Potlatch Educ. Ass'n, 148 Idaho at 635, 226 P.3d at 1282. In fact, there is no case 
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explicitly or implicitly overruling the holding In Willie; as the Sadld case makes 
absolutely clear, Wi1JJJ. is still good law. See Sadld. 265 P.3d at 1154 (quoting and 
relying on Willie>. Therefore, the holding In Willie is still valid, and attomey fees are 
available under /.C. § 12-120(3). 
Further, Plaintiff contends that there is no "evidence that the Supreme Court 
considered the exclusivity of § 12-117 In Wi/JJJ.•. 2 Apparently, this argument is Intended 
to show that the Supreme Court had not yet detennined that § 12-117 was the 
"exclusive means for awarding attomey tees• to the entities to which it applies. Once 
again, this Is Incorrect. In f'o«atctr, the Supreme Court relied on and cited to State v. 
Hageanaa Water Bight Owotll· lnq. fHWR01. 130 Idaho 718, 723, 947 P.2d 391, 396 
(1997) In detennlnlng that /.C. 12-117 was the "exclusive means• of awarding attomey 
fees. pq«atctr Educ. Ass'n, 148 Idaho at 635, 226 P.3d at 1282. The Hagerman Water 
Bight Ownea case was decided several years before Willie. Therefore, Plaintiff cannot 
argue that the Supreme Court had not previously decided the exclusivity of§ 12-117 
before it ruled in Willie. 
It should be noted that Potlatch has a similar deficiency to the one Plaintiff is 
alleging in Wi!/1§.. Just like WiliJJ. allegedly didn't discuss the exclusivity of § 12-117, 
f'qtlatch didn't discuss the applicability of§ 12-120(3). Nowhere in PottatctJ. was there a 
request made for attomey fees pursuant to /.C. § 12-120(3). Therefore, the issue of 
exclusivity discussed in Po«atch was only between /.C. §§ 12-117 and 12-121, which 
2 P/slntiH's Mem. In Support, p. 6. Apparently, this argument appears to show that the 
Supreme Court had not yet determined that S 1 2-117 was the •exclusive means for awarding 
attorney fees) 
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were the only sources of attorney fees requested by the Defendants in Potlatch.3 Since 
the Potlatch ruling did not discuss§ 12-120(3) nor did it discuss Wi/1/t, Plaintiff cannot 
read a limitation Into Potlatch that is specifically not stated. If the Supreme Court did not 
explicitly overrule Wl//1!1. when it was stating that§ 12-117 was the exclusive source of 
attorney fees between §§ 12-117 and 12-121, then there Is no basis for arguing that 
WJJll!J. does not apply today or to this case. 
The same is true of the Saclld case. In Sadld, the Supreme Court specifically 
pointed out that Idaho State University •requested an award of attorney fees pursuant to 
Idaho Code sections 12-117, 12-120(3), 12-121, and 6-918A and pursuant to 42 
U.S.C. section 1988 ... Sadld, 265 P.3d at 1154. Despite the holding In Potlatch, there is 
no discussion of the exclusivity of§ 12-117, nor Is there any discussing that§ 12-117 
does not apply to Idaho State University. Further, there is no discussion of Potlatch in 
the Sadld case. Therefore, the logical conclusion is that the Potlatch ruling was limited 
to the sources of attorney fees requested therein; specifically, it only determined 
exclusivity of attorney fees between /.C.§§ 12-117 and 12-121. 
Plaintiffs next argument Is that the §JJslkl. case is inapplicable, because § 12-117 
does not apply to Idaho State University. Plaintiffs Mem. in Support, p. 6. Plaintiffs 
implied argument appears to be that Potlatch. still Implicitly overrules Willie. and that 
Willie is not resuscitated by Sadid because § 12-117 does not apply to Idaho State 
University. Plaintiff relies on Home v. Idaho State Unlv., 138 Idaho 700, 706, 69 P.3d 
120, 126 (2003), where it was held that § 12-117 does not apply to Idaho State 
3 Clearly, the associate attorney who wrote the appellate briefing in Potlatch forgot to request 
attorney fees under i 12-120(3), was unaware of the Willie holding, or just didn't think that i 12-
120(3) applied. While this may show a lack of foresight on the part of the associate attorney, it 
does not mean that the same associate attorney is barred from making a request for attorney fees 
under the statute in this case. 
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University. What Plaintiff omits is that Horne was decided in 2003, and § 12-117 was 
amended in 2010. See 2010 H.B. 421, § 1. As it now reads, §12-117 applies to •state 
agencies• and •political subdivisions•. /.C. § 12-117(1). A •political subdivision• means 
•a city, a county or any taxing district, and a •state agenc( means •any agency as 
defined in section 87-5201, Idaho Code: /.C. § 12-117(4). The definition for state 
agency in § 87-5201, a statute which also has been revised since 2003, Includes •each 
state board, commission, department .. or officer authorized by law to make rules or to 
detennine contested cases.•1.C. § 87-5201(2). Idaho State University is clearly an entity 
established by statute, see I. C. § 33-3001, and is statutorily given the power to •adopt 
rules and regulations.• I. C. § 33-3008(1). Therefore, as it currently stands, Idaho State 
University could potentially be subject to § 12-117. Again, there is no citation in Sadld to 
the Home case, nor is there any discussion of whether attorney fees are unavailable 
under § 12-117. Plaintiff cannot with a straight face argue that Sadld is inapplicable to 
the facts of this case where there is an almost identical set of facts between Sadid and 
the present case, and I.S.U. is Identically situated to the Mountain Home School District. 
Defendants contend that Potlatch must be read In context. In Potlatch, the only 
sources of fees requested was /.C. §§ 12-117 and 12-121; § 12-120(3) was never 
addressed. Therefore. the Supreme Court must have Intended for WiliJ!I. and Potlatch to 
exist together, as neither has been expressly overruled. Caselaw indicates that both§ 
12-117 and § 12-120(3) can apply to the Defendants. For example, ln Clark v. State. 
Dept. of Health & We/fat!, 1341daho 527, 532, 5 P.3d 988, 993 (2000) (a case dealing 
with a breach of an employment agreement), attorney fees were considered under both 
§§ 12-117 and 12-120(3). If, as Plaintiff contends,§ 12-117 was the exclusive source of 
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attorney fees, then it made little sense for the Court in ~ to analyze that attorney 
fees were potentially available under both § 12-117 and 12-120(3)4• I!J.. Under Plaintiffs 
logic, fees sho'-'ld have only been available to the State under § 12-120(3) if § 12-117 
did not apply. Regardless, the Court analyzed fees under both sections, and awarded 
fees to the State under§ 12-120(3). 
If Plaintiffs logic is to be adopted, what would result Is that Wlllll. implicitly 
overruled Hageanaa Water Right Owng potfatch implicitly overruled Willie, and the 
Sadld Implicitly overruled eottatch, and other cases such as ~are to be Ignored. It is 
unlikely that the Supreme Court would have such intended such a convoluted result, 
with cases being overruled and reinstated without any specific indication of that being 
the intended goal. All of the cases cited are still good law. That being the case, 
Defendants contend that attorney fees are available under /.C.§ 12-120(3), and request 
that such an award be made as Defendants are the prevailing party. 
B. FEES ARE APPROPRIATELY AWARDED PURSUANT TO 1.C.I12·117.1 
Plaintiffs entire argument why fees should not be awarded under§ 12-117 is that 
though Plaintiff was •ultimately unsuccessful on her claims of breach of contract, the 
failure to convince a jury does not demonstrate that her claims lacked a reasonable 
basis.• Plalntifl'a Mem. in Suppotf, pp. 8 - 7. Plaintiff ignorea that fact that she had to 
withdraw one of her claims as there was absolutely no legal basis for its, and the other 
4 However, fees were only awarded under i 12-120(3) because the State prevailed on the 
breach of contract claim. 
1 Defendants withdraw their requaat for attorney fees pursuant to I. C. i 12-121. 
• Plaintiff's first cause of action, for violation of tha Open Meeting Act, sH Complaint, p. 5, 
was •abandoned• in her briefing on the Motion for Summary Judgment. SH Plaintiff's Response to 
Defendants [sic) Motion fot SummatY Judgment (dated Aug. 27, 201 0), p. 2. This Ia because, as 
the law clearly stated, aha missed the statute of limitations (sH I.C. i 67-2347(6)), and because 
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was summarily dismissed for the same reason. 7 Therefore, these two claims were 
clearly without foundation. Plaintiff does not contest this. 
As to the remaining claims, Plaintiff does not address any of Defendants' 
arguments, and instead simply contends that because the case got to a jury, It must 
have had a reasonable basis. That Is the equivalent of saying that a case that was 
appealed must have had merit, because there was a basis for appeal. However, that 
argument is not supportable, and attorney fees have been awarded under meritless 
appeals. See, e.g., Marpcl v. Coeur D'Alflne Sch. Dlst No. 271, 150 Idaho 740, 745, 
250 P.3d 791, 798 (2011) (attorney fees awarded on appeal where the appeal was 
without a reasonable basis in law or fact). In other cases, where a bench trial occurred, 
attorney fees were still awarded under§ 12-117. See Jenkins v. Bacsalou. 145 Idaho 
202, 207, 1n P.3d 949, 954 (2008) (awarding attorney fees to a sheriff, without stating 
whether the fees were under§ 12-117 or§ 12-121~; KEB Entemrises. L.P. v. Smeclley, 
140 Idaho 748, 750, 101 P.3d 890, 694 (2004) (a sister case to Jenkins. in which a 
court trial occurred). It is clear that the standard for awarding attorney fees is not 
whether the case goes to trial9, but whether there was a basis in law or fact for the case. 
Defendants have discussed why Plaintiff's suit was without a basis in law, and Plaintiff 
has failed to dispute these arguments. Therefore, Defendants request attorney fees 
under§ 12-117. 
there Is no private cause of action for violation of the open meeting act. St.te v. Yz..,.,., 144 
Idaho 471 (2007); I. C. t 87-2347(8). 
7 S• Mem. Decision and Order (Nov. 29, 2010), pp. 4- 6. 
• It should be noted that in Jenkins v. Barsa/ou, 146 Idaho 202, 207, 177 P.3d 949, 964 
(2008), the Supreme Court considered attorney fees under both t 12·121 and t 12-117, without 
discussing the exclusivity of t 12-117. Therefore, there is some contention that t 12-117 may not 
be as exclusive as described in Potltltch. 
1 It is quite possible for a meritless case to go to trial if the prevailing party decides to forego 
filing a motion to dismiss or similar motion. 
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C. PLAINDFF DOES NOT CONJEST THE REASONABLENESS OF JHE FEES 
BEING SOUGHT. 
Though Plaintiff objects to the authority for an award of attorney fees, Plaintiff 
makes no objection as to the reasonableness of the requested fees or the method of 
calculating such fees. Therefore, if fees are awarded, Defendants request that they be 
in the amount specified in Defendants' briefing. 
Ill. 
CONCLUSION 
Defendants contend that an award of fees and costa is appropriate, as discussed 
above, and asks that the Court award costa in the amount of $944.95 as a matter of 
right and $3,917.50 In the Court's discretion, and fees in the amount of $51,483.50. 
DATED this 1!::. day of March, 2012. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By ~ • 
Brian K. J an, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for DEFENDANTS 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this :J!!.. day of March, 2012, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S 
FEES AND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
TO DISALLOW FEES AND COSTS by delivering the same to each of the following 
attorneys of record, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
James Piotrowski 
HERZFELD & PIOTROWSKI 
P.O. Box 2864 
Boise, 10 83701 
Telephone: (208) 331-9200 
Facsimile: (208) 331-9201 
Paul J. Stark 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOC. 
P.O. Box 2638 
Boise, 10 83701 
Telephone: (208) 333-8560 
Facsimile: (208) 344-1606 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
[ 1 
[ ] 
[ ] 
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U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
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Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
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IN Tim DISTRicr COURT OF THE FOURTif JUDICIAL DISTiJCTtJFI-" 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY26V~tt61ufH II: 19 
BARBARA STEELE 
CLERK OF THY13£ T DEPUT 
TERRI M. SANDERS, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Case No. CV -OC-2009-31 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
GRANTING IN PART DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR COSTS AND DENYING 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
A'ITORNEY FEES 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE 
MOUNTAIN HOME SCHOOL DISTRICf 
N0.193, 
Defendant. 
BRIEFS SUBMI'I"I'ED BY: 
Plaintift-Marty Durand, James Piotrowski 
Defendant-Brian Julian, Amy White (Anderson, Julian & Hull) 
This matter was not noticed for hearing. 
FAcrs AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
Plaintiff Terri Sanders brought suit to recover from Defendant Board of Trustees of the 
Mountain Home School District No. 193 ("Boardj for breach of contract under the Idaho 
Education Association contract and under Sanders's own employment contract. Sanders claimed 
the contracts were breached when the District hired a leu qualified candidate than her for a 
Consulting Teacher position. After trial, a jury returned a verdict in favor of the Board, and 
Sanders recovered nothing. The Board now seeks to recover costs and attorney fees, and 
Sanders opposes. Both parties filed briefs in support of their positions and the defendant also 
filed a reply brief on March 8, 2012. 
LEGAL STANDARDS 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(l)(D) allows the trial court to award discretionary 
costs "upon a showing that said costs were necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred, 
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and should in the interest of justice be assessed against the adverse party." (20 1 0). Rule 54 
requires the trial court to make express findings with its grant or denial of discretionary costs, but 
the decision "is committed to the sound discretion of the district court." I111111UJ v. Brewer, 132 
Idaho 377,384,973 P.2d 148, 155 (1999). The calculation of reasonable attorney fees is also 
within the discretion of the trial court. Lettunich v. Lettunich, 145 Idaho 746, 749, 185 P.3d 258, 
261 (2008). Statutes applicable to the award of attorney fees are discussed below. 
ANALYSIS 
The Board seeks the following costs and attorney fees: costs of $944.95 as a matter of 
right; discretionary costs of $3,917.50 ($1,613.00 was for expert fees and $2,304.50 for non-
binding arbitration costs); and attorney fees of $51,483.50. Sanders does not object to the costs 
as a matter of right. She objects to all other costs and attorney fees the Board is seeking. 
A. Discretionary costs 
1. Expert Fees 
A trial court exercising its discretion may find that expert witness fees for service in 
calculating and testifying about economic damages either do or do not qualify as "exceptional" 
costs under I.R.C.P. 54(dX1)(D).Idaho appellate courts have stated that economic expert 
witnesses are increasingly common in litigation. See Fish v. Smith, 1311daho 492,494, 960 P.2d 
175, 177 (1998). Courts have also expressly rejected the argument that expert witness fees are 
never "exceptional" under Rule 54(dXl)(D). Evan.s v. State, 135 Idaho 422, 432, 18 P.3d 227, 
237 (Ct. App. 2001). 
Courts have denied expert costs when they are typical to litigation. The Idaho Supreme 
Court explained, ''Certain cases, such as pemonal injury, cases generally involve copy, travel and 
expert witness fees such that these costs are considered ordinary rather than 'exceptional' under 
I.R.C.P. 54(dXt)(D).• Hayden Lake Fire Prot. Dtst. v. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 307~ 314, 109 P.3d 
161, 168 (2005), overruled in part on other grounds by Farber v. State Ins. Fund, No. 38140 slip 
op. at *4 (Idaho, January 27, 2012). In /1U111UJ v. Brewer, the Supreme Court upheld the trial 
court's use of discretion in denying expert fees, based on the trial court's finding that "expert 
witnesses who charge more than $500.00 no longer are unusual or extraordinary." 132 Idaho 
377,384,973 P.2d 148, 155 (1999). The trial court had stated, "(f]or the most part the claimed 
discretionary costs were routine costs associated with modem litigation overhead," rather than 
"exceptional" as required by Rule 54(dX1)(D).Id. 
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While in Bodine v. Bodine, the district court awarded expert fees for an appraisal of 
assets in a divorce case, and the Court of Appeals afflnned, the case at bar is more similar to 
/nama v. Brewer. 1141daho 163, 167-68, 754 P.2d 1200, 1204-05 (Ct. App. 1988). The court 
finds that retention of an expert economist to refute an amount of damages is not an "exceptional 
cost" but typical to any employment case where damages projected into the future must be 
calculated. Although the Board argues that hiring its expert, Mr. Eberle was necessary and 
exceptional bec:ause the Board had to counter the opposing economist's "calculation error of 
approximately 3396 of the alleged damages," the defendant's expert's error was favorable to the 
defense by 33% so the defense did not incur the costs to counter that error at trial. The court 
finds the expert cost was not extraordinary and denies this request for this cost. 
1 Arbitration Costs 
Where the parties have proactively agreed in contract regarding how fees and costs will 
be awarded if litigation arises, courts follow the contract rather than an analysis prescribed under 
a statute or rule;. "[W]e hold that the general entitlement to costs under I.R.C.P. 54(dX1) does not 
override a valid agreement." Zenner v. Holcomb, 1471daho 444, 452, 210 P.3d 552, 560 (2009). 
In this case, the contract provided the parties would split arbitration costs. Sanders 
quotes, "The cost of the arbitration shall be divided between the board and the grievant." (Trial 
Ex. 102, Art. n. § 3.5(4Xd), p. 15.) Sanders also emphasizes that the arbitration costs occurred in 
separate proceedings completed before Sanders filed this suit. (Mem. on Supp. of Motion to 
Disallow 3.) The affidavit of costs reveals that the School District paid total arbitration costs of 
$4,609.00 so the court will award half of that amount, or $2,304.50 as discretionary costs. 
B. Attomey Fees 
Sanders has not contested the reasonableness of the Board's requested attorney fees. 
Instead, she argues that I.C. § 12-120(3) does not provide authority for an award of attorney fees, 
and that fees are not appropriate under LC. § 12-117 because her claims, although unsuccessful, 
had a reasonable basis. 
1. Fees are inappropriate under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) because§ 12-117 is the 
exclusive means for awardlag attomey fees Ia a case apinst a school district. 
The Board argues that attorney fees are appropriately awarded in this case under the 
authority of I.C. § 12-120(3), which provides, 
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In any civil action to recover •.• services and in any commercial 
transaction unless otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be 
allowed a reasonable attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and 
collected as costs. 
The term "commercial transaction" is defined to mean all transactions 
except transactions for personal or household purposes •••• 
(2012). Sanders argues that I.e.§12-120(3) does not apply because several Idaho cases have 
held that another statute, I.C.§ 12-117(1), providing for attorney fees where the case involves 
"as adverse parties a state agency or political subdivision and a person," exclusively controls 
when the defendant is a public entity within the ambit §12-117. There is some confusion under 
Idaho case law oa this question because ill one case with a similar claim-a breach of 
employment contract brought by a teacher against a school board-the Supreme Court upheld an 
award of attorney fees under the authority of §12-120(3). Willie v. Btl. of Trustees, 138 Idaho 
131, 136, 59 P.3d 302, 307 (2002). The Court stated, "Actions brought for breach of an 
employment contract are considered commercial transactions and are subject to the attorney fee 
provision ofi.e.§12-120(3)." /d. Following this same rule, the Supreme Court has recently 
held a University was entitled to attorney fees under §12-120(3) for defending a breach of 
employment contract claim. Sadid v. ldtzho State Univ., 151 Idaho 932, 265 P.3d 1144, 1154 
(2011) (citingBECO Constr. Co., Inc. v. J-U-B Engrs. Inc., 149 Idaho 294,233 P.3d 1216 
(2010)).1 Yet, in another case decided after Willie and before Sadid, the Court recognized that I 
12-117 applies to school districts, which are defined as ''taxing districts" under I.C. § 63-3101. 
Potlatch Educ. As8 •n v. Potlatch Sch. Dist. No. 285, 148 Idaho 630, 635, 226 P .3d 1277, 1282 
(2010), reh 'g denied (Mar. 17, 2010). The Potlatch court denied a request for attorney fees 
under the general attorney fee statute, I.C.§12-121, "because I.C. § 12-117 is the exclusive 
means for awarding attorney fees for the entities to which it applies." Jd. 
Other cases before and after Potlatch have recognized the exclusivity of §12-117 in 
controlling attorney fee requests where public entities are parties. For instance, the rule is 
restated in the very recent case Kepler-Fleenor v. Fremont County, where a county requested 
attorney fees under I.e.§ 12-121. 152ldaho 207, 268 P.3d 1159, 1165 (2012), reh'g denied (Jan. 
30, 2012). The court denied the request ''because I.e. § 12-117 is the exclusive means for 
1 In Sadid, a tenured professor at Idaho State University claimed, among other things, that the university breached 
the implied contractual covenant of good fair and fair dealing by not conducting annual evaluations and not hiring 
him as Department Chair after be publicly criticized the university. Sad.id v. Idaho Smte Univ., lSl Idaho 932, 26S 
p .3d 1144. 1153 (2011). 
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awarding attorney's fees for the entities to which it applies." Id. In Smith v. Washington County, 
the plaintiff initially requested attorney fees under §12-120(3), as does the Board in this case. 
150 Idaho 388, 392, 247 P.3d 615, 619 (2010). The Smith Court went out of its way to say that 
even if the plaintiff had not withdrawn at oral argument his requests under §§12-120(3) and 12-
121, fees would be inappropriate under those statutes because "I.C.§12-117 'is the exclusive 
means for awarding attorney fees for the entities to which it applies.'" Id. (citing Potlatch, 148 
Idaho at 635, 226 P.3d at 1282); accord Westway Const., Inc. v. Idaho Transp. Dep 't, 139 Idaho 
107, 116,73 P.3d 721,730 (2003) (cltingStatev. Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 
Idaho 718, 723,.947 P .2d 391, 396 (1997). It is awarent in the most recent case law that where 
sections 12-120(3) and 12-117 overlap, 12-117 is exclusive and preclusive;. 
Although the· defendant in this case urges the court to rely on Sadid to support its 
argument that the Willie rule allows an educational institution to recover fees under §12-120(3) 
should control, this court finds that Sadid is distinguishable in that the defendant university was 
not a school district defined u a "taxing districts" under I.C. § 63-3101 requiring this case to 
analyzed under I.C. § 12-117. The Supreme Court previously expressly held that because Idaho 
State University."is not a state agency u defined by the applicable statutes, it cannot be awarded 
attorney fees under Idaho Code§ 12-117." Horne v. Idaho State Univ., 138 Idaho 700,706,69 
p .3d 120, 126 (2003). 
While the Willie court allowed an award of attorney fees on the teacher's breach of 
contract claim u a "commercial transaction'' within the scope of I.C. § 12-120(3), the parties in 
Willie did not raise the applicability of§ 12-117 so the defendant's argument that restricting 
attorney fees in this case to the standards of§ 12-117 would require Willie to be overruled is not 
accurate. Mountain Home School District is squarely defined under 63-3101, u "A taxing 
district within the meaning of this' act iS any ... school district •.. authodied by law to levy taxes, 
now or hereafter organized." Therefore, I. C. § 12-120(3) is not appropriate authority to award 
attorney fees because attorney fees are exclusively controlled by § 12-117 in this public entity 
case. 
2. Fees under LC. § ll-117 are not appropriate because Sanden's action was 
not "brought without a reasonable basis in fad or law." 
Idaho Code section 12-117(1) provides: 
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[I]n any administrative or civil judicial proceeding involving as adverse 
parties a state agency, a city, a county or other taxing district and a person, the 
court shall award the prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and 
reasonable expenses, if the court finds that the party against whom the judgment 
is rendered acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law. 
Though there are hundreds of cases involving fee award I.C. § 12-117, Idaho appellate courts 
have set out very few bright-line rules. One example: "A party is not entitled to attorney's fees if 
the issue is one of first impression in Idaho." Lane Ranch P'ship v. City of Sun Valley, 145 Idaho 
87, 91, 175 P .3d n6, 780 (2007). Also, "Where questions of law are raised, attorney fees should 
be awarded only if the nonprevailing party advocates a plainly fallacious, and, therefore, not 
fairly debatable, position." Lowery v. Bd. of County Com 'rs for Ada County, 1151daho 64, 69, 
764 P.~ 431,436 (Ct. App. 1988) (addressing the similar standard under I.C. § 12-121). 
Generally, whether there was a reasonable basis for the suit is case-specific and fact-specific, and 
if the court finds that the party opposing the attorney fees raised a "legitimate issue," then fees 
under§ 12-117 are not awarded. See Cantwell v. City of Boise, 146 Idaho 127, 138, 191 P.3d 
205, 216 (2008). 
In a recent case brought by a student against a school district, the Supreme Court found 
that the student's claim was contrary to the "clear and unambiguous wording of the statute," and 
the appeal was brought without a reasonable basis, and so the Court awarded the school district 
attorney fees underi.C § 12-117(1). Mareciv. Coeur D'AleneSch. Dist. No. 271, 150 Idaho 740, 
745,250 P.3d 791,796 (2011). In contrast, iniHC HospittJls, Inc. v. Teton County, 139 Idaho 
188, 191-92, 75 P.3d 1198, 1201-02 (2003), a Hospital's unsuccessful appeal of a county's 
denial of aid for treating an indigent patient raised a legitimate question as to what constituted an 
application or delayed application. Therefore, the county was not entitled to attorney fees under § 
12-117~ !d. 
Sanders argues that her claims did not lack a reasonable basis even though she could not 
convince a jury, and asks the court to consider the summary judgment decision that the contract 
was ambiguous leaving material issues of fact for the jury to address. 
The Board cites cases where a trial was held and attorney fees were still awarded on a 
similar standard. E.g., Jenldns v. Barsalou, 145 Idaho 202,208,177 P.3d 949,955 (2008); KEB 
Enterprises, L.P. v. Smedley, 140 Idaho 746, 754, 101 P .3d 690, 698 (2004) (holding that a 
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plaintiff was entitled to attorney fees after a court trial because the suit was "frivolously 
defended.''). 
After a review of the entire record of this case, including the Plaintiff prevailing in the 
arbitration, the court's summary judgment decision that the contract was ambiguous leaving 
issues for the jury to decide, and in viewing the trial, the court does not find that the plaintiff 
advoated a plainly fallacious position and finds there was a legitimate issue. Applying the 
attorney fee standard of I.C.§12-117, the plaintiff's action was tried with a reasonable basis in 
fact and law and the defendant is not entitled to attorney fees. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, this Court hereby GRANTS the Defendants' Motion for Costs 
as a Matter of Right in the amount of $944.9S and Discretionary Costs in the amount of 
$2,304.SO for a total award of costs in the amount of $3,249.4S. This Court hereby DENIES the 
Defendants' Motion for Attorney Fees. 
AND IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 23rd day of March, 2012 
Lynn~ 
District Judge 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
TERRI M. SANDERS 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE 
MOUNTAIN HOME SCHOOL DISTRICT 
NO. 193 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2009-315 
JUDGMENT 
This matter having come before the Court for trial, the matter having 
proceeded to trial, the jury having rendered its verdict on January 19, 2012, the 
following judgment is entered: 
The verdict of the jury reflected a finding of no breach of contract by the 
Defendant, with no damages being awarded to the Plaintiff, and good cause 
appearing therefor, 
JUDGMENT IS HEREBY ENTERED ON BEHALF OF DEFENDANTS. 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Plalntifrs 
Complaint and claims against Defendants be, and the same hereby are, dismissed on 
the merits and with prejudice with costs and/or fees to be awarded to Defendants In the 
· amount of $ .;3, '2-4'P • 45. 
.-d -y\1~ 
DATED this 1[. day of february, 2012. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
TERRIM.SANDERS 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE 
MOUNTAIN HOME SCHOOL DISTRICT 
N0.193 
Defendants/Appellants. 
Case No. CV-2009-315 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Fee Category: 1(4) 
Fee: $101.00 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT AND HER ATTORNEYS OF RECORD, AND 
TO THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COUR'r. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Appellants, Board of Trustees of the Mountain Home 
School District, No. 193, appeal against the above-named Respondent to the Idaho 
Supreme Court from the final judgment and denial of post-trial motions entered in the 
above-entitled action on the 23rd day of March, 2012, The Honorable Lynn Norton, 
presiding. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL- 1 
2. Said Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgment and order described in Paragraph 1, above, is an appealable order under and 
pursuant to Rule 11(a)(1), IAR. 
3. Appellants' preliminary statement of Issues: 
a. Appellants contend that Judge Norton incorrectly denied awarding 
attorney fees to the District under I.C. § 12-120(3), which Appellants 
requested as the claims brought by the Respondent, Ms. Sanders, were 
for breach of her employment contract (which has been defined as a 
commercial transaction for purposes of awarding fees under 1. C. § 12-
120(3)). 
b. Appellants contend that Judge Norton incorrectly determined that I. C. § 
12-117 Is the exclusive source under which school districts may obtain 
attorney fees where the claim at Issue relate to a commercial transaction 
for purposes of I. C. § 12-120(3). 
4. As this appeal deals only with the award of attorney fees, and as no hearing 
was had on the Motion for Fees and Costs, therefore, no transcript is requested. 
5. The Appellants request the following documents to be included in the Clerk's 
Record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, IAR.: 
a. The Memorandum Decision and Order, dated November 29, 2010. 
b. The" Motion for Attorney Fees and Memorandum of Costs (and 
supporting affidavits and memoranda), filed February 3, 2012. 
c. Plaintiff's Motion to Disallow Defendants Memorandum of Costs, filed 
February 21, 2012. 
d. Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Disallow Defendanfs Bill 
of Costs, filed February 27, 2012. 
e. The Reply in Support of Motion for Attorney's Fees and Memorandum of 
Costs, and Response to Plaintiffs Motion to Disallow Costs, filed March 
8, 2012. 
f. The Memorandum Decision and Order Granting in part Defendanfs 
Motion for Costs and Denying Defendanfs Motion for Attorney Fees, 
dated March 27,2012. 
6. I certify: 
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(a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) That no payment has been made to the reporter, as no transcript has 
been requested. 
(c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the Clerk's Record has been 
paid. 
(d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20, I.A.R. 
DATED this t..( day of April, 2012. 
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P.O. Box 2838 
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\ James Piotrowski, ISB 5911 
~ Marty Durand, ISB S 111 
1 HERZFELD & PIOTROWSKI, LLP 
~ \ 824 W. Franklin ~ , P.O. Box 2864 
c._.- •.Boise, ID 83701 
c:3 ~'Telephone: (208) 331-9200 
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J Paul Stark 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
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P .0. Box 2638 
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Telephone: (208) 333-8560 
Facsimile: (208) 344-1606 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
TERRI SANDERS ) Case No. CV-2009-315 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
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vs. ) 
) 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF TilE ) 
MOUNTAIN HOME SCHOOL DISTRICT ) 
NO. 193, ) 
) 
Derenmmt ) 
TO: The above-named Defenmmt/ Appellant/Cross-Respondent, and to the Clerk of the 
above-entitled Court: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Plaintift7Respondent/Cross ApPellant Terri ~anders appeal against 
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the Defendant/ Appellant/Cross Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the fmal judgment 
awarding discretionary costs entered in the above-captioned action on the 23rd day of March, 
2012, the Honorable Lynn Norton, presiding. 
2. That Plaintift7Respondent/Cross-Appellant Terri Sanders bas a right to'~g this 
cross-appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court pursuant to Appellate Rule 11(aX1), 11(a)(7) and 11(g). 
3. PlaintiffiR.espondent/Cross-Appellant provides this preliminary statement of issues: 
Tho District Court erred. in awarding as aa item of discretioiw'y costs the fees of 
the arbitrator paid by Defendant pursuant to a Master Agreement between Defendant and the 
Mountain Home Education Association. The award of arbitration expenses (which Defendant 
agreed to pay as a matter of contract) is inconsistent with the provisions of Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure S4(d)(1XD). 
4. No transcript is requested. 
S. Plaintifti'Respondent/Cross-Appellant Terri Sanders does not request any additional 
documents be included in the Clerk's Record in addition to those automatically included, and 
those identified by Defendant/ Appellant: 
6. Plaintitf/Respondent/Cross-Appellant requests the following documents, charts· or 
pictures offered or admitted as exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court in addition to 
those requested: 
a. Plaintiff's Exhibit 102- Master Agreement 
b. Plaintiff's Exhibit 103 - Sanders Contract 
c. Plaintiff's Exhibit 111 -Arbitrators Award Dated December 4, 2008 
7. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this notice of cross-appeal bas been served on each reporter of 
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whom an additional transcript has been requested; 
b. That no payment has been made to any reporter because no transcript has been 
requested; 
c. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
I.A.R. 20. 
DATED this ts• day ofMay, 2012. 
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